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Additional Materials: NIL

READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your index number, class and name on the cover page in the spaces provided. 
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use a soft pencil for any diagrams or graphs. 
Do not use staples, paper clips highlighters, glue or correction fluid.   

Answer all questions.
If working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working or units may result in loss of marks. Working(s) in pencil will not be awarded marks.
The total number of marks for this paper is 40.  

Calculators should be used where appropriate.
If the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give the answer
to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.
For , use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in terms of . 

The number of marks is given in brackets [   ] at the end of each question or part question.
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1. Arrange the following numbers in ascending order.

49
50

20.98 0.989 0.98

Answer ………, ………, ………, ……… [1] 
     smallest                                                    biggest

2. The following is a set of numbers provided. 

12,  0,  1,  2,  ,  
8

Write down all the 

(a) Integer(s), 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(b) whole number(s), 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(c) natural number(s), 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(d) irrational number(s). 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

Answer all questions
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3. Find the fraction exactly halfway between 1
8

 and 2
5

.

Give your answer in its simplest form.

Answer ………………………………… [1]

4. (a) Simplify 0.1 : 0.35. 

Answer ……………… : ……………… [1]

(b) Express the ratio of 45 cm to 4 m in its simplest form.

Answer ……………… : ……………… [2]

5. If A : B = 2 : 5 and B : C = 3 : 11, find the ratio A : B : C.

Answer ……… : ………… : …………  [2]
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6. (a) The certificate of entitlement (COE) of a car costs $ 52 503. 

Round off $52 503 to 2 significant figures.  

Answer $ ……………………………… [1]

(b) Express 0.089351 correct to

(i) 3 significant figures, 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(ii) 2 decimal places.

Answer ………………………………… [1]

7. Find the sum of all the prime numbers between 1 and 10. 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

8. The maximum speed of a car on the expressway is 90 km/h. 

Express 90 km/h in m/s.

Answer …………………………… m/s [1]
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9. (a) By rounding each number to 1 significant figure, estimate the value of

495 7.4
689.11 158.93

. You must show your working . 

Answer ………………………………… [2] 

(b) Calculate the value of 495 7.4
689.11 158.93

.

Leave your answer in 3 significant figures.

Answer ………………………………… [1]

10. The fish costs x cents per 100 grams. John buys some fishes and it costs him y dollars.  

Express, in terms of x and y, for the number of grams of fishes that John buy.  

Answer ………………………… grams [2] 
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11. Expand

(a) 3 2a a ,

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(b) 2 3 (2 3 )x y x y .

Answer ………………………………… [2] 

12. Given that 3x , 2y  and 7z , find the value of  

(a) 2 32 zx y
y

,

Answer ………………………………… [2] 

(b) 2x y x xyz .

Answer ………………………………… [2] 
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13. (a) Add 5 3x to 8 1x .

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(b) Subtract the product of 2x  and 4x from 25 9 3x x .

Answer ………………………………… [2] 

14. Simplify 

(a) 3 8 2 3xy yx ,

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(b) 2 21 75 5 3 12
2 2

xy xy xy xy .

Answer ………………………………… [1]
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15. The price of an admission ticket to a carnival is $9.

(a) Write down an expression for the cost of x tickets.

Answer $……………………………… [1]

(b) Find the maximum number of tickets that can be bought with $59. 

Answer ………………………… tickets [2] 
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16. (a) Solve the inequality 2 4 3 1 1
3 2

x x .

Answer ………………………………… [3] 

(b) Illustrate the solution on a number line.

Answer: 

                   [1]

End of Paper
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Write your index number, class and name on the cover page in the spaces provided. 
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use a soft pencil for any diagrams or graphs. 
Do not use staples, paper clips highlighters, glue or correction fluid.   

Answer all questions.
If working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working or units may result in loss of marks. Working(s) in pencil will not be awarded marks.
The total number of marks for this paper is 60.  

Calculators should be used where appropriate.
If the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give the answer
to three significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.
For , use either your calculator value or 3.142, unless the question requires the answer in terms of . 

The number of marks is given in brackets [   ] at the end of each question or part question.
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1. (a) Calculate  
2

2
99.11 3.23 4

2 11.5
.

Write down the first five digits on the calculator display of your answer. 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(b) Write down your answer to part (a) correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer ………………………………… [1]

2. An integer, when corrected to 3 significant figures, is 726 000. Write down  

(a) the largest possible value of the integer, 

Answer ………………………………… [1]

(b) the smallest possible value of the integer.

Answer ………………………………… [1]

Answer all questions
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3. (a) Express 2250 as a product of its prime factors.

Answer 2250 = ………………………… [1]

(b) Find the smallest value of k such that 2250k is a perfect cube.

.

Answer k = ……………………………… [2] 
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4. On a particular morning, the temperature at the top of Mount Everest was 41 C and 

the temperature at the foot of the mountain was 5 C .

(a) Find the difference between the two temperatures.

Answer ……………………………… C [1]

(b) The height of Mount Everest from the foot to the top of the mountain is 8850 metres. 

Given that the temperature changes uniformly with height, calculate the temperature

at 6900 metres above the foot of the mountain. Give your answer correct to 3 

significant figures.

Answer ……………………………… C [2] 
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5. The length of a rectangular table is 120 cm and the width of the rectangular table is

45 cm. These tables were arranged side by side so that it will form a square.

Find

(a) the length of a side of the smallest square,

Answer ……………………………… cm [2] 

(b) the number of tables used to form the square in part (a). 

Answer …………………………… tables [2] 

120 cm

45 cm
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6. A group of children plan to donate 105 packets of drinks, 147 packets of rice and 231 

packets of biscuits to an old folks home.  The packets of drinks, packets of rice and 

packets of biscuits are packed equally into gift bags without leftovers. Find

(a) the maximum number of gift bags, 

Answer ………………………………bags [2] 

(b) the number of packets of biscuits in each gift bag.

Answer ………………………… packets [1]
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7. James ran 15 km from his house for 1 hour 30 minutes. He rested for 50 minutes before 

walking home. His walking speed was 40% less than his running speed. Calculate 

(a) his running speed, in km/h, 

Answer …………………………… km/h [2] 

(b) his walking time, in minutes, 

Answer ………………………… minutes [2] 

(c) his average speed, in m/s, for the whole journey. 

Answer ………………………………m/s [3] 
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8. Mr. Chai withdraws $30 000 from his saving account.  1
4

of the money is given to his 

wife and the rest is divided among his three children Judy, Jane and Annie in the ratio  

4 : 3 : 1 respectively.

(a) Judy saves 1
3

of her money. Calculate the amount of money she saves.

Answer $………………………………… [3] 

(b) Annie receives an additional $2000 from her mother.  Find the ratio of money 

received by Jane to Annie now. 

Answer ………………… : ……………… [2] 
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9. A standard triathlon is made up of a swim, a bicycle ride and a run. The running distance 

is 1
9

 of the whole journey, the cycling distance is 5 times of the running distance and the 

running distance is 1.5 km. Find 

(a) the distance covered in the triathlon,

Answer ……………………………… km [1]

(b) the fraction of the race which a competitor has to swim. 

Answer ………………………………… [2] 
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10. Factorise completely

(a) 3 34 39 15 3a a bb c a ,

Answer ………………………………… [1] 

(b) 24 4x xy y x ,

Answer ………………………………… [2] 

(c) 15 3 5zy x xz y .

Answer ………………………………… [2] 
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11. Solve

(a) 9 2 3 3x ,

Answer x = ……………………………… [2] 

(b) 1 1 11
4 5 8

x x ,

Answer x = ……………………………… [2] 

(c) 2 5
3

1
54

2x x .

Answer x = ……………………………… [3] 
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12. The table below shows the monthly subscription of three price plans offered by S1

Telecommunications Company. 

Price Plans Combo A Combo B Combo C
Monthly Subscription $42.90 $62.90 $82.90
FREE Outgoing Calls 200 min 300 min 400 min

FREE Data Bundled
2 Gigabytes
(GB)

3 Gigabytes
(GB)

4 Gigabytes
(GB)

Excess Data Charges $10.70 per GB  capped at $181.90/mth
Local Talktime Rate (Outgoing call): 12¢ per minute.

(a) Joan subscribes to Combo A plan. She makes a total of 300 min of outgoing local

calls. Find the amount she needs to pay if she does not use more than the free data 

bundled provided. 

Answer $……………………………… [2] 

(b) Adeline subscribes to Combo B plan.  She made a total of 500 min outgoing local 

calls and her bill is $97.60. Find, giving your answer in Gigabytes, her total data 

usage.

Answer ……………………………GB [2] 
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(c) On average Cathy makes a total of 350 min of outgoing calls and uses 19 GB of 

data monthly.  If Cathy is looking for the cheapest price plan, which price plan 

should she choose? Show all your workings clearly.

Answer Combo ……………………… [4] 

13. It is given that 4 2 1 6(3 2) 0x x , find the value of 52 17x .

Answer 52 17x ……………………… [2] 
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14. Simplify

(a) 2 5 3 3(2 )
3 2
x y x y ,

Answer ………………………………… [3] 

(b) 2 53
7

x x .

Answer ………………………………… [3] 

End of Paper
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Answer Key Sec 1 Express SA1 Paper 1 2017 
1a 20.98 , 49

50
, 0.989 , 0.98

B1 Generally well done.
Students need to express numbers 
back in their original form given in 
question.

2a 2,  0,  1 B1 Generally poorly done as students 
were unsure of the definitions of 
the numbers.
Students must know these 
definitions well as it is a 
fundamental skill which may affect 
later topics (e.g. set notation).

2b  0,  1 B1

2c  1 B1

2d 2,   B1

3 1 2 2
8 5

5 16 2
40 40

21 2
40
21
80

B1

Generally poorly done.
Students must learn to interpret 
questions and learn to represent 
them using a mathematical 
expression.

4a 0.1 : 0.35

10 : 35 

2 : 7 B1

Students must remember to leave 
their answers as natural numbers 
(and not fractions/decimals/mixed 
numbers) and also note that their 
final answer should not have any 
units.

4b 45 : 400

9 : 80 

M1

A1

5 A : B = 2 : 5 and B : C = 3 : 11

A : B = 6 : 15 and B : C = 15 : 55 

A : B : C = 6 : 15 : 55

M1

A1

Generally well done.

6a $53 000 B1 Common error: $52.

6bi 0.0894 B1 Common error: 0.0893, 0.894.

6bii 0.09 B1 Well done.

7 2 3 5 7
17 B1

Common error: Students thought 1 
or 9 are prime numbers.

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

Common error: $52.

later topics (e.g. set notation).2d 2,   B1

3
2

2

21 2
40
21
80

1 21 2
8 58 5

5 165 16
40 4040 40

B1

Generally poorlyyyyyy dddone.e.e.e.e.e.
Students must leleeeeeararararararnnnnnn totototototo interpret 
questions anananananandddddd leleleleleleararararararnnnnnn ttotttt  repppresent 
them ussssssinininininingggggg aaaaaa mmmmmmathemememememematatatatataticicicicicicalalalalalal 
expressssisisisisisiionononononononnn.........

4a 0.1 : 0.35

10 : 35 

2 : 7 B11

Students mususususususttt t t t rrrrrer member to leave 
thheieir r answers as natural numbers
(a(andndn nnot fractions/decimals/mixed
nunumbmbers) and also note that their 
fifinnal answer should not have any 
units.

4b 45 : 400

99 : 80 

M1M1

A1

5 A : B = 2 : 5 and d B : CC == 33 :: 1111

A : B = 6 :: 151515 aandndd BB : CC == 15 : 55 

A : B : C = 6 :: 1515 : 55

M1

A1

Generally well done.

6a $53 000 B1
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8 90 km
1 h
90 1000m
1 3600 sec
25 m/s B1 

Generally well done.

9a 495 7.4
689.11 158.93

500 7
700 200
7

M1

A1

Common error: Some students 
unable to see this as an estimation 
question and calculated first then 
rounded off. 
Other students rounded off wrongly

e.g.
27
75 or 

00.20000.700
0.7500 .

9b 6.91 B1 Generally well done, with few 
giving 6.90.

10  cents -----------100 grams

 dollars ---100 grams
100

100001 dollars ---------

10000 dollars --------

x
x

x
yy

x

M1

A1

Alternative working
$y = 100y cents

x cents --------- 100g

100y cents ---- y
x

100100

=
x

y10000 g

Common error: Students did not 
simplify answer and leave as 

y
x

100100 .

11a
2

3 2

3 2

a a

a a B1 

Generally well done.

11b
2 2

2 2

2 3 (2 3 )

4 6 6 9
4 9

x y x y

x xy xy y
x y

M1

A1

Common error: Students did not 
multiply terms correctly and get 
wrong terms (e.g. 2x2, 3y2 etc) or 
did not simplify (–6xy + 6xy).

12a 2 32

2 7 3
3 2 2

2
14 33 4

2
16
2

zx y
y

M1

A1

Common error: 0m if students did 
not show first step of working (i.e. 
substitution of numbers to replace 
variables).

12b 2

23 2 3 3 2 7

21

x y x xyz
M1

A1

Common error: 0m if students did 
not show first step of working (i.e. 
substitution of numbers to replace 
variables).
Many students did not put brackets 
for (–2)2.
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7 A1 e.g.
27
75 or 

00.200000000000000.70000000
0.7500 .

9b 6.91 B1 Generally well ddddddooooono e, wwwwwwith few 
giving 6.90.

10  cents -----------100 grams

 dollars ---100 grams
100

100001 dollars ---------

10000 dollars --------

x
x

x
yy

x

M1

A1

Alternativeeeeee wowowowowoworkrkrkrkrkrkiiiiniingggggg
$y = 1000000000000yyyyyy cecececececentntntntntn ssssss

x cenenenenenenenennnnennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnennnnnnnntstsstsssstststssstsststststststststststsstststststststttstststsststststsstsstsststsstsssstststsssttttttttttttsttttststtttttssssssssssssssssssssss   -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------- - 100g0g0g0g0g0g

101011011000010100001010101010100010001010001001010010100010100101010100010111101011011101010111101001011101000110001010100101011000010110001110000000100000000010100000000000000y0y0y0y00000y0y0y0y0y00y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y000y0y0y0y00y0y0y0y000y0y0y0y0y0y0y00y0y0y0yyy0y0y00y0y000y0y0y0y0y00y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y0y00y0y0y0y0y0y0y000y0y0y0y0y000000y0y0y00y000y0y0y00y0y0yyy00y0y0y00yy0y0y0y000y0yyy0yy0yyy0y0y0y00y000000yy000000yy00y0yy00yyyy00y0y00yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccceneneeeneneneneneneneneneeeneneneneneneneeeeeeneneneneeeeneneeneneneeneneeeneeneeneneneeeneeneneneeeneeeneeneneneeneneneeneneeeneeeeneeeeeeennneneneeeeeeneneeneenneneeneneneneeenneeneennneenneneenennnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnntststststststsstststsststststststststststststststststststtstststststtttststststtsststttttttsttstststtttsttstsstststtstststststsstststtstssssststsstssstttttststststtstssssststststsssssstsststssssstttsstttttt  ------------------------------------------------- yyyyyy
x

101010101010000000100

=
x

yyyyyy11111100000000000000 gg

CoC mmon errrrrorororororor: Students did not 
simpmplify answewewewewewer and leave as 

y
xx

101 01001000 .

11a
23 22

a

a a23 2 BB1 

GeG nerally well done.

11b
2 2

2 2

(2 3 ))

4 92

4 92

y(2 3

x xy y yy6 6 96
x y9

(2(2

4 6 62 6 66
4

M1

A1

Common error: Students did not 
multiply terms correctly and get 
wrong terms (e.g. 2x2, 3y2 etc) or 
did not simplify (–6xy + 6xy).

12a 22 332

2 7 3
2

x y2
yy

2y2

M1

Common error: 0m if students did 
not show first step of working (i.e. 
substitution of numbers to replace 
variables).
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13a 5 3 8 1
5 3 8 1
3 4

x x
x x
x B1

Generally well done. Few had 
careless mistakes of leaving out 
negative sign.

13b 2

2 2

2

5 9 3 2 4

5 9 3 2 8
7 17 3

x x x x

x x x x
x x

M1

A1 

Generally poorly done.
Common errors: Students either 
minus from the wrong term or they 
did not put bracket for the later 
term or they did not apply the 
negative sign to every term in the 
bracket.

14a 3 8 2 3
5 11
xy yx

xy B1

Generally well done. Some did not 
simplify 3xy and 2yx.

14b 2 2

2

1 75 5 3 12
2 2

3 2 17

xy xy xy xy

xy xy B1

Generally well done.

15a $9x B1 Generally well done.

15b 59number of tickets = 
9

56
9

maximum number of tickets = 6

M1

A1

Generally well done.

16a 2 4 3 1 1
3 2

2 4 3 1 2
3 2 2

2 4 3 1 2
3 2

2 4 3 1
3 2

2 2 4 3 3 1
4 8 9 3

5 5
1

x x

x

x

x

x x
x x

x
x

M1, 

M1

A1

Generally poorly done.
Common error: Some students 
attempted cross-multiplication, 
which could result in error. Some 
students just removed the 
denominator.

16b

B1

Common error: Students forget to 
shade the circle as inequality 
includes –1.

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

14a 3 8 2 3
5 11

xy yx8 28 2
xy

8 28 28 28
5 B1

Generally well done. Some did not 
simplify 3xy and 222222yxyxyxyxyxyx....

14b 2

2

1 725 21 2

2 2
3 2 172

xy xy xy xy5 3 125 3
2

y y22

5 5 3 122 5 3 12

3 222 22 B1

Generally weeeeeellllllllllll ddddddonononononone.e.e.e.e.e.

15a $9x B1 GeGeGeGeGeGeGeGeeGeGeGeeGeGeGeGeeGeGeGeGeGeGeeeGeGeGeeGeGeeGeeGeeGeGeeeeeGeeeeeeeeeeGeeeeeGeeGeGeeGeeeeeeeeeeeeeeGGeeeeeeeeGeeeeGGGG neneneneneneneneneeeneneneenenenenennenenenneeeeneenenenenenenenneneeneeeeeneeneeneeeeeeeeneeeneneeeneneeeneeneneneneeenneeneneeeeeenenneneneeneneeeenneneennennnneneeenennnneneennnnnnnnennneeeennnnnnneeeneeeennnnneenerararararararararararararararrraraaararararrararararararaaarararaaaarararraarararaarrrararararararararrarrrarararrarrrararrrararaaraararaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yyyyyyy yyyyyyyyyyy yyyyyyyyyyy yyyyy y yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy wwwwwwewewewewewwwwwwwwwwwwewwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwewwwwwwwwewwwewwwwwwwewwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww lllllllllll done.

15b 59number of tickets = 
9

56
9

maximum number of tickets = 6

M1

A1A

GeGGeGeGeGeGeGeGeGeGeGGeGGeGeGeGGeeGeGeGeGeGeGeGeeGeGGGeGeGeGeGGeGGeGGeGGGGGeGeGGeGeGeGeGeGeGeGeGGeeGeGeGeGeGeGeGeeGeGeGGeGeGeGeGGGGeGGeGeeeGeGGeGeGeGeGeGGeeGeeGGGGeGeGeGGGeGGGGeeeeeGGeeGeeeeeeGeeeGeGGeeeeeeGeeGeeeeeenennenenneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneneenenennnneneneneneneennnennennennenenennennnennnennenennnnenenenennenennnennnnnnnnnnnnnnennnnnnneneeennneenenennnenneneneeenneeenneenneeneeeeneeeeeerarararararaarararararararaaarararaararrrrarararaararaararraararararararrrararraraarararararrrararrararrarrrrararararaararararrraraaraaaarrarrraaaaarrrrraraaaaarraaaarrraraaaaaarrarraaaraaarraaaaaarraaraaaaraaaarallllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy weeeeeellllll ddddddono e.

16a 2 4 3 1 1
3 2

2 4 3 1 2
3 2 22

2 4 3 11 22
3 2

2 4 33 11
3 22

2
4 8 9 3

5 5

4 34 3

4 34 3

4 3

x xxx4 34 3

8 98 9

4 34 333

4 34 333

4 3 114 3

4 3

8 998 98
5

M1, 

M1

Generally poorly done.
Common error: Some students 
attempted cross-multiplication, 
which could result in error. Some 
students just removed the
denominator.
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Answer Key Sec 1 Express SA1 Paper 2 2017 
1a 2.2371 B1 Generally well done.

1b 2.24 B1 Generally well done.

2a 726499 B1 Common error: Some 
students unable to 
determine largest/smallest 
integer.

2b 725500 B1

3a 2 32250 2 3 5 B1 Some did not present as 
prime factors 

3b 3 3 3

2 3 3 3 3

3 3 3

2 3

2

2250 2 3 5
2 3 5 2 3 5

2 3 5
2 3 5

2 3
12

k
k

k

k
k

M1

A1

Common error: Some 
students thought it was a 
perfect square question 
while some had 
misleading/contradictory 
working.

4a 5 41
46
C C

C

B1 Common error: –46°C.

4b 8850    46
461        

466900 6900
8850
35.864

Temperature at 6900 m = 35.864 5
= 30.864

m C

m C

m m

C C
C

30.9 C

M1

A1

Alternative M1 working

3.192
46

8850

9.35
3.192

6900

Many scored M1 only.
Common error: Many used 
41 to calculate instead of 
35.9.

5 5 45, 120 

3 9, 24 

3 3, 8 

2 1,  8 

2 1, 4 

2 1, 2 

1, 1 
3 2LCM 2 3 5

360

Hence, the shortest length of a side 

of the square is 360 cm.

M1

A1

Common error: Some did 
not show working clearly or 
thought it was a HCF 
question.

Note: did not accept trial & 
error 
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3b 3 3 3

2 3 3 3 3

3 3 3

2 3

2

2250 2 3 53 33

2 3 5 2 3 52 3 3 33

2 3 53 33

2 3 52

2 32

12

k

k

k
k

2 32 33 33

3 5 2 32 3 3 33 33 3 3

333

32

22

M1

A1

Common error: Some 
students thouggght it was a 
perfect sqqqqqquauauauauauarererererere qqqqqquestion 
while somemememememe hadadadddd 
misleaeaeaeaeaeadidididididingngngngngng/c/c/c/c/c/conononononontradictory 
wowowoooorkrkrkrkrkrkininininininggggg.g

4a 5
46
C

C
C
46

B1B1B1BB1B1BB1B1B1B1B1B11B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BB11B1B1B1B1BB1B1BB1B1BB11B1B1B1B1BB1BBBBBBB1B1B1B1BBB1BBB1BBBBBB1B1B1BBB1B1BBBBBBB1BB11BB1B1B1B11BBB1B1B1B111B111BB1B111B111BB11111B11111B1111 CoCoCoCCCCCoCoCoCoCoCoCCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCooCoCoCoCoCCoCoCCoCoCCoCoCoCoCoCCoCoCoCooCoCoCoCoCCCoCCoCoCooCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCoCCCCooCoCoCoCoCCoCoCoCCCoCCCoCCCoCoCoCCoCCCoCCoCoCoCoCoCCCCoCooCCCoCoCoCCCCCCoCoCCCoCoCCoCoCoCCCoCCCCCCCCCCCooCCCCCCCooooCoommmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm onononononon eeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrrorororororor::::: ––––464646464646°C.

4b 8850
461

88508850
466900 69000

8850
35.864

Temperature at 6900 m = 35.86644 5
== 300..886644

m C   46

m C46       

m mm69000

CC
C CC5

CCC

46
46

35 864
35.86664435 8 5

30 886644
3300..99 CC33300..99

M1M1

A1

Alternnnnnnaatatatatativivivivvve M1 working

3.192
46

8850

9.35
3.192

6900

Many scored M1 only.
Common error: Many used
41 to calculate instead of 
35.9.

5 5 455, 12120 0 

3 9, 224 

3 3, 88 

2 1,  8 

Common error: Some did 
not show working clearly or 
thought it was a HCF 
question.

Note: did not accept trial & 
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5b 360 360Total number of table used
120 45

 3 8
 24

M1

A1

Accepted 129600 ÷ 5400 
too but students urged to 
learn fastest method.

6a 3 105, 147, 231 

7 35, 49, 77 

5, 7, 11 
HCF 3 7
         =21

Maximum number of gifts bags = 21 

M1

A1

Generally well done.

6b

B1

Generally well done. 
Students urged to show 
working.

7a 15running speed
1.5
10 km/h

M1

A1

Common error: Some 
thinks that 1h30min is 1.3 
hr

7b Walking speed 10
6 km/h
15Walking time = 
6

5 hour
2

= 2.5 hours

M1

A1

Common error: Some 
students took 0.4 instead 
of 0.6.

7c 15 15Average speed 5 11.5 2
6 2

30
54
6

180 /
29
180 1000m
29 3600sec
1.7241 m/s

km h

1.72 m/s

M1 

M1

A1

Common error: Many did 
not add in rest time or 
added 10km/h to 6km/h to 
find avg speed
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        =21

Maximum number of gifts bags = 21

A1

6b

B1

Geneeeeeerarararararallllllllllllyyyyyy wewewewewewellllllllllll done.
StStStStStStududududududenenenenenentstststststs urgedededededed tttttto o o o o o shshshshshshoooowoo  
wowowowowoworkrkrkrkrkrkiing.g.g.ggg

7a 15running speed
1.5
10 km/h

M111111111111111111111111

A1AA

CCCCCCCCoCoCCCCCCCCCCCCC mmmmmmmonononnnn errorororororor:::::: SoSoSoSoSoSome 
thinkssssss tthahahahahahat 1hhhhhh303030303030mmin is 1.3 
hr

7b Walking speed 10
6 km/h
15Walking time = 
6

5 hhouurr5
2

= 22.55 hourrss

0.60.60.60.6

M1M1

A1

Common error: Some 
students took 0.4 instead
of 0.6.

7c 1155 1155Averagee ssppeeeedd 55 11..55 255
6 2

30
54
6

M1 Common error: Many did 
not add in rest time or 
added 10km/h to 6km/h to 
find avg speed
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8a Total amount of money distributed to children
3 $30000
4

=$22500
8 units --------$22500

$225001 unit ----------
8

=$2812.50
4 units ----------$2812.50 4

$11250

Jud 1y saves $11250
3
$3750

M1

M1

A1

Students must be 
reminded to show ×/÷ 
working clearly.

Common error: missed out 
a zero behind i.e. 22500 
was written as 2250 etc.

8b 3 units ----------$2812.50 3
$8437.50

Money received by Annie $2812.50+2000
=$4812.50

Money received by Jane: Money received by Annie
8437.50 : 4812.50

=135:77

M1

A1

Generally well done.

Students must remember 
to express all answers 
involving money to their 
nearest cents and not leave 
as $4812.5.

9a 1 unit --------- 1.5km
9
1 unit --------- 1.5km 9

=13.5km B1

Generally well done.

9b             running
1 8
9 9
Cycle swim

5 3
9 9

fraction of the race which a competitor 
1 1has to swim =1 5
9 9

3=
9
1=
3

M1

A1 

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
must remember to express 
fraction in simplest form.

10a 3

3

4 3 3

3

9 15 3

3 3   5 1

a a b a

a ab b

b c

c

Quite poorly done.
Common error: Students 
must remember to identify 
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$11250

Jud 1y saves $112501
3
$3750

M1

A1

8b 3 units ----------$2812.50 3
$8437.50

Money received by Annie $2812.50+2000
=$4812.50

Money received by Jane: Money received by Annie
8437.50 : 4812.50

=135:77

M1M1M1MM1MMM1M1M111M1M1M1M111M1M1MM111M1M111M1MM111M11M1MM11111111MMM1111111M111111M1111111M11111MM11111M11111MMMMMM11111

A1A1

GeGeGeGeGeGeneneneneneneraaaaaallllllll y weeeeeelllllllllll ddddddonononononone.e.e.e.e.e.

StStStStStStStStSStSStSSStStStStStSStStStStStStStStStSStSStStStStStStStStStSSStStSStSStSStStSSSSStStStStStStSStSSStStSSStStSStSSStSStStSStStStSSStSSSStStSStStSSSttSSSSttttSStSStttSSSttStStttStStttttStttSSSStSSSSStSS ududududududududududdudududududddudududududududududuuddudududududududududuudududududdudududududuuududuududududdududuuduududdduduududddududuududduddddududdddududuudududdduudduddduddudddududddududuudduddduddudduuuddududuuuuuuduuuuuuuuuuuuuuududdduudduduududdudddeneneneneneneeeeeentst mmmmmmusususususustttttt rerererereremember 
tototototototototototototototototoototototototootototooototoottototootootototototooototototottttotttttototttttotottttttototototottotottotottttttttttttotttototootoootooootoooootoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeexxpxpxpxpxpxxxpxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx rerererereressssssssssss aaaaaallllllllllll aaaaaanswers 
iiininininininininininininiininininiiniinininininniniinniiniiiiiiiinininnnnnnnnnnnnnnvvvvvvvvvovvvvvvvvv lvvvvvvinnnnnngggggg moooooneneneneneney y y y y y to their 
nearesesesesesest ccccccentss s sss anananananandddddd not leave
as $4848484848481222222.5.

9a 1 unit --------- 1.5km
9
1 unit --------- 1.5km 9

=13.5km B1

Generally well done.

9b             runninngg
1 88
99 99
CCyccllee swim

5 3
9 9

fraction of the race hich a competitor

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
must remember to express 
fraction in simplest form.
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B1 all common terms, i.e. took 
out 3a only. Some 
students had difficulty 
identifying the last term.

10b 24 4
4 4

4 1

x xy y x
x x y x y

x y x
M1

A1

Quite poorly done.

Common error: Students 
had problem identifying 
this kind of question needs 
to be solved by 
“factorisation by grouping”.
Students also tend to get 
the signs wrong especially 
if the 3rd term is -ve 

10c 15 3 5
3 15 5

( 3 ) 5 3

( 3 ) 5 3

5 3

zy x xz y
zy xz x y
z y x x y

z y x y x

z y x

M1

A1

11a 9 2 3 3
18 27 3
18 27 3
18 24

24
18

4
3
11
3

x
x
x
x

x

x

x

M1

A1

Common error: Students 
had missing “+” and “-“
signs in their working. 
They have to be more 
careful in their working.

11b 1 1 11
4 5 8
1 1 1 1
4 5 8
5 4 7
20 20 8

7
20 8

17.5

x x

x x

x x

x

x

M1

A1

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
made careless mistakes 
involving subtraction of 
fractions. i.e. + 1 =
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Students also tend to get 
the signs wrong especially
if the 3rd teteteeeermrmrmrmrmrm iiiiiis sssss -ve 

( 3 ) 5

( 3 ) 5

z y x( 3 ) 53

z y x( 3 ) 53

( 3 ) 5z( 3 ) 533 )

z( 3 ) 5
M1

A1

11a 9 2 3 3
18 27 3
18 27 3
18 24

24
18

4
3
11
3

x

x

x

9
18 27
18 2727
18

M1

A1A1

CoCoCoCoCoCommmmmmmmmmmmonononononon errorororororor:::::: StStStStStStududududududeeeeene ts 
hahahahahahaadddddd mimimimimimimmmmmmmmmm sssssss ing “+“+“+“+“++”””””” anananananandddddd “-“
sisisississisissiiiiiisisiisisiiiisisisissisisisisisisisiisiiissiisiiisiisisiiiiiisissssisisisisisisisisisisiisisisisssiisisisiisisisissisiissisissssssissiiisississiisisssssssssissisisississsssisssssssiiss gngngngngngngngnggngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngnggngngggngngngnnnnggngngggnnnngngnggngngnggngngnngnggngnggngngggnggnggngngngnggnggngnngnggnnnggngnggnnnnngngngngngggnngngnngngngngnnnggggngnnnnggngnnngnnnnnnng ssssssssssssssssssssss inininiiininniiiiiiiiiiiii  theiiiriririr wwwworking. 
ThThThThThThThThThThThThThThThThThhThThThThThThThThThhhhhhThThThThThThTTThTThhhhThhhhTThThThThThThThThTTThThhThThThThTThThThThThThThThThThThhThThhThThThThhThThThThThTThThTTThThThThhhTTThThThThTTThThThTThThThThhhhhTThhhTTTThhhhhThThhTThhThhhhhhThhhhThhhTThhhTTTTTTThTTheyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyyyyyyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyyeyeeyeeyeyyyeeeeyeyeyeeeyeyeyeyeyeyeeeeeeyyyeyeyeeeeeyyeyeyeyeeyyyyeyyeyeyeyeyeyyyyeyeyeyyyeyeyeyeyyeyeyeyyeeyeyeyeyeyeyyeyeyeyyyyyyyeyyyyeeyeyeyeyyeeeeyeyyeyeyeyeyyeeyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy hhhhhhhhhhhavaaaaa e to bbbbbbeeeeee momomomomomore 
cacacacacacacacacacacacacacacacaacacacacacacacaacacacacacacacacaaaacacaacacaaaacacacacacacaaaaacaacacaaaaccacacacaaccacacaaaaacaacacacacacaaacaacacaaacaaccccacacaccacaaacaaaaaccaaaccaaaaaaaaaacacaaaacaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrrrerererererererrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrererrrerrrrerrrrrrerrrrrrrerrrrerererererererreererererererereffffffuffufufufufuuufufufufuuuufuffufuffufffuuuuuulll inininininin ttttttheheheheheheiriririririr wwwwwwororororororkkkkkik ng.

11b 1 1 11
4 5 8
1 1 1 1
4 5 8
5 4 7
20 20 88

7
20 8

17.5

x x1

x x

x x

x

x

x1

x

x

M1

A1

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
made careless mistakes 
involving subtraction of 
fractions. i.e. + 1 =
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11c 2 5 2 1
5

3 5 2 1
12 12

3 5 2 1
12

15 6 1
12

7 6 1
12

5 7 6 12
35 30 12
35 4

3 4
8

5
8

5
8

5

5

2
6
5
11
5

x

x

x

x x

x

x

x

x

x
x
x

x

x

M1

M1 

A1

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
forget to multiply the 
negative sign to the 2nd

term of the numerator.

12a Amount she needs to pay $42.90 (300 200) $0.12
$54.90

M1
A1

Generally well done.
Common error: found the 
extra call charge but did 
not add in subscription

12b

$97.60 $62.90 (500 300) $0.12Total data usage =
10.7

4GB
M1 
A1

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
did not show how to get 
1GB from $10.70.

12c Combo Plan A

$42.90 350 200 0.12 19 2 10.70
$242.80

Combo Plan B

M1

Common error: Students 
tend to leave out a 
component of cost when 
calculation. A few students 
unnecessarily added in the 
cost of “use of excess data 
of $181.90” for all the 
plans.
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5 12
35 30 12
35 42

6
5
11
5

x

x

35 30
35

M1

A1

12a Amount she needs to pay $42.90 (0 (303000 20000) $) 0.12
$54.4.9090
$42.90 ((30300 20 000)) M1

A1
Generally well done.
Common error: found the
extra call charge but did
not add in subscription

12b

$9$97.7.60 $62.90 (500 300) $0.12Total data usaagege ==
10.7

4GB

$62.90 (500 300)$62.90 (500 300)
M1 
A1

Generally well done.

Common error: Students 
did not show how to get 
1GB from $10.70.
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$62.90 350 300 0.12 19 3 10.70
$240.10

Combo Plan C

$82.90 19 4 10.70
$243.40

She should choose Combo Plan B

M1

M1

A1

13 4(2x – 1) + 6(3x + 2) = 0

8x – 4 + 18x + 12 = 0 

26x + 8 = 0    OR x =
13
4

2(26x + 8) = 0

52x + 16 = 0 

52x + 17 = 1 

M1

A1

Common error: Students 
committed basic mistakes 
of balancing equations 
(e.g. 
add/subtract/multiply/divide 
wrongly)

14a 2 5 3 3(2 )
3 2

4 5 3 9(2 )
6 6

20 12 18 9
6 6

20 12 18 9
6

2 21
6

x y x

x

x y x y

x y x y

x y

M1  

M1

A1

Common error: Students 
committed mistakes of 
multiplying the numerator 
twice. i.e. 

4 10 6 9(6 3 )
6 6
x y x y

Some students had their 
denominators just 
disappearing in their 
working. Few students 
missed out the term “y” in 
their final answer.
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She should choose Combo Plan B

13 4(2x – 1) + 6(3x + 2) = 0

8x – 4 + 18x + 12 = 0

26x + 8 = 0    OR x =
13
4

2(26x + 8) = 0

52x + 16 = 0 

52x + 17 = 1

M1

A1

Common eeeeeerrrrrrrrrrrrorororororor:::: Students 
committeeeeeedddddd basssisisisiccccc c mistakes
of balanncicicicicicingngngngngng eqeqeqeqeqequuuau tions
(e.gggggg.
adadadadadadd/d/d/d/d/d/susususususubtbtbtbtbtbtract/m/m/m/m/m/mulululululultitititititiplplplplplply/y/y/y/y/y/dddid vide 
wrwrwrwrwrwrrononononononnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnglglgllllglggggggggggggggggggggg y)y)yyyy

14a 2 3(2 )
3 2

4 9(2 )
6 6

20 12 18 9
6 6

20 12 18 9
6

2 21
6

y

x yy

x y x y12 18 912 18

x y x yx y8 999

x y21

2

4

20 12 1812 1812 18

20 12 1812 181

2

M1M1

M1

A1

Common error: Students 
committed mistakes of 
multiplying the numerator 
twice. i.e. 

44 9(6 3 )
6 6

y334

Some students had their 
denominators just 
disappearing in their 
working. Few students 
missed out the term “y” in 
their final answer.
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14b 2 53
7

3 2 5 7
7 7

3 2 5 7
7

6 15 7
7

15
7

x x

x x

x x

x x

x

M1  

M1 

A1

Common error: Some 
students had their 
denominators just 
disappearing in their 
working. Some students 
multiplied 3 to the 
denominator. Some 
students just added x to 
the numerator without 
changing it into a fraction 
with a common 
denominator.  

Took 3 2 5
7
x

as

2 5
21
x

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

denominator.

Took 3
777777

as

212121212121
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CHIJ ST. THERESA’S CONVENT
SECONDARY ONE EXPRESS
2017 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION MATHEMATICS PAPER 1

2

Answer all the questions. 

1 (a) Calculate
39.213.6

5.15 3

.

Write down the first five digits of your answer.

Answer   …………………………… [1] 

(b) Write your answer to part (a) correct to 2 significant figures.

Answer   …………………………… [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

2 The angles, in degrees, of a quadrilateral ABCD are represented by these expressions:
Angle A = 2(3x + 20), angle B = 2(x + 10), angle C = 10(x  2) and 
angle D = 80 2x.

(a) Calculate the value of x.

Answer x  =  ……………………… [2] 

(b) What is the name of the quadrilateral?

Answer   …………………………… [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________
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CHIJ ST. THERESA’S CONVENT
SECONDARY ONE EXPRESS
2017 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION MATHEMATICS PAPER 1

3

3 Express 
3

35
4

2 abba as a single fraction in its simplest form.

Answer   …………………………… [3] 
___________________________________________________________________________

4 (a) Simplify   nmnm 25232 .

Answer   …………………………… [2] 

(b) Petrol costs p cents per litre. 
  John buys some petrol and it costs him s dollars.
  Find an expression, in terms of p and s, for the number of litres that John buys. 

Answer   ……………………... litres [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________
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CHIJ ST. THERESA’S CONVENT
SECONDARY ONE EXPRESS
2017 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION MATHEMATICS PAPER 1

4

5 The first four terms of a sequence are  40,  33,  26,  19. 

 (a) Write down the 6th term of the sequence.

Answer   …………………………… [1] 

(b) Find an expression, in terms of n, for the nth term of the sequence. 

Answer   …………………………… [1] 

(c) Find the 55th term of the sequence.

Answer   …………………………… [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

6 (a) Solve 506x .

Answer   …………………………… [1] 

(b) Hence, find  

  (i) the greatest integer value of x if x is a prime number, 

Answer x  =  ……………………… [1] 

  (ii) the sum of all the positive odd integers which satisfy 506x .

Answer   …………………………… [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________
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CHIJ ST. THERESA’S CONVENT
SECONDARY ONE EXPRESS
2017 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION MATHEMATICS PAPER 1

5

7 (a) Express 140% as a mixed number in its simplest form. 

Answer   …………………………… [1] 

(b) Express 4.06 as a percentage. 

Answer   ………………………… % [1] 

(c) Express 6 hours : 1200 seconds as a ratio in its simplest form. 

Answer   …………… : ……………. [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

8  (a) Convert 36 km/h to m/s.

Answer   ………………………  m/s [1] 

(b) Convert 1200 m/s to km/h.  

Answer   ……………………... km/h [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________
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CHIJ ST. THERESA’S CONVENT
SECONDARY ONE EXPRESS
2017 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION MATHEMATICS PAPER 1

6

9 A car leaves Town A for Town B, which are 540 km apart, at an average speed of 
90 km/h. At the same time, a truck leaves Town B for Town A and travels along  
the same road at half the speed of the car.  

(a) If the car meets the truck in y hours, find the distance travelled, in terms  
of y, by

(i) the car,  

Answer   ……………………...... km [1] 

  (ii) the truck. 

Answer   ……………………...... km [1] 

(b) (i) Write down an equation, in terms of y, and show that it simplifies to 
  135y = 540.
   

Answer

         [1]

(ii) Solve the equation to find the distance travelled by the truck when  
the two vehicles meet.

Answer   ……………………...... km [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________
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CHIJ ST. THERESA’S CONVENT
SECONDARY ONE EXPRESS
2017 END-OF-YEAR EXAMINATION MATHEMATICS PAPER 1

7

10 Diagram I shows a stick of Mentos which is in the shape of a cylinder. 
The cylinder has diameter 2 cm and height 10 cm. 

Diagram II shows the top view of a container holding seven sticks of Mentos.
The container is in the shape of a cylinder and the seven sticks of Mentos, just fit 
into the container.  

(i) Show that the volume of the inside of the cylindrical container is 90 3cm .

Answer

[2]
   

(ii) Calculate the percentage of the volume of the container that is not occupied  
by the sticks of Mentos. 

Answer   ………………………… % [2]
___________________________________________________________________________

2

10

Diagram I

Diagram II
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8

11 The figure shows the side view of a light bulb. 
It is made up of a trapezium ABDE and a semicircle BCD.
AB = ED = 15 cm, AE = 25 cm, AF = 9 cm and BD = 49 cm. 

  
Calculate 

 (a) the perimeter of the figure, 

Answer   ……………………...... cm [2] 
  

(b) the area of the figure. 

Answer   ……………………..... 2cm [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________

C

A E

B D

25
159

F 49
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9

12  

(a) Write down the coordinates of point A.

Answer   (………….. , …………...) [1] 

(b) B is the point (1, 4) and C is the point (5, 4).  
  Write down the equation of line BC.

Answer   …………………………… [1] 

 (c) Calculate the area of triangle ABC.

Answer   ……………………. 2units  [1] 
  

 (d) Find the coordinates of the point D such that ABCD is a parallelogram. 

Answer   (………….. , …………...) [1] 

(e) Calculate the area of parallelogram ABCD.

Answer   ……………………. 2units  [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

4

3

2

1

0 2 3 4 512

2

1
1

3

y

x

A
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10

13 A computer shop offers discounts to customer who pays $18 to become a member. 

Item Members’ discount
Tablet 20% off

Power Bank 10% off
Folio Case 5% off

     
Ying wants to buy a tablet which costs $950.  
The salesman suggests that she joins as a member.

(a) How much less does she pay in total if she joins as a member and buys the 
tablet?

Answer   $ …………………………. [2] 

After she joins as a member and bought the tablet, the salesman offers Ying a further 
15% discount on the members’ price for a power bank and folio case.  

(b) Write down a formula for the total amount, T, that she needs to pay for a  
power bank and folio case.
Use p and c to represent the original price of a power bank and a folio case 
respectively.

Answer T = ……………………… [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________
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11

14 The bar chart shows the results of a survey on the number of hours spent on 
smartphone per day by a group of students. 

 (a) Find the number of students who took part in the survey. 

Answer   ………………….. students [1] 

(b) Find the number of students who did not use smartphone at all. 

Answer   ………………….. students [1] 

(c) Find the ratio of the number of students who spent 1 hour on smartphone  
per day to the number of students who spent 4 hours on smartphone per day.

Answer   …………… : ……………. [1] 

(d) Find the percentage of students who spent more than 2 hours on smartphone 
per day. 

   

Answer   ………………………… % [2]
___________________________________________________________________________

~ END OF PAPER 1 ~ 

 

16
14
12
10
  8 
  6 
  4 
  2 
  0 

Number of 
students 

0 1 2 3 4 5
Number of hours spent on smartphone per day
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1 (a) In 2017, the cash price of a television is $3159. 
  Elyon buys this television on hire purchase. 
  He pays a deposit of $1053 followed by 24 monthly instalments of $90. 

  (i) What percentage of $3159 is $1053?     [1]

  (ii) What is the total amount that Elyon will pay for the television?  [2]

  (iii) Find the additional cost of buying the television on hire purchase  
   as a percentage of the cash price.      [2]

(b) Kenny buys an identical television. 
  To pay for it, he borrows the whole cost of $3159 for 2 years at simple interest 
  of 2.5% per annum. 
  Find the total amount that Kenny pays for the television.   [2]

(c) The price of the television in 2017 is 4% more than the price in 2016. 
  Calculate the price in 2016.       [2]

(d) By selling an article for $264, a shopkeeper will incur a loss of 4% on its cost. 
  At what price must he sell the article in order to make a profit of 8% on its cost?

            [3]
___________________________________________________________________________
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2 (a)  

PQRS is a trapezium. QTS is a straight line.
Angle SQR = 34 , angle PTS = 45 , angle SPT = 38  and angle TPQ = 22 .
Calculate the reflex angle QRS.
Give a reason for each step of your working.     [4] 

(b) ABCDE is a regular 5-sided polygon. 

(i) Find ABC.        [2]

(ii) Given that BA produced meets DE produced at T, find ATE.  [3] 

(c) Stephen designed a badge for his youth club.
It has four sides.
None of the sides are parallel.
It has one pair of equal angles.
It has 2 pairs of equal sides.
Its diagonals cross at right angles.
What shape is the badge?       [1]

_____________________________________________________________________

A

B

C

D

E

T

45

22
38 34

P Q

RS

T
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3 (a) Sue is thinking of having a water meter.
These are the two ways she can pay for the water she uses.

  Water Meter
        A charge of $27.60 per year 
  plus
        $1.19 for every cubic metre  
        of water used

Sue uses an average of 150 litres of water each day.
She wants to pay as little as possible for the water she uses.
Should Sue have a water meter?       
Justify your answer with calculations.      [2]

(b) The picture shows the dimensions of a label taken from a cylindrical tin of dog  
& cat food. The label covers all the curved surface of the tin with no overlap. 
Calculate the volume of the tin.        [3]

  

Label is taken from https://www.ebay.com/sch/i.html?_nkw=label+dog+food

  

(c) David is playing with 595 one-centimetre cubes.
  
(i) He uses some of the cubes to make a cuboid measuring                                

9 cm by 8 cm by 7 cm.  
Calculate the total surface area of the cuboid.    [2]

(ii) David uses all 595 cubes to make a cuboid. 
 All the sides of the cuboid are longer than 1 cm. 
 Find the dimensions of the cuboid.      [2]

(iii) David makes the largest cube possible using some of the 595 cubes. 
 How many cubes does he have left over?     [2]

___________________________________________________________________________

23 cm

10.5 cm

No Water Meter
A charge of $107 per year
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4 (a) Jenna takes 9 minutes and Luke takes 15 minutes to complete one lap around the  
path. They run in the same direction and maintain the same lap times. How many 
more laps will Jenna have completed than Luke when they next meet again at the 
starting line?         [2]

(b) Farrah’s mobile phone passcode is a four-digit number.
All four digits are different.
The first digit is an even prime number.
The second and third digits have a sum of 8 and a product of 15.
The fourth digit is double the third digit.
What is Farrah’s passcode? [2]

(c) (i) Express 6804 as the product of its prime factors. [1]

(ii) Given that 26804 y
x

, where x and y are integers and y is as large 

as possible, find the values of x and y. [1]

(iii) The lowest common multiple of two numbers is 6804.
The highest common factor of these two numbers is 567.
Both numbers are greater than 567.

Find the two numbers. [2]
___________________________________________________________________________
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5 (a) Solve the equation 
2
5

10
54

5
12 xx . [3]

(b) Answer the whole of part (b) on a sheet of graph paper.

The variables x and y are connected by the equation  .12 xy
Some corresponding values of x and y are given in the table below.

x 3 1 1 3 5
y 2 p 0 1 q

(i) Find the value of p and of q. [2]

(ii) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on each axis, draw a horizontal
x-axis for 53 x and a vertical y-axis for 44 y .
On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a
straight line. [2]

(iii) Write down the coordinates of the point where this line crosses the y-axis.
[1]

(iv) Find the gradient of this line.      [1]
___________________________________________________________________________

~ End of Paper 2 ~ 
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1(a) 995.68  cao B1

1(b) 1000 B1 
______________________________________________________________________________

2(a) xxxx 2802101022032   =  360M1
12016x =  360

x16   =  240 
x   =  15 A1

2(b) Parallelogram  correct spelling   B1
______________________________________________________________________________

3
3

35
4

2 abba =
12

354
12

23 abba M1

=
12

122036 abba M1

=
12

1718 ba or better A1

______________________________________________________________________________

4(a) nmnm 25232   = nmnm 10546 M1
     = nm 6 A1

4(b)
p

s100 B2

OR

100
$ p OR 100s cents seen B1

5(a) 5 B1

5(b) n747 B1

5(c) 338 B1
______________________________________________________________________________
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x16   =  240 
x  =  15 A1

2(b) Parallelogram correct spelling   B1
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

3
34

2 abba 35 =
1212

3 4 MMMMM1MMMM1MM1MM1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1MM1M1MMMMMM1M1M1M1MMMM1MM1M1M1M1MMMM1MM1MMMM1M1M1M1M1M1M1M1MM1M1MM1M1M1M1M1MM1MMM1MM1MMMM1M1M1MM1MMM1MMM1M1M1MMM11M1M1M1M11M1M1M1M11MM1MM11MM1M11M1MM1MM1M1MM1MM11MMMM1M11MMMM1111MM11MMM11M

=
12

6 abba 12203 203 MMMMMMMMMMMMMMM1M1M1M1M1M1M1MMMMMMMM1M1MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM1M1MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

=
12

718 ba b17 or better A1

_________________________________________________________________ ________________________

4(a) 2   = nn101054 546 mnm n 54 5mnnn M1
 = nm n6 A1

4(b)
p

s100 B2

OR

100
$ p ORORR 101000ss cecentntss seen B1

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

5(a) 5 B1
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6(a) 
6

50x or better B1

6(b)(i) 7 B1

6(b)(ii)  1 + 3 + 5 + 7  =  16  B1
______________________________________________________________________________

7(a) 
100
140   =

5
21 B1

7(b) 4.06  100%   =  406 (%)  B1

7(c) 21600 : 1200  = 18 : 1 B1
______________________________________________________________________________

8(a) 
6060

100036 = 10 (m/s) B1

8(b) 1200

6060
1

1000
1

  =  4320 (km/h) B1

______________________________________________________________________________

9(a)(i) 90y B1

9(a)(ii)  45y B1

9(b)(i) yy 4590 =  540  AG1
y135 =  540 

9(b)(ii) y =  4  B1
45  4  =  180 km  B1

______________________________________________________________________________
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7(a) 
100
140   =

5
21 B1

7(b) 4.06  100%   =  406 (%) B1

7(c) 21600 : 1200 = 18 : 1 B1
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________

8(a) 
6060

100036 = 10 (m/s) B1

8(b) 1200

6060
1

1000
1

  =  4320 (km/h) B1B1

_____________________________________ ______ ___________ ____________________________________

9(a)(i(i) 90y0 B1B

9(a)(ii)  45y5 B1

9(b)(i) yy yy 454490909 yy ==  540 AG1
y13131 55 =  540 

9(b)(ii) y =  4 B1
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10(a) Diameter of cylinder  =  6 cm  soi B1 
Vol. of cylinder  =  1032 AG1

=  90 3cm

10(b) Vol. of one stick of Mentos  =  10 3cm soi M1

Required %  =  %100
90

7090

=
9
222 (%)    A1 22.2(2…) 

______________________________________________________________________________

11(a) Arc length of semicircle  =  24.5 cm
Perimeter of the figure  =  15 + 25 + 15 + 24.5 M1

=  250 (cm) (3S.F.) A1 249.756616  
249.789  (  = 3.142) 

NB: No A1 if final answer is expressed as a multiple of   

11(b) Area of trapezium ABDE = 49259
2
1 M1

       =  333 2cm

Area of the figure  =  333 + 
2

2
49

2
1

       =  1280 ( 2cm ) (3S.F) A1 1275.970495  
1275.99275 (  = 3.142) 

NB: No A1 if final answer is expressed as a multiple of   
______________________________________________________________________________

12(a)  ( 2, 3) B1

12(b) 4y  B1

12(c)  3415
2
1   =  14 ( 2unit ) B1

12(d) (2, 3) B1

12(e) 4  7  =  28 ( 2unit ) B1
______________________________________________________________________________

90

=
9
222 (%)   A1 22.22222(2(2(2(2(2(2…)…)…)…)…)…) 

_________________________________________________________________________________ _____________________

11(a) Arc length of semicircle  =  24.5 cm
Perimeter of the figure  =  15 + 25 + 15 + 24.5 M1M1M1M1M1M1MMMMMMMMM

=  250 (cm) (3S.F.) A1A1AAAAAA1AA1A1A1A1A1A1A1A11A1A1A1AA1AAA1A1AA11A1A1AA1A1A1AA1A1AAA1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A1AAA1AAA1AAA11A1A1A1A1AAA1AAA1A1A1A11A1A1A1AAAA1A11A1A11A1AAAA111A1AAAAA1A1A1A1A1A1AA1AA11AAAAA111AAAA11A11AAA1A1A1A1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA11AAAAA1AAA1AAAA1AA1 22222249.77565656565656616161616161666666
24242424242499999.9 787878787878999999 (((((( ====== 333.142)

NB: No A1 if final answer is expressed as a aa mumumumumumumumumumumummmmumumumumumumumumumumumumumumumumummmumumuumuumumumumumumumumumumuummumuumumummumumummmmmmumumumumuummmummmumuuuuummmmuuumuuuummmmuuumuumumumuuumumuumuummuuuummumuummuuuuuuuultltltltltltltltltltltltltltltltlttlttttttttltlttttttlttttttltltltlttlltltltltltllttttlttlltllllllttttttttlllltlttllltlttltltlltlltltlttltllttttlltttltipipipipiipipiiippipippipipipppipipiipiiipipipipipipipipippiipipipipipipipipiipiipippppiiipiiipipipipipipipipipiiipiipipiipipipiipipipppipiipipipiipppppiippppppppppipppppippippppppppppipippipppiipllllellelellllllllllllllllllllllellllellelelelllellelelelleleleleleelel  of  

11(b) Area of trapezium ABDE = 9
2
1 9 M1

       ==  3333  2cmc

 Areaea of the figure  =  333 + 
2

22
494

22
11

       =  1228080 (( 22cmcm ) ) (3(3S.S.F)F) A1 1275.970495  
1275.99275 (  = 3.142) 

NB: No AAA1 ifif ffinall aansnswewer r isis expressed as a multiple of 
__________________________________________________________________________________________

12(a)  (( 2,2, 3)3) B1

12(b) 44y B1

12( ) 1 14 ( 2it ) B1
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13(a) Amount less  =  18$950$
100
20   M1

          =  $172 A1

Alternative: OR

Amount less  =  18$950$
100
80950$   M1

          =  $172 A1

13(b) cpT 95.09.085.0  B2
OR

0.85  0.9p OR 0.85  0.95c   B1
______________________________________________________________________________

14(a) 10 + 16 + 12 + 6 + 4 + 2 = 50 (students)  B1

14(b) 10 (students) B1

14(c) 16 : 4  =  4 : 1 B1 

14(d) %100
50

248
their

M1

=  28 (%) A1 
______________________________________________________________________________
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13(b)  cpT 95.09.085.0 p B2

_____________________________________________________________________ ___________________________________________________________________________ __________________________________________

14(a)  10 + 16 + 12 + 6 + 4 + 2 = 50 (students) B1B1B1BBB1B1BBBBBB1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BBBBBB1B1BBBB1BBBBB1B1B1B1B1B1BB1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BB1B1B11B1B1BB1B1B1B1B11B1BBBB1BB1B1B1111B1B1B1BBBBB1B1B1B1BB1B111B1B1BBBB1B111B1B1BBB111B1111BBBB1B1B11B1BBB1B1B11B1BBBBBB1B1111B111BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

14(b)  10 (students) BBB1BBBB

14(c)  16 : 4  =  4 : 1 B1

14(d)  %100
50

248 44
their

M1

=  28 (%)

          =  $172 A1

A1
____________________________________________ ___ _______________________________________

OR
0.85  0.9p9 OR 0.85 R  0.95c  B1B1B1B1B1B1
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1(a)(i) (%)100
3159
1053 =

3
133 % B1 Accept 33.3% OR 33.3% 

OR 33.3(3..)% 
Ignore (%)  

B0 for 33 OR 
3
133 without %

1(a)(ii)  Total amount  =  $1053 + 24  $90 M1 for 2160 soi 
=  $3213 A1

1(a)(iii) Extra cost  =  $3213  $3159 
       =  $54 

Required %  =  %100
3159
54 M1 if no % seen, award SC1

=  1.709401709% 

=  1.71% (3S.F.) A1 Accept 
117
831 % oe 

SC1 for 1.71 or better without % 

1(b) Simple Interest  =  
100

25.23159$ M1 OR     

=  $157.95  
Total amount  =  $3159 + $157.95       

=  $3316.95 A1

1(c) Price in 2016  =  3159$
104
100 M1

=  $3037.50 A1

1(d) 96% of the cost  =  $264 B1 soi 

108% of the cost = 108
96
264 M1

   =  $297  A1
___________________________________________________________________________

SC1 for 

100
5.23159$  = $78.975

OR

3159$
100

5.102  = $3237.975 

M0A0 for 

50.1579$
100

5.2
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1(a)(iii) Extra cost =  $3213  $3159 
       =  $54

Required %  =  %100
3159
54 M1 if no % seen, awardrdrdrdrdrd SCSCSCSCSCSC111111

= 1.709401709% 

=  1.71% (3S.F.) A1 Accecececececeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeptptptptptptpppptptptppptptpptptpttptpppptpptpptppttpptpppptttttppptttttppptpptptptpttttppttptppppptpptpttpptpptptttpptptpptptptpppptpppttppppppttppttpppp  
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 7777777777777
838888888888888111111111111111111111 %%%% oee

SC1 1 1 1 11 ffofofofofofooofofoooooofooooofofoofoooooooooooooooofoooooofofoooooffoooooooofofooffofofoooofofoooooofofoooofoofofofofoofofofofofofofofoofofforrrrrrrr r rrrrrrrrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr rrrrr rrrrrrr r 1.1.1.111.11.1.1.1.11.11.1.1.1.1.1.11.1.1111.11.11111.11.1.1.1.1.111111111.1.1111.11.11111.11.1111.11111111111111.1111.111.111.111.1..1.1.1....1111 717171777171171711171717171717171717717117171717171717171717771717171171171771717717717177717717177171717171171777177777771717717717177177111111111111111117177717771 oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooorrr rr rrrrrr r r rr rrr r rrr rrrrrrrrrr rrrr rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr r rrrrrrrrrr bebebbebebebebebebebeeebebebebebebebebbebebebbebebebbbbbbbbebebebebbbebbbebebebbebbebebbbbebbebebbebbebbbbbebbbbbebbbebbbebebebeeebebbbeebebeeebeeebebeeeeebbebebeeeeeeeeebeeeebeeeeebebeebebbbbbebbbbbbbbbb tttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttterererererer wwwwwwitititititithohohohohohoutututututut %%%%%% 

1(b) Simple Interest  = 
100

25.231159$ 5.2.2 M1 ORO    

=  $157.9595 
Total amount  =  $3159 + $15577.959  

=  $3316.9.95 A1A1

1(c)  Price in 2016  =  3159$
104
100 M1

= $3037 50 A1

SCCCCCC1  ffffoff r

100
5.23333331515151515159$  = $78.975

OR

3159$
100

5.102  = $3237.975

M0A0 for 

50.1579$
100

5.2
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2(a) PQT + 22  = 45   (ext. of ) M1
PQT  =  23

their 23 + 34  + QRS  =  180 (int. , PQ//SR)  M1 their 23
QRS  =  123

Reflex QRS + their 123   =  360  ( s at a pt.) M1 their 123
Reflex QRS  =  237  A1

SC1 for correct numerical answer with degree unit with no supporting 
reason OR wrong reason given for each step of the working

SC2 for correct numerical answer with degree unit with at least one 
correct supporting reason

2(b)(i) ABC =
5
1803 M1 OR 1 ext. =

5
360

=  108   A1  ABC  =  180  72
      (adj. s on a st. line) 
=  108

2(b)(ii)  TAE + their 108 =  180  (adj. s on a st. line)     M1 their 108
TAE  =  72
TEA = their 72 (base s of an isos. ) 
ATE + their 72  + their 72   =  180  ( sum of an isos. )M1 their 72
ATE  =  36           A1

2(c)  A Kite  B1
___________________________________________________________________________
3(a)  With water meter

On average, total amount pays by Sue  =  $27.60 + $1.19  0.15  365 M1
   =  $92.75 

Thus, Sue should have a water meter because it is $14.25 cheaper assuming 
Sue uses an average of 150 litres of water each day for 365 days.  A1

3(b) r2 =  23 

r =
2
23 cm M1

Volume of the tin =  5.10
2
23 2

  M1

= 442.0130657 3cm
= 442 3cm  (3S.F.)  A1 Accept 442.(0…) 

NB: A0  if no units seen 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

reason OR wrong reason given for each step of the working

SC2 for correct numerical answer with degree unit with aaaaaat t t t t t leleleleleleasasasasasast ttttt one
correct supporting reason

2(b)(i) ABC =
5
1803 180 M1 OR 1 ext.. ======

5
3636363636360

 = 108 A1  AAABABABABBBABABABABABABBBABBBBABABAABABABABABAABABBABABBBBABBABBABABABBBABABABABABBABABABABABABABABABBABAAABABABBAABBAABABAABBAABABAABABABABABABABBBBABAABBAAAAABAAABBBABBBAABBBBBBAABBAAAABBBBABBBBBBBBBBBC C CCCCCCC CCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC CCCC C CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC ========================================================================== 188888880 777777222222
((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((((adadadadadadaaaaa j.j.j.j.j.j. ssssss onononononon aaaaaa sssssstttt.t.t  line) 

= 111111000808080
2(b)(ii)  TAETT + their 108r =  180  (adj. s on a st. line)     M111111 their 108r

TAETT  =  72
TEATT = their 72r (base s of an isos. ))
ATE + their 72r + theiir 72r  ==  180 (( susuum m ofo  an isos. )M1 their 72r
ATE  =  36E          A1

2(c)  A Kite B1
________________________________________________________________________________
3(a)  With wwataa erer mmeterer

On aveerarage, tototatalll amamouountnt pays by Sue  =  $27.60 + $1.19 0.15  365 M1
   =  $92.75 

ThThT usus,, Suuee shhould have a water meter because it is $14.25 cheaper assuming 
Suue e ususu eses an average of 150 litres of water each day for 365 days.  A1

3(b) r2 =  23 
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3(c)(i) Total surface area of the cuboid  =  8779892   M1
     =  382 2cm A1

3(c)(ii) Dimensions of the cuboid   
=  17 cm by 7 cm by 5 cm B2

B1 if no units given 

3(c)(iii) Largest cube possible measures 8 cm by 8 cm by 8 cm M1 soi
Number of cubes left over  =  38595  

        =  83 A1
___________________________________________________________________________

4(a) LCM of 15 and 9 = 45 M1
5 laps for Jenna and 3 for Luke gives a difference of 2 laps  A1

4(b) 2 5 3 6 B2 for the correct passcode 
B1 for 5 and 3 as the 2nd and 3rd number  

OR 2 as the 1st digit 
OR 6 as the last digit.

4(c)(i) 6804 = 732 52 B1

4(c)(ii) 21x , 18y  B1 for both correct 

4(c)(iii) 567 = 734     M1
2268 and 1701    A1 OR

B1 for any two of 1134, 1701, 2268 
___________________________________________________________________________

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

Number of cubes left over  =  8595
        =  83 A1

_____________________________________________________________________________________ _______

4(a)  LCM of 15 and 9 = 45 f M1
5 laps for Jenna and 3 for Luke gives a difference oooooof f f f f f 2 2 2 2 2 2 lalalalalalapspspspspsps  A1A1A1A1A1A1

4(b) 2 5 3 6  B2 for ttttttheheheheheheheheheeheheheeeeheheeheeheheeheeheeheheheheeheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeheeeeeeeeeeeeehheheeeeeeeheeeeeeeeehheeeeee cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccorororororoooororororororororororororoooroororororororooororoororororrooororooooororororroroorooooorroroorororoooorororrooorroroororrrroorrrorooororrrroorrorrororoorrororrrrrrororrroorrororroooroorrrererrerrererrerererrerererererrerererererererrerererrererrerrerererererrrerrrrrererrerrrerrererrerrerrrerrrerrreeereeeeerereeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeectctctctcttctctctctctcttctcctcctctcctctcctccctcctcctcctcctctctctcctccccccccctctctccctcccccctctcccctcctcctctctcccccctcctctctccccccctctctccctctcccttcttccttctttttcttcctctctttcctttttcctctttttcccccctcccccctttccccc ppppppaaaaasa scoddddddeee e ee 
B1 fffffffffffffffororororororororororrorororroororororrorororororororororrorrorrrrrorrrrooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooorooooo 5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaandndndndnddndnddndndndndndndndnddndndndndndndndndndndndndnddndndndndndndndndndndndnddndndndndndndndndndndndndddndndndnnddndndndndnndnddndndndndddndndddddddddddndndddndndndndnddddddddnnnnddddddnndddndndddndddnddnddnndddddddddd 3333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaasssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss thththththhthththhththtthhthttthththtttththttttttttttttttthththttttthththttttthttttthththhhthtthhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhtthe e e e e e 222222nd aaaaaandndndndndnd 333333rdrrrrr nnnnnnuuuuumu ber 

ORORORORROROROROROROROROOORORORORORORORORORORORORORORROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROROOROROROROROORORORROROROROROOROOROOROROOROOROROOORORORRROROOOOOROROORORROROOOORRROROORORORORRRRROROROROROROOOORROROROROROORRROOOOROROROOORORROOORRROORRROOOORRRORRRRRRROORRR 222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaassssssssssssssssss theeeeee 1111stttttt ddddddigit 
OR 6 as theeeeee lalalalalaststststtst digitititititit..

4(c)(i)  6804 = 732 52 333 B1

4(c)(ii) 21x , 18y B1B11 fforor bboto hh correct 

4(c)(iii) 567 = 734    M1M1
2268 and 1701  A1 OR

B1 for any two of 1134, 1701, 2268 
___________________ ____________________ _____________________________________________
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5(a) 
2
5

10
54

5
12 xx

10
25

10
54

10
24 xx or better M1

255424 xx  or better M1

4
32x o.e. A1

5(b) refer to the graph paper

___________________________________________________________________________

~ End of Paper 2~ 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

5(b) refer to the graph paper

_________________________________________________________________________________________ _______

~ End of Paper 2~ 



54

4

3

32

2

1

101

1

2

23

3

4

y

x

2y = x 1

Scale: 2 cm rep. 1 unit on both axes

P1 for all points plotted correctly

S1 for using the correct scale and 
labelled the x-axis and y-axis 

5(b)(i) p = 1 B1

     q = 2 B1

(b)(iii) (0, 0.5) B1

(b)(iv) Gradient = 0.5 B1

5(b)(ii)

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

54432

2

1

101

1

2

23

3

4

x

2y = x 1
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Section A: Answer all the questions.

1 Solve the equation 5 2
3
x x .

Answer: x = ……………..……… [2]

2 (a) Express 200 as a product of its prime factors, in index notation.

(b) Hence, find the smallest integer k such that 200k is a cube number.

Answer: (a) ………………………………  [1]

(b) smallest integer k = …….. [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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3 0.25% of the cost price of a branded pen is 1 cent. A bookshop decides to sell the 
pens in bundles of 3, and wish to earn a profit of at least $2 per bundle sold. 

(a) Show that the cost price of a pen is $4.                            

(b) Given that the selling price is $a, form an inequality in terms of a. Solve this 
inequality.

[1]

Answer: (b) …….…….………………… [2]

(c) Illustrate the answer from (b) on the number line below.

[1]a

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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4 (a) Without the use of calculator, evaluate 3 64 3 16 .

(b) Evaluate

2
2 2 14.6 8.3 6

2
2 4.6 8.3

using a calculator, leaving your answer in 3 

decimal places.

Answer: (a)…….…….……………   [2]

(b) …….…….……………   [1]

5 (a) The population figure for Town Amber is reported in the news as 5 010 000.
Given that this figure is an estimated value, state the greatest and the least
possible values of the actual population figure.

(b) Why do you think the figure reported was an estimated value?

Answer: (a) Greatest possible value = ………………..     [1]

Least possible value = ……………….    [1]

(b) ……………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………....     [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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6 Simplify the following:
(a) (i) (1 )m n m ,

(ii) 2 2 0.5
4
x x

x
.

(b) Subtract 2 2a from the sum of 2 3a c and 2 4a c .

Answer : (a) (i)…….……………….. [1]

(ii)…….……………….. [2]

(b) ………………………... [3]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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7 (a) Consider the following numbers

2 , 3 , 5 ,  0  , 11
3

, 0.3

Write down all the 

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

prime numbers ,

integers ,

rational numbers.

Answer : (a) (i) .…….…………………… [1]

(ii) ……………………………… [1]

(iii) ……………………………… [1]

(b) Given that 1 4x , 2 3y , where x and y are integers, find the

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

smallest 1
x

,

greatest 2x y ,
the possible values of y such that 2y is the greatest.

(b) (i) .…….…………………… [1]

(ii) ……………………………..

(iii) y =………   or y = ………

[1]

[2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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8 In the diagram, ABCD is a parallelogram and FE is parallel to AB.
Given that angle 27DEF , find
(i) reflex angle EAB,
(ii) angle ABC.

Answer: (i) Reflex Angle EAB = ……………

(ii)           Angle ABC =…..…………

[3]

[2]

E

A B

F

D C

27

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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9 The diagram shows a triangle ABC.
(a) Construct the perpendicular bisector of AC. [1]
(b) Construct the angle bisector of angle ACB. [1]
(c) Given that Point X is equidistant from Point A and C, and also equidistant to

the line AC and BC, mark and label Point X.
[1]

(d) Measure and write down the length of CX.

Answer :  (d) CX = ……………………………cm [1]

B

CA

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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10 In a newspaper advertisement, Company Prima states that the price of their flour is
much cheaper than Brand X in the market using a bar graph shown below. 
(a) State the price of Brand X flour.
(b) Find the ratio of Prima brand price as compared to Brand X price.
(c) State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this

may lead to a misinterpretation of the graph.

Answer : (a) Price of Brand X = $ ………………………….. [1]

(b) Ratio = …………………………………………… [1]

(c) ……………………………………………………….…….……………………………………………...

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………………….. [2]

End of Section A

Type
Prima Brandnd Brand X

Price ($)

9.00

9.10

9.20

9.30

9.40

9.50

8.90

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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Section B: Answer all the questions.

11

12

The lights of a musical fountain flash at regular intervals. 
The red, blue and green lights flash at every 6, 8 and 30 seconds respectively. 
The three lights flash together at 2100. At what time do they next flash together? 

Answer the whole of this question on a piece of graph paper.

A line is represented by an equation 3 2y x .

x –2 –1 0 1

3 2y x –1 2

(a) Copy and complete the table of values shown above. [2]

(b) Using a scale of 4 cm to represent 1 unit, draw the horizontal x-axis for

2 1x .

Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw the vertical y-axis for

4 6y .

On your axes, plot the points given and draw the graph of 3 2y x .

(c) From your graph, find the value of y when 1.25x . [1]

(d) Given that (r, 0.2) lies on the graph, find the value of r from the graph.         [1]    

(e) If another line of equation 4y mx is drawn such that it is parallel
to 3 2y x , state the value of m. [1]     

13 (a) (i) Factorise pr ps completely . [1]

(ii) Hence, find the value of 64(512) + 64(488) without the use of a calculator.    [2]

(b) Evaluate 
2(2 )b c
a

given a = 2, b = –3, c = 1, showing all your working

clearly. [2]

14 (a) Solve 2 5(2 )
3

x
x

. [3] 

(b) The sum of 3 consecutive even numbers is equal to 96. By forming an
algebraic equation, find the largest number. [2]   

[3]

[3]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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15 A series of figures made up of toothpicks form a sequence. They are represented in a  
table as shown below.

Figure Number (n) Diagram Number of triangles 
formed (x)

Number of 
toothpicks (y)

1 2 5

2 3 7

3 4 9

4 5 11

5 6 13

.

.

.

n ? ? ?

(a) Write down the value of x and y for line 6. [2]

(b) State the geometrical shape formed by the perimeter of the figure for all even n. [1]

(c) Given that the number of triangles formed in each figure is x and the figure number is

represented by n, write an equation that connects x and n together. [1]

(d) Hence, find the number of triangles in the 2017th figure. [1]

(e) Given that the number of toothpicks needed for each figure is y, and the figure number

is represented by n, write an equation that connects y and n together. [1]

(f) Hence, find the number of toothpicks used in the 50th figure. [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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16      (a)  Express 10 km/h into m/s.                                                                                    [1]      

(b) Convert 25 000 2cm into 2m . [1]

(c) Ryan visited Australia as part of a school trip. He exchanged S$720 into Australian 
money at a rate of S$1 = A$1.10. During the trip, he spent 90% of his money and 
changed the remaining amount back to Singapore dollars at a rate of S$1 = A$1.11.
Find the amount left in Singapore dollars.                                 [3]

17 In a recent health study, 720 adults were asked to vote for their favourite exercise. 
The results are shown below. 

(a) How many adults voted for Yoga?                                              [1]

(b) Given that 
5
8

of them did not vote for aerobics, find the value of x.                   [3]

(c) Hence, find the value of y. [3]

18 The picture below shows a regular pentagon. 

(a)  (i) Find the value of an exterior angle.                                                                       [1]

(ii) Given that its interior angle is ( 10)r , find the value of r.                        [2]

(b)   (i) An n-sided irregular polygon has an interior angle of 70 , and the remaining    

exterior angles of 50 each. Find the value of n.                                            [3]       

(ii) What is the name of this polygon in (b)(i)?                                                   [1]       

60

30

y
(y + 65)

5x

Aerobics

Zumba

Others

Pilates

Yoga

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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19 (a) The diagram shows a solid made up of 2 cylinders placed on top of each 
other.
Given that the radius of the smaller and larger cylinder is 8 cm and 10 cm    
respectively, and each cylinder has height 6 cm, find

(i) the total volume of this solid, [3]

(ii) the total surface area. [3]

(b) A bakery receives a special order of a cake for a 1 year old birthday party.
The cake is to be baked in the shape of a big number ‘1’.
The diagram below shows the top view of the cake, which is made up of a trapezium
and 2 rectangles. The dimensions are as shown below.
The cake has a uniform thickness of 7.5 cm and has mass 3 kg.

The cake is to be covered in cream, excluding the base.
Assuming that the thickness of the cream is negligible, suggest a suitable price that
the shop can charge for the cake.
Justify your decision and show your calculations clearly.                                    [7]

End of Section B

Cost per kg of cake - $35
Cream charges - $0.80 per 100 cm2 of area covered

Special order charge - $20 per cake

8 cm

10 cm

15 cm

40 cm

28
 c

m

9 cm

10 cm10 cm

15 cm

15
 c

m

35 cm

Top view of cake

40 c15 cm

10 c15 cm

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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Answer Key 
Section A Section B

Question Answer Question Answer
1 3x 11 21 02 hr

2(a) 3 2200 2 5 12(a) -4, 5
2(b) 5 12(c) -1.75
3(b) a 14 12(d) -0.6
4(a) -16 12(e) m = 3
4(b) 7.288 3(a)(i) ( )p r s
5(a) 5014 999 ; 5005 000 3(a)(ii) 64 000
5(b) It is not essential to report the 

exact figure of the population as 
the readers just need a quick 

overview of the population figure.

3(b) 118
2

6(a)(i) mn 14(a) 131
17

x

6(a)(ii) 2x 14(b) 34
6(b) 2 3 1a c 15(a) x = 7      and      y = 15    

7(a)(i) 5 15(b) trapezium
7(a)(ii) 3 , 0 , 5 15(c) 1n x
7(a)(iii) 3 , 5 ,  0  , 11

3
, 0.3 15(d) 2018

7(b)(i) 1
4

15(e) 2 3y n

7(b)(ii) 8 15(f) 103
7(b)(iii) -2 or 2 16(a) 72 /

9
m s

8(i) 207 16(b) 22.5m
8(ii) 27 16(c) $71.35S
9(d) 7 cm 17(a) 120
10(a) $9.40 17(b) 27
10(b) 45:47 17(c) 35
10(c) The graph is misleading and not 

reliable. This is because the price 
value on the y-axis started near 
the level of the Prima Brand, 

which misled consumers to think 
that the price of Prima brand is 

very low. OR the y-axis does not 
start from zero, which mislead 

consumers to think that Brand X 
is 5 times more than Prima Brand, 
however, it is only a difference of 

40 cents.   

18(a)(i) 72

18(a)(ii) 98

18(b)(i) 6

18(b)(ii) hexagon

19(a)(i) 33090cm
19(a)(ii) 21310cm

19(b) He should charge $200 (can be any 
other value) since total cost is 
$145.952. It is sensible for him to 
charge more than the cost calculated 
for the labour cost.

5(a) 5014 999 ; 5005 000 3(a)(ii) 64 000
5(b) It is not essential to report the

exact figure of the population as 
the readers just need a quick 

overview of the population figure.

3(b) 111818888881818881888888188888
2

6(a)(i) mn 14(a) 1133333333333333333333331
111111111111111111117777777777777777777777

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

6(a)(ii) 2x 14(b) 344444444444444444444
6(b) 2 3 1a c32 3a 3 15555555555555555(a(a(a(a(a(a(a((a(a(a(a(a(a(a((a(a) xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx =============================================== 77777 7 7777777 777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777      and      yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy ======================== 151111111111111111111111    

7(a)(i) 5 15(b(bbbbbbbbbbbbbbb)))))))))))))) ttttrttttttttttttttttt apapapapapapapapapapapapapapapapapaapppapapapeziuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuummmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
7(a)(ii) 3 , 0 , 5 15(c) 111111111111111111nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn xx
7(a)(iii) 3 , 5 ,  0  , 11

3
, 00000000000000000.3 151111111111111111 (d) 2222220222222222222222222 18

7(b)(i) 111111111111111
4

15(e) 2 3y n222

7(b)(ii) 8 15151515151551551551551515555155555(f(f(f(f(f(f(f(ff(f(f(f(f(f(f(fffff((((( )))))))))))))))))))) 103
7(b)(iii) -2 orooooooooooooooooo 222222222222222222222 1616161616161616161616161616661616666166616(a(a(a(a(a(a(a(a(a(a(a(a(aa(aa(a(aa(aaaa)))))))))))))))))) 72 /7

9
s/

8(i) 2000000000000000777777777777777777777 16(b) 22.5m
8(ii) 222222222222222222222277777777777777777777777 16(c) $71.35S
9(d) 7 cmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 17(a) 120
10(a) $9$9$99$9$9$9$9$9$99$9$99$9$ .4444444444444444440000000000000000000000 17(b) 27
10(b) 454544544444445454445444445:4:4:4:4:4:4:4:4:4:44:4:44:44:44:44:::477777777777777777777 17(c) 35
10(c) The grgrgrgrgrgrgrrgrgrrgrrrrrrrrrrrapapapapapapapapapapapapapaapapapapapapphhhh h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh isiiiiiiiiisii mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmisisisisisisisisisisisisisisssisiisi leading and not 

reliable. ThThThThTThThThThThThThThThThThThThThThhhThhThT isisisisisiisisisisisisisisiisisississi iiiiiiiiiiis because the price
value on the y-axis started near 
the level of the Prima Brand,

18(a)(i) 72

18(a)(ii) 98

18(b)(i) 6
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Section A: Answer all the questions.

1 Solve the equation 5 2
3
x x .

5 2
3

15 6
5 15

3

x x

x x
x

x

Answer: x = ……………..……… [2]

2 (a) Express 200 as a product of its prime factors, in index notation.

(b) Hence, find the smallest integer k such that 200k is a cube number.

(a) 3 2200 2 5

(b)
3 2200 2 5k k

Thus, smallest integer k is 5.  

Answer: (a) ………………………………  [1]

(b) smallest integer k = …….. [1]

5 15
3x

Answwerer: : x = ……………..……… [2]

2 (a) Express 200 as a product off iitsts pprir mem  facactotorsrs, , inin iindn ex notation.

(b) Hence, find the smallest inttegegerer kk susuchch tthahat t 202 0k is a cube number.

(a( )) 3 23220000 22 5332233

(b(b))
3 2200k k3 22 53 22 523

Thus, smallest integer k is 5.  
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3 0.25% of the cost price of a branded pen is 1 cent. A bookshop decides to sell the 
pens in bundles of 3, and wish to earn a profit of at least $2 per bundle sold. 

(a) Show that the cost price of a pen is $4.

Cost price of 1 pen = 
100 1
0.25

cent

= 400 cents
= $4  (shown)          

(b) Given that the selling price is $a, form an inequality in terms of a. Solve this
inequality.

[1]

Cost price of 1 bundle = $12

Total selling price for profit of $2 = $14

Since minimum profit is $2,

a 14

Answer: (b) …….…….………………… [2]

(c) Illustrate the answer from (b) on the number line below.

coloured circle, arrow point to the right, ending value at 14

[1]
a

12 13 14 15 16

= 400 cents
= $4  (shown)          

(b) Given that the selling price is $a, form an ineqquality in termmss ofof a. Soolvlve this
inequality.

Cost price of 1 bub ndndlele = $$1212

Total selling prpricice e fofor r prprofofitt oof f $2$2 = $14

SiS ncncee mim nimumum m prprofofit is $2,

a 1414

Answer: (b) …….…….………………… [2]

(c) Illustrate the answer from (b) on the number line below
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4 (a) Without the use of calculator, evaluate 3 64 3 16 .

(b) Evaluate

2
2 2 14.6 8.3 6

2
2 4.6 8.3

using a calculator, leaving your answer in 3 

decimal places.

(a) 3 64 3 16 4 3(4)
4 12
16

(b)

2
2 2 14.6 8.3 6

2
2 4.6 8.3

= 7.288 (3 dec. pl)

Answer: (a)…….…….……………   [2]

(b) …….…….……………   [1]

5 (a) The population figure for Town Amber is reported in the news as 5 010 000.
Given that this figure is an estimated value, state the greatest and the least
possible values of the actual population figure.

(b) Why do you think the figure reported was an estimated value?

(a) Greatest possible value = 5014 999

Least possible value = 5005 000

Answer: (a) Greatest possible value = ………………..     [1]

Least possible value = ……………….    [1]

(b) It is not essential to report the exact figure of the population as the readers just need a quick
overview of the population figure.                         [1]

4 12
16
4

(b)

2
2 24.6 8.32 2

2 4.6 8.3

168.38.32 6 16
2

6
2

4.64.6
= 7.288 (3 dec. pl)

Answs er: (a)…….………….……………   [2]

(b) …….…….……………  [1]

5 (a) The poopulation figure for ToTownwn AAmberer iis rerepop trted in the news as 5 010 000.
Given that this figure is an eeststimimatateedd vavalulue,e, sstate the greatest and the least
possible values of the actuaual l poopup lalatitionon ffiggurure.

(b) Why do youu thihinknk thee ffigigurure e rerepop rted was an estimated value?

(a) GrGreaeatetestst pposossisible value = 5014 999

Least possible value = 5005 000
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6 Simplify the following:
(a) (i) (1 )m n m ,

(ii) 2 2 0.5
4
x x

x
.

(b) Subtract 2 2a from the sum of 2 3a c and 2 4a c .

(a) (i)
(1 )m n m
m mn m
mn

(ii)
2 2 0.5 2 0.5

4 2
x x x

x

2x

(b)
2

2

2

( 2 3 2 4 ) ( 2)
3 3 2

3 1

a c a c a
c a

a c

Answer : (a) (i)…….……………….. [1]

(ii)…….……………….. [2]

(b) ………………………... [3]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(1 )m n m(1 )
m mn m
mn

))
m mnmn

(ii)
12 0.5 2 00000000000.5555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555555551
2

0.5 20.5 22x 2 0 5 20.5 22x
4 x4

2x

(b)
22

2

2

(( 2 3 2 44 )) ( 2)22

3 3 222

3 11

3 22 4 ) (3 4 ) (
33

a c3

2 3 2 4 ) (2 3 ) ( 23 22 44 ) (3 ) (3 )
33 33 22333

22 33a 33
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7 (a) Consider the following numbers

2 , 3 , 5 ,  0  , 11
3

, 0.3

Write down all the 

(i)
(ii)
(iii)

prime numbers ,

integers ,

rational numbers.

(i) Prime numbers =     5

(ii) Integers = 3 , 0 , 5

(iii) Rational numbers = 3 , 5 ,  0  , 11
3

, 0.3

Answer : (a) (i) .…….…………………… [1]

(ii) ……………………………… [1]

(iii) ……………………………… [1]

(b) Given that 1 4x , 2 3y , where x and y are integers, find the

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

smallest 1
x

,

greatest 2x y ,
the possible values of y such that 2y is the greatest.

(a) Smallest
1 1

4x

(b) Greatest 2 4 2( 2)x y
= 8

(c) Possible y is -2 or  2.

(b) (i) .…….…………………… [1]

(ii) ……………………………..

(iii) y =………   or y = ………

[1]

[2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

( )

(ii) Integers = 3 , 0 , 5

(iii) Rational numbers = 3 , 5 ,  0  , 11
3

, 00..33

Answer :: (a(a(a(aa(aaa(aaaa(aa(aa(a(a(a(aaaa(a(aaaaa(aaaa((aaa((aaa((a(a(aaa(a(a(a(aaaa(a(a(aa(a(aa(a(aaaa(aa(aaaaaaaa(aaaaaa(aa(((((((((((((((((((( )))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa (i(i((i(i(i(i(i(i(i(i(i((i(i(i(i(iii(i(i(i(ii(iii(i(i(i(i(i(i(i(i(i(i(i(ii(i(ii(i(i(i(ii(ii(ii(i(i(i(iii(i(i(i(i(i(i(iiii(i(i(i(i(i(ii(i(i(ii(i(i(i((i(i(i(ii(i(i(i(i(i(i(((i(i(i(ii(i(((i(ii(i(((i(i((i(i((i(((i(i((i((ii(((i(((i(i(i((i(i((iii(((((ii(i(i(ii(i((((((( )))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) .….….……….…………………………….…….….…………………………………….….…………….…….….………….……………………………...………………….………….…………………..….….….….….….….………………….……….…………….…..….….….…….….…….…….….………..……………….………….….………………………………………………………………… ………………… …………… [1]

(((((((((((((((((( iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))) )))))))))))))))))))))))((((( ……………………………………………………………… ………………………………………………………………… [1]

(iii) (( …………………… ……………… [1]

(b) Given that 1 4x , 2 3yy2 ,, whwhere x annd d yy arare e inintegers, find the

(i)

(ii)
(iii)

smallest 1
x

,

greatest 2x y2 ,
the poposssibi lele valuess ofof  yy ssuch that 2y is the greatest.

(a(a)) SmSmalallelestst 
11 1

4x

(b(b)) Greatest 2 4 2( 2)x y2 4 2(4 2(2
= 8
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8 In the diagram, ABCD is a parallelogram and FE is parallel to AB.
Given that angle 27DEF , find
(i) reflex angle EAB,
(ii) angle ABC.

(i) Angle EDC = 27 (alternate angles, FE parallel to DC)        

Angle EAB = 180 – 27 (interior angles, AB parallel to DC)   
= 153

Reflex angle EAB = 360 – 153 (angles at a point)
= 207

(ii) Angle ABC = 180 – 153 (interior angles, AD parallel to BC)
= 27

OR

Angle ABC = 27 (opposite angles of parallelogram)

Answer: (i) Reflex Angle EAB = ……………

(ii)         Angle ABC =…..…………

[3]

[2]

E

A B

F

D C

27

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(i) Angle EDC = 27 (alternate angles, FE parallel to DC)        

Angle EAB = 180 – 27 (interior angles, AB parallel to DDC)C)   
= 153

Reflex angle EAB = 360 – 153 (angles atatatat aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa pppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppoioioioioioioioioioioioiioioioioiioioioioioioioioiiiiiiiiiioiiiioioioiooioiiioioiiiiiooooiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiioioiiiioooioioioooioioiiiioioo nnnnnnntnttntntntntntnntntntnntnnntntnnnnnnnnnntnntnnntntntnnnnnnnnnnnntnnntntnnnnnnnnntnnnntntntnntnntnntnnnnnntnntntnttnttntnttttntntn ))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
= 207

(ii) Angle ABC = 180 – 151533 (interior angles, AD parallel to BC)
= 277

OROR

Angle ABC = 27 (opposite angles of parallelogram)
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9 The diagram shows a triangle ABC.
(a) Construct the perpendicular bisector of AC. [1]
(b) Construct the angle bisector of angle ACB. [1]
(c) Given that Point X is equidistant from Point A and C, and also equidistant to

the line AC and BC, mark and label Point X.
[1]

(d) Measure and write down the length of CX.

Answer :  (d) CX = ……………………………cm [1]

B

CA

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

B

CA
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10 In a newspaper advertisement, Company Prima states that the price of their flour is
much cheaper than Brand X in the market using a bar graph shown below. 
(a) State the price of Brand X flour.
(b) Find the ratio of Prima brand price as compared to Brand X price.
(c) State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this

may lead to a misinterpretation of the graph.

Answer : (a) Price of Brand X = $ ……9.40…...………….. [1]

(b) Ratio = ………45 : 47………………….……….. [1]

(c) The graph is misleading and not reliable. This is because the price value on the y-axis started

near the level of the Prima Brand, which misled consumers to think that the price of Prima brand

is very low. OR the y-axis does not start from zero, which mislead consumers to think that Brand

X is 5 times more than Prima Brand, however, it is only a difference of 40 cents.

[2]

Type
Prima Brand Brand X

Price ($)

9.00

9.10

9.20

9.30

9.40

9.50

8.90

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

Answer : (a) Price of Brand X = $ ……9.40…...………….. [1

(b) Ratio = ………45 : 47………………….……….. [

Typepe
Prima Brannd Brannd B X

9.00

9.10

9.20

9.30

9.40

9.50

8.90
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End of Section A

Section B: Answer all the questions.

12 Answer the whole of this question on a piece of graph paper.

A line is represented by an equation 3 2y x .

x –2 –1 0 1

3 2y x –1 2

(a) Copy and complete the table of values shown above. [2]

(b) Using a scale of 4 cm to represent 1 unit, draw the horizontal x-axis for

2 1x .

Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw the vertical y-axis for

4 6y .

On your axes, plot the points given and draw the graph of 3 2y x . [3]

(c) From your graph, find the value of y when 1.25x . [1]

(d) Given that (r, 0.2) lies on the graph, find the value of r from the graph.         [1]   

(e) If another line of equation 4y mx is drawn such that it is parallel
to 3 2y x , state the value of m. [1] 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(a) Copy and complete the table of values shown above. [2]

(b) Using a scale of 4 cm to represent 1 unit, draw the horizontatall xx-axaxisis ffoor

2 1x2 x .

Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw the veveveveveveevveeeeeeeveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeertrtrtrtrtrtrtttttrtrtttrtrtrtrtttrttrtrtrtrtrtrttrtrtrtrtrtrttrtrtttrtrtrttrtrtrtrtrttttttrtrttrtrtrtrtrttrtrttttrtrtttrrrrrtrrrtrrrtrtrtrrrtrrrrttrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrticiciciiciciciciciciiciciciciiciciciciciciicicicicicicicicicicicciciciciiiiciiciciciiciiciciciciiciciiciciiciciciiiiiiicicciciiiiciiicicccicicccccccciccicicicccccccicicicciccccciciccicccccccccccciiciiiiiiiiciiiiiiccalalalalalalalalalalalaalaaalalalallllalaalaaallalaaalallalalalalalaallllalllllaalallallllalallllaaalalllalalalalalallalalalalaalalalllaalalalalalallaaalaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa  yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy-axaxaaxaxaaaaaaaa is forrrr

4 6y4 .

On your axes, plot the points given and draw the ggrarararaaaaaaaaaraaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa hphpppppphphphphphhphphhphphphphphphphpppppphphphphphphphpppppppphphphphphpphphphpphphhhphpphphhhphpphphphphpphphppphppppppppppppppphppppppphppppppppph ooooof 3 2y xx33333 .. [3]

(c) From your graph, find the value of y when 1.25x . [1]

(d) Given that (r, 0.2) lies on the graph, find the valuue e ofof r from the graph. [1]   

(e) If another line of equation 44y mxmmxx is ddrarawnwn ssucuch h that it is parallel
to 3 2y x333 , state the value off m. [1]   
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13 (a) (i) Factorise pr ps completely . [1]

(ii) Hence, find the value of 64(512) + 64(488) without the use of a calculator.   [2]

(b) Evaluate 
2(2 )b c
a

given a = 2, b = –3, c = 1, showing all your working

clearly. [2]

Solutions:

(a)(i)       ( )pr ps p r s

(ii) 64(512) 64(488)pr ps
64(512 488)
64(1000)
64000

(b) When a = 2, b = -3, c = 1,

2 2(2 ) [2( 3)] 1
2

b c
a

2( 6) 1
2

36 1
2
118
2

11 The lights of a musical fountain flash at regular intervals. 
The red, blue and green lights flash at every 6, 8 and 30 seconds respectively. 
The three lights flash together at 2100. At what time do they next flash together?         [3]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

13 (a) (i) Factorise pr ps completely . [1]

(ii) Hence, find the value of 64(512) + 64(488) wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwiitititititititittittittititittittttttititititittittitttttitittttttttititttitittitttttitittitittitittittitititittttttititttiittttittiiiiiiiiiiiii hohohohohohohohhhhohhohohhohohohohohohohhhohhohohohohohohohohhhohohohohohhohohohohohohohhohhhhohohhohhohohhohohhohohhhohhhohhhohhhohohohohhhhohoohohohhhhhohooohohoohohohohhhhohohoohohhhhohoooohohhooooohhooohhoohohoohohhooohoohhhohooooooohoohoooohhhoohhhohhhhohhhhhohoutututututututututuuututututututuuutuutuutututututuututututuuututututtuutututuutututututuututtutututtutututtuutttututttututttuttutututtututtutuuttuttuttutttuttuutuuuuttttuuuutuuuutuuuuuuuttuuuuuutuut thhthhthththththththththhhhhththththththththththththhththhththththththththtthhththththtthhhthhhhthhhhhthhthththhhhhththhhhhhhththhhthththhhhhthhththhhhhhhthhththhhthhhthththtthhhtthhhhttttththtttththtttthttttththththhththhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhheeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeeee eeee eeeee eee eeeeeeeee eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eeeeeeee eeeeee e uuuususususuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuususuuuususuuu ee e eee of a caalclcululatatoro .  [2]

(b) Evaluate 
2(2 ) c2)
a

given a = 2, b = –3, c = 1, showiwiiiiiiiiiiiingngnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn  all youououourr r wwwworkkkkinininngggg

clearly. [2]

Solutions:

(a)(i)       ( )pr ps p r s((ps p(

(ii) 664((55122) 6644((4488)pr pss 64(551122))ppss
664((551122 44888)
6644((110000)
6644000

6644((551122

(b) WhWhen a = 2, b = -3, c = 1,

2 2(2 ) [2( 3)] 12 2)2
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14 (a) Solve 2 5(2 )
3

x
x

. [3] 

(b) The sum of 3 consecutive even number is equals to 96. By forming an
algebraic equation, find the largest number. [2] 

Solutions:

(a)
2 5(2 )
3
2 15(2 )
2 30 15
17 30

131
17

x
x

x x
x x
x

x

(b) 

Let the 3 consecutive even numbers be x, x + 2 and x + 4.

2 4 96
3 6 96
3

30

x x x
x
x

x

The largest number is 34.

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(a)
2 5(2 )
3
2 15(2 )
2 30 15
17 30

131
17

x
15(215(2

x x30 15

x

15(215(2
3030

(b) 

Let the 3 consecutive even numbers be xx, x + 2 anandd xx + 4.

2 4 96
3 6 96
3 909

30

x x 2

x

2 44xx 2
6

ThT e e lal rgesest t nunumbmberer iis 34.
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15 A series of figures made up of toothpicks form a sequence. They are represented in a  
table as shown below.

Figure Number (n) Diagram Number of triangles 
formed (x)

Number of 
toothpicks (y)

1 2 5

2 3 7

3 4 9

4 5 11

5 6 13

.

.

.

n ? ? ?

(a) Write down the value of x and y for line 6. [2]

x = 7   and   y = 15

(b) State the geometrical shape formed by the perimeter of the figure for all even terms.[1]

Geometrical shape = Trapezium 

(c) Given that the number of triangles formed in each figure is x and the figure number is 

represented by n, write an equation that connects x and n together.        [1]

1n x

(d) Hence, find the number of triangles in the 2017th figure. [1]

2017 1
2018

x
x

The number of triangles is 2018.

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

3 4 99

4 5 1111

5 66 1313

.

.

.

n ? ? ?

(a) Write down the value of x and yy fofor r lilinene 66. [2]

x = 7  and   y = 1515

(b) State the geomettriricacal l shshapape e fof rmed by the perimeter of the figure for all even terms.[1]

Geometriricacall shshapape = Trapezium 

(c) Given that the number of triangles formed in each figure is x and the figure number is
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(e) Given that the number of toothpicks needed for each figure is y, and the figure number

is represented by n, write an equation that connects y and n together. [1]

2 3y n

(f) Hence, find the number of toothpicks used in the 50th figure.             [1]

2 3
2(50) 3

y n
y

= 103

Number of toothpicks is 103.

16      (a)  Express 10 km/h into m/s. [1]    

10 km/h 
10000
3600
72 /
9

m
s

m s

(b) Convert 25 000 2cm into 2m . [1]

2 22500025000
10000

cm m

22.5m

(c) Ryan visited Australia as part of a school trip. He exchanged S$720 into Australian
money at a rate of S$1 = A$1.10. During the trip, he spent 90% of his money and
changed the remaining amount back to Singapore dollars at a rate of S$1 = A$1.11.
Find the amount left in Singapore dollars. [3]

$720 $1.1 720S A
$792A

Amount of  money left 
10% $792

$79.20
$(79.2 1.11)
$71.35

A
A
S
S (nearest cents)

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

2(50) 3
y
y 2(50)

= 103

Number of toothpicks is 103.

16      (a)  Express 10 km/h into m/s. [1]

10 km/h 
10000
3600
72 /7
9

m
s

s/

(b) Convert 255 000 2cm into 2m . [1]

2 22500025000
10000000

cm mm

222..55m

(c) Ryan visisiteted d AuAusttraralilia a as part of a school trip. He exchanged S$720 into Australian 
money att aa rratate e ofof S$1 = A$1.10. During the trip, he spent 90% of his money and
changed the e reremaining amount back to Singapore dollars at a rate of S$1 = A$1.11.
Find the amount left in Singapore dollars. [3]
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17 In a recent health study, 720 adults were asked to vote for their favourite exercise. 
The results are shown below. 

(a) How many adults voted for Yoga? [1]

(b) Given that
5
8

of them did not vote for aerobics, find the value of x.  [3]

(c) Hence, find the value of y. [3]

(a) Number of Yoga votes = 60 720 120
360

(b)       
35 360
8

x

27x

(iii)

60 30 65 5
360 8

155 2 5
360 8

1240 16 1800
16 560

35

y y

y

y
y

y

60

30

y
(y + 65)

5x

Aerobics

Zumba

Others

Pilates

Yoga

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(a) Number of Yoga votes = 660 720 11220
33660

720

(b)      
335 3600
88

336600

2277xx

(i( ii)

606 30 65 5
360 8

155 2 5
360 8

1240 16 1800
16 560

y y

y

y

3030

16

60

30

y
(y(( + 65)

5x

Aerobics

u baZumba

Others

Pilates
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18 The picture below shows a regular pentagon. 

(a) (i) Find the value of an exterior angle. [1]

(ii) Given that its interior angle is ( 10)r , find the value of r.       [2]

(a) (i) 1 exterior angle 
360

5
72

(ii) 1 interior angle
180 72
108

10 108
98

r
r

(b) (i) An n-sided irregular polygon has an interior angle of 70 , and the remaining

exterior angles of 50 each. Find the value of n.   [3]       

(ii) What is the name of this polygon in (b)(i)? [1]    

(b)(i)

70 (130)( 1) ( 2)180
70 130 130 180 360
50 300

6

n n
n n

n
n

(ii) This 6-sided polygon is called a hexagon.

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(a) (i) 1 exterior angle 
360

5
7272

(ii) 1 interior angle
180 72
108
180 72
108

10 108
98

r
r

10

(b) (i) An n-sided irregular polyygogon n hahas s anan iintntererioior r angle of 70 , and the remaining

exterior aanggless ofo  50 eaeachch. FiF nd the value of n.   [3]       

(ii) What iiss ththe nan me oof f ththisis ppololygy on in (b)(i)? [1]   

(b)(i)i)

70 (130)( 1) ( 2)180
70 130 130 180 360

1) (1) (
130 180130 180

(130)( 1) ((130)( 1) (1) (1) (1)
130 130 180130 130 180130 180130 180130
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19 (a) The diagram shows a solid made up of 2 cylinders placed on top of each other.
Given that the radius of the smaller and larger cylinder is 8 cm and 10 cm    
respectively, and each cylinder has height 6 cm, find

(i) the total volume of this solid, [3]

(i) Volume of solid
2 2

3

(8) 6 (10) 6
384 600
3091.327...
3090 (3 )cm sf

(ii) the total surface area. [3]   

(ii) Total Surface Area
2

2

2 (8)(6) 2 (10)(6) 2 (10)
96 120 200
1306.902...
1310 (3 )cm sf

8 cm

10 cm

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(i) the total volume of this solid, [3]

(i) Volume of solid
2 2

3

(8) 6 (10) 62 2

384 600
3091.327...
3090 ( )f(33

(8) 6
600

(8)2(8) 62

384

(ii) the total surface areaea.. [3]   

(i(ii)i) ToTotatal l SuSurfrfacace Area
2

2

22 ((88))((6) 2 (10)(6) 2 (10)
9966 120 200
1306.902...
1310 (3 )f(3(32

(88)(6) 2 (10)(6) 2
120 200

22 ((88))(6) 2 (10)(6)((88))(6) 2 (10)(6)
996 120120

10 cm
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A bakery receives a special order of a cake for a 1 year old birthday party. 
The cake is to be baked in the shape of a big number ‘1’. 
The diagram below shows the top view of the cake, which is made up of a 
trapezium and 2 rectangles. The dimensions are as shown below. 
The cake has a uniform thickness of 7.5 cm and has mass 3 kg. 

The cake is to be covered in cream, excluding the base. 
Assuming that the thickness of the cream is negligible, suggest a suitable price that 
the shop can charge for the cake.
Justify your decision and show your calculations clearly.      [7]

Solutions
Perimeter of base = 192 cm    

Total surface covered in cream 

2

1192(7.5) [ (15 24)(12) (28)(15) (15)(35)]
2

1440 (234 420 525)
2619cm

Total Cost = [2619/100] (0.8)   + 35(3)  + 20
= 20.952 + 105 + 20
= $145.952 

He should charge $200 since total cost is $145.952. It is sensible for him to charge 
more than the cost calculated for the labour cost.

End of Section B

Cost per kg of cake - $35
Cream charges - $0.80 per 100 cm2 of area covered

Special order charge - $20 per cake

15 cm

40 cm

28
 c

m

9 cm

10 cm10 cm
15 cm

15
 c

m

35 cm

Top view of cake

15 cm

15 cm

(b)

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

Solutiono s
Perimeter of base = 192 cm    

Total surface covered in ccrereamam 

22

1192(77.5) [[ ((15 2244))((1122)) ((228)(15) (15)(35)]1
2

1440 (2344 442200 552255)
2661199ccmm

192(77.55)) [ ((15 2244))((1122)) ((28)(15)[ 15 28)(15)

1440 (2344 442200

Total Cost = [2619/100] (0.8)   + 35(3)  + 20
= 20.952 + 105 + 20

$145 952

Cost per kg of cakakee -- $3$355
Cream charges - $0.80 per r 10100 0 cmcm2 ofof aarer a cocovev red

Special order chharargege - $2$20 perr cacakeke

15 cm

cm

28
 c

m

9 cmm

10 cm10 cm
15 cm

15
 c

m

35 cm

Top view of cake

40 ccm15

10 c5 cm15
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1. Express 

(a) 
12
5 as a recurring decimal;

(b) 2.625 as a fraction in its simplest form; 
(c) 7004.95 correct to 5 significant figures.  

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [1] 

     (b) ………………...…...……. [1] 

     (c) ………………...…...……. [1] 

2. A list of numbers are shown below.  

,36 0.025 ,
7
3 ,

7
7

,
2

4 , 17.0

From the list, write down 
(a) a negative integer;
(b) a perfect square;
(c) irrational number(s); 

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [1] 

     (b) ………………...…...……. [1] 

     (c) ………………...…...……. [1] 

3. Estimate the value of
3

2

869.124
1302.4)97.49( , correct your answer to one significant figure.  

Answer: …...…………………...……... [2] 

4. Subtract the product of 
4
35 and 

5
44  from 30.  

Answer: …...…………………...……... [2] 
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5. (a) Express 4692 as a product of its prime factors, leaving your answer in index notation. 
(b) The LCM of 6, 15 and a number, x is 660. Find the smallest possible value of x.  

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [2] 

     (b) ………………...…...……. [2] 

6. Simplify the following expressions without using a calculator. 
(a) 23715164 ; 
(b) )]}144228(160[29{240 .

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [1] 

     (b) ………………...…...……. [3] 

7. Given that 3.149.87 and ,93.998.7 find the value of 987 without the use of a calculator. 

Answer: …...………… , ……...……. [2] 
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8. (a) Write down all the multiple(s) of 17 between 30 and 50.
(b) Find the sum of all prime numbers between 21 and 40.
(c) Find the difference between the first two perfect squares that end with a 9.

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [1] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [2]

(c) ………………...…...……. [2]

9. The product of two consecutive odd numbers is 18 more than the square of the smaller number.
Find the two numbers.

Answer: …...………… , ……...……. [3] 

10. Arrange the following in descending order.

(a)
16
11 ,

3
2 ,

8
5 ,

24
17 ; 

(b) 3.0,
4
31 0.333, 1.73, ,

100
33

Answer :(a) ……………………………...……………………...……. [1] 

(b) ……………………………...…………………….....……. [1]
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11. When written as the product of their prime factors,
R 25 732 ,
S 532 43 .

Find
(a) S10 ;
(b) the largest integer which is a factor for both R and S;
(c) the smallest possible integer value of p such that R x p is a multiple of 75.

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [2] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [1]

(c) ………………...…...……. [2]

12. Write an algebraic expression for each of the following.
(a) Seven times of x plus 3 times of y;
(b) Twice of 2x minus 4 times the cube root of y;
(c) Nine times the product of x and 3h minus the quotient when k is divided by 2y.

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [1] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [1]

(c) ………………...…...……. [2]
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13. Without using a calculator, evaluate the following, giving your answer to the simplest form.  
(a) ;438112
(b) ;27]6)56152[(96

(c) .
)

4
1(

5
2

5
32

5
317

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [1] 

     (b) ………………...…...……. [2] 

    (c) ………………...…...……. [3] 
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14. Subtract the sum of )475( 2 xx and )152( 3xx from ).513( 2 xx

Answer: …...…………………...……... [3] 

15. (a) Given
3

2

2
8

q
pR , find the value of R when p = -3 and q = 4. 

(b) Given ,
5
2

3
5

yx
yx find the value of .2

y
x

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [2] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [4]
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16. Find the cube root of .9273 22

Answer: …...…………………...……... [2] 

17. Rectangular tiles, each 30 cm long and 24 cm wide, are laid on a flat surface to form a square. 
Given the cost of each tile is $4, find
(a) the minimum area of the square formed;
(b) the total cost of all the tiles that are used to form the square.  

Answer :(a) ………………...…......cm² [3] 

        (b) $………………...….....…. [2] 

18. A farmer uses 
18
11 of his field for growing rice and 

7
3 of the remaining field for growing tomatoes. 

Of the area left, he uses 
4
1 of it to grow spinach and the rest to grow sweet potatoes. Find the 

fraction of the field used for growing sweet potatoes.  

Answer: …...…………………...……... [3] 
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19. Simply each of the following.

(a)
42

10 yxyx ;

(b) .
4

3
49
121

22

6

4

y
x

z
xy

y
x

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [2] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [3]
20. Solve the following equations.

(a) 0)92(4)3(5 xx ;

(b) 1
3
25
xx

; 

(c)
5

12
4

3
3
14 xxx .

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [2] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [2]

(c) ………………...…...……. [3]
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21. (a) One-quarter of a number added to 10 is equivalent to one-third of the number subtracted from
31. Find the number.

(b) A man is three times as old as his son. In 13 years’ time, the father will only be twice as old as
his son. Find the son’s present age.

(c) The sum of two consecutive even numbers is 66. Find the product of these two numbers.

Answer :(a) ………………...…...……. [2] 

(b) ………………...…...……. [2]

(c) ………………...…...……. [3]
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22. The daily production, correct to the nearest gram, of tidbits over a 5-day period is shown in the 
following table.  

Day Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri
Mass (g) 83 85 80 77 85

(a) Find the greatest possible mass of all the tidbits produced over the 5-day period.  
(b) All the tidbits are sold at $1.20 per 10g over the weekend. Briefly explain if it is possible to  

collect $50 from the sale. 

Answer: (b)                [2]

Answer :(a) ………………...…...…...g [2] 

23. Mrs Yong bought q concert tickets at a total cost of $p. She kept r tickets and sold the remaining 
tickets to her friends at 2 for $s. After including the cost of r tickets, Mrs Yong made a profit of $Y
in total.  
(a) Find an expression for  

(i) the cost price of each ticket;
(ii) the amount Mrs Yong collected from the tickets she sold. 

(b) Find the profit if s = 60, q = 10, p = 160 and r = 4.  

Answer :(a) (i) $..…………..…...……. [1] 

(ii) $..…………..…...……. [2] 

        (b) $ ……………....…...……. [2] 
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24. Calculate the value of the unknowns in the following figures. State your reasons clearly in your
working steps.
(a)

(b) 

Answer :(a) x: ………………......……. [2] 

y: ………………......……. [2] 

(b) x: ………………......……. [2] 

y: ………………..........…. [2] 

A

GF

ED

B

C

A

F

E

D

B

C
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1 

Marking Scheme
Mid- Year Examination 2017

No Steps Marks
1

(a) 641.0

(b)
8
52

(c) 7005.0

B1

B1

B1

2
(a) 

7
7

(b) 36

(c) 
2

4

B1 

B1

B1

3
3

2

125
450

= 2000

M1

A1

4
5
327

5
24

4
23

5
22

5
32730 Accept: 2.4

M1

A1

5 (a) 2317324692 2

(b)

44
112

11532660
5315

326

2

2

x
x

B2

M1

A1

6 (a) 64 – 15 +161 = 210

(b) 240 ÷ {29-[160 ÷ (176-144)] = 240 ÷ [29 – (160 ÷ 32)]
= 10 

B1

M2
A1

7

4.31
1014.3987

10087.9987 M1

A1

8 (a) 34

(b) 23 + 29 +31 + 37 = 120

(c) 49 – 9 = 40

B1

M1: Prime numbers
A1
B2 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(a) 
7

(b) 36

(c)
2

4

B1 

B1B1B1B1B1B1

B1B1B1B1B1B1

3
3

2

125
4502

= 2000

M1M1M1M1M1M1

A1A1A1A1A1A1

4
5
327

5
24

4
23

5
22

5
32730 27 Accept: 2.4

M1M1M1M1M1M1

A1

5 (a) 2317324692 2 1732 1732

(b)

44
11112

111153 532660
5315

326

2

2

2
53 532

33
22

x
x

B2

M1

A1

6 (a) 664 4 – 1515 +++161611 = 212100

(b) 240 ÷÷ {{29292 --[1[160 ÷ (176-144)] = 240 ÷ [29 – (160 ÷ 32)]
= 10 

B1

M2
A1

7 100879987 M1



2 

9 Let the smaller number be x.
218)2( xxx

22 182 xxx
9x

112x

The 2 numbers are 9 and 11. 

M1: Formulate
M1: Simplification

A1- For both answers

10 (a) LCM = 34 32
 = 432

432
297,

432
288,

432
270,

432
306

8
5,

3
2,

16
11,

24
17

(b) 
100
33,333.0,3.0,73.1,

4
31

B1 

B1 

11 (a) 244 53210S

180
53210 22S

(b) HCF = 24

(c) 25375
p = 25

M1

A1

B1 

M1
A1

12 (a) yx 37

(b) 32 42 yx

(c) 
y

khx
2

27 -1 for a wrong term

B1

B1 

B2 

13a

2
1214

438112

B1 

b

33
276

27)696(96
27]6)56152[(96

M1

A1
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432
297,

432
288,

432
270,

432
306

8
5,

3
2,

16
11,

24
17

(b) 
100
33,333.0,3.0,73.1,

4
31

B1B1B1B1B1B1 

B1B1B1111 

11 (a) 244 53210 44 432 44 4S

180
53210 22 3332 32 33S

(b) HCF = 24

(c) 25375 3
p = 25

M1M1M1M1M1M1

A1

B1

M1
A1

122 (a) yx 37x

(b) 32 442 2 yx 3344

(c)
yyy

kkhhhxx
22

2277 -1 for a wrong term

B1

B1 

B2

13a

1214
438112

14
38



3 

c

2
10
27
5

27

)
4
1(

5
2

5
13

5
25

M2: Correct numerator 
and denominator

A1

14 5555152475 2332 xxxxxxx

61025
5555513

)5555(513

23

232

232

xxx
xxxxx
xxxxx M1

M1: Simplification
A1

15a

2
1

)4(2
8)3(

3

2

R

R M1: Substitution

A1

15b

19
14

)
7

19(

22

7
19
197

26525
)3(2)5(5

x

x
y
x

xy

xy
yxyx
yxyx M1

M1: Express y in terms 
of x.

M1: Substitution

A1

16

27
33

3333
33 9

9432 M1

A1

17

(a) 

120
532  LCM

53230
3224

3

3

Area = 120² cm²
 = 14 400 cm²

M1

M1: LCM

A1

M1
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14 5555152475 23 5532 5515247 55 55515247 55515247 5

61025
5555513

)5555(513

23 22

23 52

23 52

1025 1022
555513 5555 55
555(51 555(5 55

102 102 1022 1022
55551 55551 55551 5551 55551 5
555(51 555(51 555(51 55(51 555( 5 MMMM1M1M1

M1M1M1M1M1M1:::::: SiSiSiSiSSimpmpmpmpmpmplllllil fication
A1AAAAA

15a

2
1

)4(2
8)3(

3

2)3)3

R

R M1: SuSuSuSuSuSubsbsbsbsbsbstititititititutututututution

A1A1A1A1A1A1

15b

199
14

)
77

19(

22

7
19
197

26525
)3(2)5(5

65
3(2)

x

x
y
x

xy
7

xy 19
yxyx 265 65 65
yy 3(2) 3(2) 3(2) (2) (2) M1

M1: Express y in terms 
of x.

M1: Substitution

A1

16

27
333

33333333
333 9

943 9432 333333 3333 3333 M1

A1



4 

(b) Number of tiles =
30

120
24

120

  = 20 

Total cost = $20 x 4 
  = $80

A1

18
Fraction (Tomatoes) = 

18
7

7
3

    =
18
3

Remaining land = 
18
3

18
111

     =
18
4

Fraction (Sweet potatoes) = 
18
4

4
3

    =
18
3

M1

M1

A1

19

(a) 

4
319

4
220
4

)()10(2

yx

yxyx

yxyx

(b) 

z
xy

zyx
yx

x
y

z
xy

y
x

28
33
28
33

47
11

32

43

2

22

3

2

M1: Common 
denominator

A1

M2

A1

20 (a) 0368155 xx

7
213

x
x

(b) 
x
x

xx 3
3

3
2

3
15

or 1
3

215
x

3
25

173

x

x

M1: Expand + Simplify

A1

M1: Common 
denominator

A1
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18

Remaining land = 
18
3

18
111

=
18
4

Fraction (Sweet potatoes) = 
18
4

4
3

=
18
3

M1

MMMMMM1

A1A11

19

(a) 

4
319

4
220
4

)()10(2

yx 3

yxyx 2

yy () ()

xy x2

() ()

(b)

zz
xyxy

zyxx
yx yx

x
y

zzz
xy

y
x

2828
3333
28
333

47
11

32 y

43 4

2

22

3

2

 
33 

4 

y

MMM1: Common 
denominator

A1

M2

A1

20 (a) 0368155 36815 36815 815 81515
2133

M1: Expand + Simplify



5 

(c) 
60

)12(12
60

)3(15
60

)14(20 xxx
or 

60
)12(12

60
)3(15)14(20 xxx

13
24719

1224451528020

x
x

xxx

M1: Common 
denominator

M1: Simplification

A1

21a Let the number be x.

xx
3
13110

4
1

36

21
12
7

x

x

M1: Formulate

M1

b Let the son/s present age be x.

2
13
133

x
x

13
262133

x
xx

Son’s present age is 13 years old. 

M1: Formulate

A1

c Let the first number be x and the second be x+2. 

32
662

x
xx

Product = 32 x 34
     = 1088

M1: Formulate

A1

22 (a) Greatest possible mass = 83.5+ 85.5 + 80.5 + 77.5 + 85.5
  = 412.5 g 

(b) 412.5 x $1.20 < $50
Since $49.50 < $50, it is not possible to collect $50 from the

sale. 

M1
A1

M1
A1

23
(ai) 

q
p$

(aii) Tickets sold: rq

$ collected = )
2

($ rqs

(b) 
2

2)( prqsY

20
2

)160(2)410(60

Y

Y

B1 

M1
A1

M1

A1
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xx
3

3110
4

3110

36

21
12
7

x

x

M1M1MMMM

b Let the son/s present age be x.

2
13
133

x

13
262133 213

x
213 213

Son’s present age is 13 years old. 

M1:::::: FFFFFFormulate

A1

c Let the first number be x and thee sesecondn bbe x+2.

32
6622

x
xx

Product = 32 x 34
= 1088

M1: Formulate

A1

22 (a) Greatesest t poposssibiblel  masass s == 8383.5.5++ 858 .5 + 80.5 + 77.5 + 85.5
== 414122.5.5 g 

(b) 41122.5.5 x x $1$1.220 0 < $5$500
Siincncce e $4$49.99 500 << $5$50, it is not possible to collect $50 from the

sale. 

M1
A1

M1
A1

23
(ai) 

q
p$ B1 



6 

OR  

180$
2

)410(60$)
2

($ rqs

Profit = $180 - $160
  = $20

24 (a) x = (180-121) - 25
= 34       (corr. )//, FGDEs

y = 180 – 78 – 34
 = 68         ) a of sum (

(b) 2x = 36
x = 18       )//, corr.( CDABs

y = 180 – 4(18)
 = 108      (angles on a str. Line)

B1
R1 

B1 
R1 

B1 
R1 

B1 
R1 

Accept any logical 
method. 
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y = 180 – 78 – 34
= 68 ) a of sum  (

(b) 2x = 36
x = 18 )//, corr.( CDAB

y = 180 – 4(18)
= 108      (angles on a str. Line)

B1
R1RRRRR

B1BBBBB
R1R1R1R1R1R1

B111111
R1R1R1R1R1R1

AcAcAcAcAcAcceeeeeeptppppp  anyy llllllogogogogogogicicicicicical
memememememethhhhhhooooodo . 
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST

Do not open the booklet until you are told to do so. 
Write your name, register number and class on all the work you hand in.
Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs. 
Do not use staples, paper clips, glue or correction fluid. 

Answer all questions.

If working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer. 
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks. 

CALCULATORS ARE NOT ALLOWED TO BE USED IN THIS PAPER. 

At the end of the examination, fasten all your work securely together. 
The number of marks is given in brackets [  ] at the end of each question or part question.
The total number of marks for this paper is 50. 
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This question paper consists of 10 printed pages, including this cover page.
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Answer all the questions. 

1 Arrange the following numbers in ascending order.

4
3 57.0 57.0 7.0

Answer ………....….…………………………… [1]

2 Given that 732126 2 and  223 5321800 , find

(a) the highest common factor of 126 and 1800, giving your answers as the product of
its prime factors,

Answer (a)...…....….…………………………… [1]

(b) the lowest common multiple of 126 and 1800, giving your answers as the product
of its prime factors.

Answer (b)...…....….…………………………… [1]

3 Express 
12
7 as a recurring decimal.

Answer ………....….…………………………… [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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4 Express

(a) 58.96 kg correct to the nearest kilogram,

Answer (a)……....….……………………….. kg [1]

(b) 2.1985 correct to 2 decimal places.

Answer (b)……....….………………………….. [1]

5 Given that x y , find the value of 
)(3

4
32 yx

.

Answer ………....….…………………………… [3]

6 Given the following numbers

3,   6, , 53.0 ,   9, 4 , 2

write down

(a) all the prime numbers,

Answer (a)……....….……………………………[1]

(b) all the irrational numbers,

Answer (b)……....….……………………………[1]

(c) all the perfect squares.

Answer (c)……....….……………………………[1]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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7 Evaluate 
6
1

9
8

3
1 , leaving your answer in its simplest form.

Answer ………....….…………………………… [3]

8 In the diagram, AB is parallel to ED.
135ABC , reflex 220CDE and xBCD .

Find the value of x, stating your reasons clearly.

Answer x = …....….…………………………… [3]

135

220

x

A B

C

DE

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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9 In the figure below, ABEF is a rhombus, CDE is an isosceles triangle and FED is a 
straight line.

35ABF and yCDE .

Find the value of y, stating your reasons clearly.

Answer y = …....….…………………………… [3]

10 Jack bought x books for $12 each.
Jill bought x books for $y more than the total amount that Jack paid.

(a) Express, in terms of x, the price that Jack paid for the books altogether.

Answer (a) $....….……………………………… [1]

(b) Express, in terms of x and y, the price that Jill paid for each book.

Answer (b) $....….……………………………… [2]

y

A B

C

DEF

35

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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11 Simplify the following.

(a) yxyx 323

Answer (a)……....….……………………………[1]

(b)
2

1
4

13 xx

Answer (b)……....….……………………………[3]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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12 (a) By rounding off each number correct to 1 significant figure, estimate the value of

13.4)51.595.28( .

Answer (a)……....….……………………………[2]

(b) Estimate the value of 3 760 .

Answer (b)……....….……………………………[2]

13 (a) Expand and simplify 2(3x + y) – 3(x – 2y).

Answer (a)……....….……………………………[2]

(b) Factorise completely 3a(x + y) – 9b(x + y).

Answer (b)……....….……………………………[2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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14 Solve the following equations.

(a) 5)1(2 x

Answer (a) x = ....….…………………………… [2]

(b) )42(3)1(4 yy

Answer (b) y = ....….…………………………… [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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15 Evaluate each of the following.

(a) )]5(2[3

Answer (a)……....….……………………………[2]

(b) (0.51 – 0.498) × 0.3

Answer (b)……....….……………………………[2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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16 (a) Express 441 as a product of its prime factors.

Answer (a)……....….……………………………[1]

(b) Hence, find the square root of 441.

Answer (b)……....….……………………………[2]

(c) Find the smallest integer n such that 35n is a multiple of 441.

Answer (c) n = ....….…………………………… [2]

~ END OF PAPER ~

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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Answer all questions 

1 (a) Express 72 as a product of its prime factors. [2]

(b) Find the minimum value of k and of q such that 3372 qk , where k and q are 
positive integers. [2] 

2 (a) Factorise xabba 22 155 completely. [1]

(b) Simplify .
2
31

3
12 mm [3]

3 The table below shows the temperatures of four countries at a particular time of a day.

Country Temperature / oC
Singapore 34

Japan 6
Russia 5
Bolivia 28

(a) Arrange the countries in order from coldest to hottest based on the given information. [1]

(b) Find the largest temperature difference amongst the four countries. [1]

(c) Find the average temperature of these four countries. [1]

(d) Given that Russia’s temperature increased to 8oC the following week, find the 
increase in temperature. [1]

4 (a) In 2015, the amount of money donated to charity in Singapore was S$8 600 000.  

(i) What was the least possible amount of money donated if the figure has been 
rounded off to two significant figures? [1]

(ii) What was the least possible amount of money donated if the figure has been 
rounded off to three significant figures? [1]

(b) The population of Singapore in 2016 was 5 607 300 and it was assumed that each 
person donated an average amount of $3.50.   
Calculate the total amount donated to charity in 2016.
Give your answer correct to one significant figure. [2] 
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5 (a) Solve 522
h

. [3] 

(b) Solve 
kk 2

12
. [3] 

6          A  F             B
          
                                                                                   

                           98o 

      M     
  

                                                        
         D               C   

In the figure, ABCD is a rectangle, EF is parallel to DB, angle FMB = 98o and angle BDC = 40o.

(a) Find, giving reasons for each answer,

(i) angle x, [2]

(ii) angle y, [2]

(iii) angle z. [2]

(b) What is the special name for quadrilateral BDEF? [1]

7 A wire of length 48 metres is bent to form a triangle PQR.

(a) Given the length of PQ is x metres, find, in terms of x,

(i) the length of QR which is 2 metres less than twice the length of PQ, [1]

(ii) the length of PR which is 1 metre more than one third the length of PQ, [1]

(iii) the perimeter of the triangle, expressed in its simplest form. [2]

(b) Hence, find the value of x. [3]

40o

E
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8 (a) You are preparing a gift pack to be distributed to an old folks’ home. 
You have purchased 180 packets of Milo drinks, 90 packets of Oreo biscuits and 60 
pears.
Each of the three items is packed equally into each gift pack. 

(i) What is the maximum number of gift packs that can be packed with these three 
items? [3]

(ii) What is the quantity of each item in each gift pack? [1]

(b) Clementi Town Secondary School’s bell rings every 35 minutes. 
Clementi Primary School’s bell rings every 30 minutes.   
If both schools start at 0745, what time will these two schools ring the bell together 
again? [3]

9 Theatre Type Monday ~ Thursday Friday ~ Sunday, Eve & Public Holiday
Standard $11 $14
GVMax Dolby Atmos $13 $16
D-Box $14 $20

The above table shows the movie ticket prices for Golden Village Cinema based on the 
different theatres and the day of the week.    
There is a 50% discount on the movie tickets for students from Monday to Thursday for all 
theatre types.
Mr. Goh, a teacher, brought his class of m students to attend a movie screening on Monday 
and Friday. 

(a) Find, in terms of m, the total cost of the movie tickets for the respective days

(i) if there was one absentee, watching a standard movie on Monday, [2]

(ii) if there were two absentees, watching GVMax Dolby Atmos movie on Friday. [1]

(b) If the difference in the cost between (a)(i) and (a)(ii) is $398.50, form an equation in  
terms of m. [1]

(c) Find m.

                                   

                                   End of Paper

[3]
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CLEMENTI TOWN SECONDARY SCHOOL
SECONDARY ONE MATHEMATICS 2017

MID-YEAR EXAMINATION PAPER 1 ANSWERS
Qn Ans
1 0.7,

4
3 , 57.0 , 57.0

2(a) HCF = 2 × 32

2(b) LCM = 23 × 32 × 52 × 7

3 7 ÷ 12 = 0.58333…

= 358.0

4(a) 59 kg

4(b) 2.20

5

6
1

)8(3
4

))1()3((3
4

32

6(a) 3, 4

6(b) 2

6(c) 9

7

3
13

6
9
5

6
1

9
5

6
1

9
8

3
1

2(b) LCM = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7

3 7 ÷ 12 = 0.58333…

= 358.0

4(a) 59 kg

4(b) 2.20

5

6
1

)8(3
4

))1()3((3
4

32 ()3

6(a) 3, 4

6(b)) 2

6(c) 9

7

65
6
11

9
55

66
11

99
88

33
11
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8 Draw a line parallel to AB and cutting through C and label it CF.

135180BCF
45  (interior angles, parallel lines) 

CDGDCF  
180220DCF

40 (alternate angles, parallel lines)
x = 45 + 40 
 = 85 (Sum of adjacent angles)

9 235ABE  
70  (Property of rhombus) 

ABECED
70 (Alternate angles, parallel lines) 

y = 180 – (70 × 2) 
 = 40 (Isosceles triangle)

10(a) x12

10(b)
x

yx12

11(a) yx 45

11(b)
2

1
4

13 xx

4
)1(2

4
13 xx

4
)1(213 xx

4
2213 xx

4
3x

12(a)

9
4)630(

13.4)51.595.28(

 = 85 (Sum of adjacent angles)

9 23535A
70  (Property of rhombus) 

ABECED AACED
70 (Alternate angles, parallel lines) 

y = 180 – (70 × 2) 
 = 40 (Isosceles triangle)

10(a) x12

10(b)
x

yx12

11(a) yx 45x

11(b)
2

1
4

13 xx 1

4
)11(2

4
13x (221

44
))11((213 (21 21 ((21 21 ((211

44
22221133 2211 211 2211

4
33x
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12(b) 3 760

4
28

864 3

13(a) 2(3x + y) – 3(x – 2y)
= 6x +2y – 3x + 6y
= 3x + 8y 

13(b) 3a(x + y) – 9b(x + y)
= (x + y) (3a – 9b) 
= 3 (a – 3b) (x + y) 

14(a) 2 (x – 1) = 5
2x – 2 = 5 
2x = 7
x = 3.5 

14(b)

4
82

12644
)42(3)1(4

y
y

yy
yy

15(a) )]5(2[3  

21
73

]52[3

15(b) (0.51 – 0.498) × 0.3
= 0.012 × 0.3 
= 0.0012 × 3 

= 0.0036
16(a) 22 73441

16(b)

21
73441

16(c) 7535
LCM of 35 and 441 22 753
n 732  

63  

13(b) 3a(x +(( y) – 9b(x(( + y)
= (x(( + y) (3a – 9b) 
= 3 (a – 3b) (x(( + y)

14(a) 2 (x(( – 1) = 5
2x – 2 = 5 
2x = 7
x = 3.5 

14(b)

4
82

12644
)42(3)1(4

y
y

yy 64 64 64
yy 2(3)1 2(3)1 2(3)1)1

15(a) )]5(2[3 (2[ (2[

21
73

]52[3
3

2[3

15(b) (0.51 – 0.49498)8) ×× 0.3
= 0.012 ×× 0.0 3 
= 0.00122 × 33 

= 0.0.00003636
16(a) 22 273 734411 232

16(b) 73441 33
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2017 Sec 1E MYE Marking Scheme (Paper 2)

1(a) The prime factor of 72  2 × 3
1(b) Value of k is 1

Value of q is 6
2(a) 5 ( + 3 )
2(b) 13 16
3(a) Countries from coldest to hottest are Russia, Japan, 

Bolivia, Singapore 
3(b) Largest temperature difference = 39 C
3(c) Average temp = 15.75oC
3(d) Increase in Russia’s temperature 

= 13oC
4(a)(i) Least possible amount donated to charity in 2015 is 

$8,550,000
4(a)(ii) Least possible amount donated to charity in 2015 is 

$8,595,000
4(b) Total amount donated to charity in 2016 is 

$20 000 000
5(a) = 23
5(b)

3
11k

6(a)(i) The value of x is 130o

6(a)(ii) The value of y is 40o

6(a)(iii) The value of z is 42o

6(b) The quadrilateral is Trapezium
7(a)(i) Length of )22( xQR metres
7(a)(ii) Length of )1

3
1( xPR metres

7(a)(iii) Perimeter of triangle PQR

= 1
3
13 x  or

3
310x  m

7(b) The value of x is 14.7 m
8(a)(i) The maximum number of gift packs is 2 3 5=30
8(a)(ii) There will be 2 pears, 3 Oreo biscuit and 6 Milo 

drinks
8(b) The two schools’ bells will ring together at 1115

9(a)(i)
2
15

2
15 m

9(a)(ii) 1616m
9(b) 50.398
9 (c) 40m

Bolivia, Singapore 
3(b) Largest temperature difference = 39 C
3(c) Average temp = 15.75oC
3(d) Increase in Russia’s temperature 

= 13oC
4(a)(i) Least possible amount donated to charity in 20201515 isis 

$8,550,000
4(a)(ii) Least possible amount donated to charitytyyytytytytyyytyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinn n nnnnnnnn n n nnnnnn nnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnnnn nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn 20202020202220202020202020202020222202020020202020202022020202222020202020222202020202220202020022222222222002020222220202222020202020202220202020200222202002220202202202000222222222000022222020202202020000020000200202020002222022222 11111111115151515151515515111111115155111115155111515151111115151551111511515515111111111111111111111111111111111  isisiiiiiiiii  

$8,595,000
4(b) Total amount donated to charity innn 2222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222222201010100000101010101000000000000010101000100010000100001010101000000000000000101000001001001000000001000001010000010101100000101000001010000010101010000011101011011101011001010011110010000000000000000 66666 66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666 66666666666666666666666666 isisisisisiiisisisisisisisisiiisiisiiisisiisisisisiiisiisisisiiiiisiiiiiisiisisiiiisiiisisiiiisiiisisisisiiiiiiisssssssissssssisisssssssssisssissssssisssiiisissiiiiiiiiiisiiiiiiiii  

$20 000 000
5(a) = 23
5(b)

3
11k

6(a)(i) The value of x is 1300oo

6(a)(ii) The value of yyy is 4400o

6(a)(iii) The value of z isi  42o

6(b) The quadrilateraral l isis TTrarapepeziziumum
7(a)(i) Length of )222((22((QR memettres
7(a)(ii) Leengngth of f )1

3
11((( xxPRPR metres

7(a)(iii) Peririmemeteter r ofof ttrir angle PQR

== 11
33
1133 xx  or

3
310 m

7(b) ThThe value of x is 14.7 m
8(a)(i) The maximum number of gift packs is 2 3 5=30
8(a)(ii) There will be 2 pears, 3 Oreo biscuit and 6 Milo 

drinks
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Name: ( )    Class:  

FMS(S) Sec 1 Express End-of-Year Examination 2017 2 
Mathematics Paper 1

Answer all the questions. 

1 Consider the following list of numbers: 

0.245,  2, 1
4

, 3 8 , 8 , 12.0

Write down all the irrational numbers.

Answer ............................................................. [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

2 If a number is a multiple of 2 and another number is a multiple of 3, then their sum is a 

multiple of 5.

Do you agree with the above statement? Explain with an example. 

Answer …………………………………………………………………………………...

………………………………………………………………………………..….. 

………………………………………………………………………………... [2] 

___________________________________________________________________________

3 Express 
7

11% as a decimal number, correct to 5 decimal places.

Answer (a) ...................................................... [1] 
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Name: ( )    Class:  

FMS(S) Sec 1 Express End-of-Year Examination 2017 3 
Mathematics Paper 1

4 Evaluate  
5
47

2
14893125 .

Answer …….................................................. [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

5 Simplify 750 ml : 0.6 l :
5
2 l  and express as a ratio in its simplest form.

Answer ................ : .................. : .................. [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________

6 Without the use of calculator and by rounding each number to 1 significant figure, 

estimate the value of 
39.93 24.999

50.449
. Show your working clearly.

Answer ......................................................... [2] 
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Name: ( )    Class:  

FMS(S) Sec 1 Express End-of-Year Examination 2017 4 
Mathematics Paper 1

7 (a)  Solve the inequality 621 x . 

Answer (a).....................................................  [1]

(b) Represent the solution in (a) on the number line below.

Answer (b)  [1]

(c) Find the greatest integer value of x which satisfies 621 x .

Answer (c).......................................................  [1]
___________________________________________________________________________

8 A National Day promotion at a shop gives an additional discount of 5.2% during the 

month of August, on top of the usual member’s discount of 10%. The marked price of a 

shirt is $39.90. Calculate the price of the shirt that a member of this shop paid on the 

25 August 2017. 

Answer $..................................................... [3] 

x
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Name: ( )    Class:  

FMS(S) Sec 1 Express End-of-Year Examination 2017 5 
Mathematics Paper 1

9 Jane bought 8 pens at $x for 5 pens and y21  rulers at $2.00 for 5 rulers. Find the
total cost of the stationery she bought. Express your answer as a single fraction.

Answer  $..................................................... [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________

10 Consider the sequence 
3
1 ,

7
1 ,

11
1 ,

15
1 , …

(a) Write down the next two terms of the sequences.

Answer (a) ....................................................... [1] 

(b) Find, in terms of n, a formula for the nth term of the sequence.

Answer (b) ....................................................... [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

11 The area of a rhombus is 600 cm2. Given the length of a diagonal is 40 cm, calculate 
the length of the other diagonal. 

Answer………............................................ [2]
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12 Solve xx 8541327 .

Answer x = ……............................................. [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________

13 Write down the most suitable name for each of the lines that are drawn for you. 

1y 12xy 1x 2xy

Line A Line B Line C Line D

(a) (b)     (c)    

Answer (a) Line ............................................. [1] 

(b) Line ............................................. [1] 

(c) Line ............................................. [1] 

x

y

x

y

x

y
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14 (a) Given that cba 1132862488 , find the value of a , b  and c .

Answer (a) a = ................. , b = .................. , c = ................... [1] 

(b) Hence, state the HCF and LCM of the number 862488 and 11752 24 in 
index notation.

Answer (b) HCF = ........................................................ [1] 

LCM = ........................................................ [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________

15 Four exterior angles of an n-sided polygon are 28o, 32o, 37o and 55o.

The remaining (n – 4) exterior angles are each equal to 13o. Find the value of n.

Answer  n = …................................................ [2]
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16 (a)  Factorise the following expressions completely.

  (i) yxy 332

Answer (a) ....................................................... [1] 
  (ii) ayybbtat 210153

Answer (b) ....................................................... [2] 

(b) Given 
kh

a
x

1121 , find the value of x when 
2
15a , 4.7k  and 8h .

Answer (b) ....................................................... [2] 
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17 The graph shows Shawn’s journey to school (C). During the journey, he stopped for ice 

milo at a coffee shop (A), after which he left to make his way to school. 

(a) Using the graph, find 

(i) the time taken Shawn took to drink his ice milo, 

Answer (a)(i)........................................... mins [1]

(ii) the distance between Shawn’s home and school, 

Answer (a)(ii).............................................. m [1]

(iii) his average speed from his home to coffee shop, 

Answer (a)(iii)........................................... m/min [1]

(b) State the gradient of the line segment, AB.

Answer (b)…......................................................... [1]

Time 
(mins)

Distance from home (m)

T
(m   0           15     30                          60 

900

600
A B

C
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18 In the following diagram, HGDC is a straight line and line AGF is parallel to line BDE.
Triangle ACG is a right-angled triangle.  

By stating your reasons clearly, find 

(a) a ,

Answer (a) a  = ............................... ° [1] 
(b) b ,

Answer (b) b  = ............................... ° [2] 
(c) reflex GAC .

Answer (c) GAC  = ............................... ° [2] 

A B C

D

E

F

G

H

a

b

120
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19 The figure shows a circular metallic disc with a 
star-shaped design removed from the middle.  

The diameter of the disc is 30 cm. 

The star-shaped design is made up of a square in 
the centre and 4 identical isosceles triangles are 
joined to each side of the square, with length 4 cm.
The distance from the tip of the star is 4.2 cm from 
the edge of the circular disc. The length of each
side of the star is 9 cm. 

  

Find
(a) the perimeter of the star,  

Answer (a) …..............................................cm [1] 

(b)   the area of the star design,

Answer (b) …............................................cm2 [2] 

(c)   the remaining area of the metal disc.

Answer (c) …............................................cm2 [2] 

9

4

30

4.2
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20 The bar chart below shows the number of items purchased by customers in a store.

(a) Calculate the total number of customers.

Answer (a) ..................................... customers [1] 

(b) Calculate the total number of items purchased.

Answer (b) .............................................. items [1] 

(c) Find the percentage of customers who purchased more than 3 items. 

Answer (c) .................................................. % [1] 

(d) If the above information is to be represented in a pie chart, find the angle of the 
sector representing customers who purchased 3 items.

Answer (d) ..................................................... o [1] 

0

1

2

3

4
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7
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21 Using ruler and compasses, construct the quadrilateral PQRS such that PQ = 10.5 cm,  

70 ,60 PQRQPS , PS = 8 cm and QR = 5 cm. [2]

(a) On the same diagram, construct the 

(i) angle bisector of QPS , [1]

(ii) perpendicular bisector of PQ. [1]

(b) Label the point of intersection of the angle bisector and the perpendicular bisector 
in (a) as M. [1]

Answer for (a)(i), (a)(ii), (b)

(c) Hence, measure and write down the length of RM.

             Answer (c) RM = .......................................cm [1] 

- End of Paper –

P Q
10.5 cm
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Answer all the questions. 

1 Factorise  completely.

Answer ……………………………… [1] 

2 A seagull is flying at a height of 10 m above sea level, while a sea turtle is 
swimming at a depth of 35 m below sea level. 

(a) Use a negative number to represent the depth the sea turtle is swimming at.

Answer (a) ……………………………… [1] 

(b) Find the difference in altitude between the seagull and the sea turtle.

Answer (b) …………………………… m [1] 

3 Every year, the value of a car depreciates by 15% of its value in the previous 
year. If the value of the car was $112 710 in 2016, find its value in 2014. 

Answer $  …………………………… [2]
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4 Spencer takes a loan of $250 000 from a bank to start a business venture. The bank 
charges him simple interest at a rate of 4.5% per annum.

(a) If Spencer plans to repay his loan at the end of 5 years, find the total 
amount of interest he has to pay. 

Answer (a) $  …………………………… [2]

(b) Find the total amount Spencer has to pay back the bank at the end of 5 years.

Answer (b) $  …………………………… [1] 
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5 (a) The top speed of a Korea Train eXpress (KTX) train is 305 km/h. 
Express 305 km/h in m/s. 

Answer (a) ………………………… m/s [2]

(b) Caleb cycles the first part of a 120-km journey at an average speed of 35 km/h 
and walks the remaining distance at an average speed of 6 km/h. Given that he 
takes 5.5 hours for his entire journey, find the distance that Caleb cycles.

Answer (b) ………………………… km [3] 
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6 The pie chart below, which is not drawn to scale, shows the cost breakdown of 
a family’s holiday. 

(a) Given that $1012.50 was spent on hotel, find the total cost of the holiday.

Answer (a) $ ………………………… [2] 

(b) Given that $202.50 more was spent on hotel than on food, find the value of x.

Answer (b) x = ………………………… [2]

(c) Express the amount spent on travel as a percentage of the total cost.

Answer (c) ………………………… % [1] 

TravelOthers

Hotel
Food

130.5°

67.5°x°
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7 A family travels from Hong Kong to Singapore for a holiday. They exchange 
HK$40 000 to Singapore dollars at an exchange rate of HK$100 = S$17.433.  

(a) Find the amount of Singapore dollars the family receives, giving your 
answer correct to the nearest cent.

Answer (a) S$  …………………………… [2] 

The family spend a total of S$3800 in Singapore and convert the remaining 
Singapore dollars into Hong Kong dollars at the end of the trip at an exchange 
rate of HK$100 = S$17.442. 

(b) Find the amount of Hong Kong dollars the family receives at the end of 
the holiday, giving your answer correct to the nearest dollar. 

Answer (b) HK$  ………………………… [2] 
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8 Consider the following number pattern:

1 + 3 = 4 = 22 = (1 + 1)2

1 + 3 + 5 = 9 = 32 = (2 + 1)2

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 = 16 = 42 = (3 + 1)2

.

.

.

1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + … + p = q = r2 = (s + 1)2

(a) Write down the 4th line in the pattern.

Answer (a) …………………………………………………………… [1]

(b) Given that q = 225, find the values of p, r and s. Show your workings 
clearly.

Answer (b) p = ………………………… [1]

r = ………………………… [1]

s = ………………………… [1]
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9 Express each of the following as a single fraction in its simplest form.

(a) 

Answer (a) ……………………………… [3]

(b) 

Answer (b) ……………………………… [3] 
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10 Solve each of the following equations.

(a) 

Answer (a) x = ………………………… [2]

(b) 

Answer (b) y = ………………………… [3]
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11 The figure shows a solid pentagonal prism with a cylindrical hole of diameter 
40 cm.

(a) (i) Show that the area of the cross section of the solid, correct to the
nearest whole number, is 3943 cm2. 

Answer (a)(i)

[2]

(ii) Find the total volume of the solid.

Answer (a)(ii)  …………………………  cm3 [1]

80 cm

50 cm

40 cm
50 cm

80 cm

150 cm
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11 (b) Find the total surface area of the solid.

Answer (b) ………………………… cm2 [3] 

(c) Find the mass of the solid given that the density of the material is 0.023 g/cm3.

Answer (c) …………………………  g [2]

(d) The solid is melted to form a cube. Find the length of each side of the cube.

Answer (d) ………………………… cm [2]
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12 The table below shows the different entrance fees to an amusement park.

Day / Time Per Adult Per Child
(below 13 years old)

Monday
to Friday

Before 2 p.m. $35 $15
After 2 p.m. $18 $8

Saturday
and Sunday

Before 2 p.m. $45 $25
After 2 p.m. $25 $13

During a school excursion, a group of teachers and Primary 2 students visited 
the amusement park at 10 a.m. on a Thursday. 

(a) Given that there are x students who went on the excursion, write down 
an expression, in terms of x, for the total entrance fees for the students. 

Answer (a) $  …………………………… [1]

(b) The number of teachers who went on the excursion is 224 fewer than the 
number of students. Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the 
total entrance fees for the teachers.

Answer (b) $  ……………………………… [1]

(c) The total amount spent on entrance fees for teachers and students is $4160.
Form an equation, in terms of x, to represent the above information, and show 
that it can be simplified to 50x – 7840 = 4160. 
Answer (c)

[2]

(d) Hence, find the number of teachers who went on the school excursion.

Answer (d) Number of teachers = ……………… [2]
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13 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

The cost of printing school T-shirts at a shop can be represented by the equation 

y = 5x + 70

where y represents the total cost in dollars, and x represents the number of T-shirts 
printed. 

The table below shows some values of x and y.

x 0 20 50 80
y 70 170 p 470

(a) Find the value of p. [1]

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 10 T-shirts, draw a horizontal x-axis 
for 

Using a scale of 4 cm to represent $100, draw a vertical y-axis for 

Plot the pairs of values in the table above and draw the graph of 
y = 5x + 70. [3]

(c) From your graph,

(i) find the total cost for printing 65 T-shirts, [1]

(ii) find the maximum number of T-shirts that can be printed if a
customer has a budget of $220. [1]

(d) What does the gradient of the graph represent? [1]

- End of Paper - 
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1 2 and 8

2

No
For example: 4 is a multiple of 2 and 
9 is a multiple of 3 but their sum is 
13, which is not a multiple of 5. 

3 0.01571 (5 decimal places)

4
5
120

5 15 : 12 : 8 6 16
7a 5.2x

7b7c 3
8 $34.04 (nearest cent)

9
5

428 yx
10a

19
1 ,

23
1

10b
14

1
n

11 Other diagonal = 30 cm 12 3x
13a Line D 13b Line A 13c Line B

14a 
343 1132

3a , 4b , 3c 14b HCF = 1   1  11   123 = 1123

LCM = 751132 2344

15 n = 20 16ai xy 23

16aii ytba 235 16b
539
592x   or   1.10 (3sf)

17ai 15 mins 17aii 900 m
17aiii Speed = 40 m/min 17b 0
18a o120a 18b 150o

18c 330o 19a Perimeter = 72 cm
19b Area = 86.4 cm2 19c Remaining Area = 620 (3sf)
20a 20 customers 20b 64 items
20c 45% 20d 90o

21ai 
21aii 
21b

21c 3.9 ( 1.0 ) cm
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14n

11 Other diagonal = 30 cm 12 3x
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343 1132 43 43344
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1 –18ab(2b + 3a) 12(a) 15x
2(a) –35 12(b) 35(x – 224) or 35x – 7840
2(b) 45 m 12(d) 16

3 $156 000 13(a) p = 320
4(a) $56 250 13(b)
4(b) $306 250
5(a)

sm /
18
1384   or  84.7 m/s (to 3 s.f.)

5(b) 105 km
6(a) $5400

6(b) x = 54

6(c) 36.25%  or  

7(a) S$6973.20 (to nearest cent)
7(b) HK$18 193 (to nearest dollar)

8(a) 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 = 25 = 52 = (4 + 1)2 13(c)(i) $395
8(b) p = 29, r = 15, s = 14 13(c)(ii) 30
9(a)

12
78x 13(d) The gradient of the graph represents 

the cost per T-shirt printed.
9(b)

3
13x

10(a)
32
33x   or

32
11

10(b)
4
7y   or

4
31 or  1.75

11(a)(ii) 592 000 cm3 (to 3 s.f.)
11(b) 68 700 cm2 (to 3 s.f.)
11(c) 13 600 g (to 3 s.f.)
11(d) 83.9 cm (to 3.s.f)
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Qn Working Marks Allocation
1 2 and 8 B1

2
No
4 is a multiple of 2 and 9 is a multiple of 3 but their sum is 
13, which is not a multiple of 5.

B1

B1

3
7

11% =
100

1
7

11  = 0.01571 (5 decimal places) B1

4
5
120    or      - 20.2 B1

5

750 ml : 0.6 l :
5
2 l

= 0.75 : 0.6 : 0.4    (all in l) 
= 750 : 600 : 400   (all in ml) 
= 15 : 12 : 8 

M1 for making all 
into same base for 
comparison 
A1

6
39.93 24.999

50.449 50
2040

=    16
M1 for 1sf  
A1

7a 

621 x
52x

2
5x

5.2x B1

7b
FT1

7c 3 FT1

8

Price after member’s discount

90.39$
100
90

= $35.91

Price after National Day special discount

91.35$
100

2.5100

= $34.04 (nearest cent)

M1

M1

A1

9

5 pens cost $x

8 pens cost $
5

8x

          5 rulers cost $2

(1 + 2y) rulers cost $
5

212 y

Total cost = 
5

428
5

212
5

8 yxyx

M1 for either 

5
8x  or

5
212 y

A1

x 
-5 -4 -3 -2.5 -2 -1
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5

750 ml : 0.6 l l :
5
2 l

= 0.75 : 0.6 : 0.4    (all in l) 
= 750 : 600 : 400   (all in ml) 
= 15 : 12 : 8

M1 fforor mmakaking allffff
into saame babase for 
cocompmpara isisonon 
A1A1

6
39.93 24.999

50.449 50
2040

=   16
M1M1M1M1MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM  for 1111sfsfsfsf 
A1A1

7a 

621 22
522

2
5x

5.2x B1B1

7b
FT1

7c 3 FT1

8

Price after member’s discooununtt

9900..3399$$
100
90

= $35.91

Price e afafteter r NaN titiononalal Day special discount

91.35$$
100

22.55100

= $34.04 (nearest cent)

M1

M1

A1
5 pens cost $x M1 for either

x
-5 -4 -3 -2.5 -22 --11
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Qn Working Marks Allocation

10a 
19
1 ,

23
1

Both correct for A1 

10b
14

1
n B1

11

Rhombus is made up of 4 identical right-angled triangles.
Area of each right-angled triangle = 4600  = 150 cm2

Let the other diagonal be length 2d. 

Area of 1 right-angled triangle = d20
2
1

d20
2
1150

d = 15 
Other diagonal = 2d = 30 cm

M1

A1

12

xx 8541327
xx 854267

x26  
3x

M1 for either correct 
expansion 

A1
13a Line D A1
13b Line A A1
13c Line B A1

14a 
343 1132

3a , 4b , 3c A1

14b

1   11132 343

75  11   12 24

HCF = 1   1  11   123 = 1123

LCM = 751132 2344
A1
A1

15

Sum of exterior angles = o360
28 + 32 + 37 + 55 + (n – 4)(13) = 360 

152 + 13n – 52 = 360  
n = 20

M1

A1

16ai xy
yxy

23
3

B1

16aii 
ytba

abybat
ayybbtat

235
5253

210153
M1
A1

16b

4.7
1

8
12

2
151

x
 

296
775.31

x

592
5391

x
  or   0.91047 (5sf) 

539
592x   or   1.10 (3sf)

M1
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11 Area of 1 right-angled triangle = d20
2
1

d20
2
1150

d = 15 d
Other diagonal = 2d = 30 cm A1A1A1A1A1A1

12

27 2
x854267 x 5426 5426x

x26
3x

M1M1M1M1M1M  for eeeeeeititititittheheheheheherrrrrr cocococococorrrrrrrrrrrrect
eeeeeexexexxxeeeexeeeeeexeeexxexexxxxexxxpppppap nsioooooonnnnn n

A1A1A1A1A1A1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
13a Line D A1A1AAAA
13b Line A A1AAAAA
13c Line B A1AAAAA

14a
343 1132 43 4344

3a , 4b , 3c A1

14b

1   11132 343 113 1113 113 113
75  11   122 24 5111

HCF = 1   1  11   123 1111 = 1111223

LCM = 7751132 2344 5113 5113 5113 5113 5113 511113
A1
A1

15

Sum of exterioior ananglgles =  oo336600
28 + 32 + + 3737 + 55555 + (nnn –– 44)()(1313) ) == 360 

1552 2 2 ++ 1313nn – 552 = 360  
n = 20

M1

A1

16ai 
22 3

B1

16aii t
ayybbb

3t3t
2110153 ybbtbtat

3t
10ybbtbt

M1
A1
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Qn Working Marks Allocation

A1
17ai 15 mins B1
17aii 900 m B1

17aiii Speed = 
15
600 = 40 m / min

B1

17b 0 B1
18a o120a (corrs. angles, GF//DE) B1

18b
o

oo

30 
90120DBC  (ext. angle of triangle) 

DBCb o180  (adj. angles on str. line) 
= 150o

M1

A1

18c 

o30GAC (corrs. Angles, GF//DE) 
Reflex oo 30360GAC (angles at a point)

= 330o

M1

A1

19a Perimeter = 7298 A1

19b

Area of star-shaped design
= Area of square centre + 4(Area of each triangle)

= 44 + 8.84
2
14

= 86.4

M1 for finding height 
to be 8.8 

A1

19c Remaining Area = 4.8615 2   or    = 4.8615142.3 2

= 620 (3sf) = 620.55
FT1
A1

20a 20 customers B1
20b 64 items B1
20c 45% B1
20d 90o B1
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A1
17ai 15 mins B1
17aii 900 m B1

17aiii Speed = 
15
600 = 40 m / min

B1B1B1B1B1B1

17b 0 1B1B1111
18a o120a (corrs. angles, GF//DE) BBBBBB1B1B1B1B1BBBBBBBBBB1BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

18b
o

oo

30
90120o120oDBC  (ext. angle of triangle) 

DBCbb o180  (adj. angles on str. line) 
= 150o

MMMMMMMM1M1M1MM1M1MM1MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

A1AAAAA

18c

o30GAC (corrs. Angles, GF//DE) 
Reflex oo 30360o360oGAC (aangngless at a point)

= 330o

M1M1M1M1M1M1

A1

19a Perimeteer r = 7298 99 A1

19b

Area of star-shaped design
= Area of square centre + 4((ArAreaea oof f eaeachch ttririanannglg e)

= 44 4 + 8.844
22
1144

= 86.4

M1 for finding height 
to be 8.8 

A1

19c Remaining g Areaea == 4.8622   or    = 4.862

== 62620 0 (3sf) = 620.55
FT1
A1

20a 20 cusstotomemeerrs B1
20b 64 itemss B1
20c 45% B1
20d 90o B1
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21c 3.9 ( 1.0 ) cm B1
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21c 3.9 ( 11..00 )) cmcm B1
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Fairfield Methodist School (Secondary) 
Secondary 1 Express 

Paper 2 Marking Scheme 
Mathematics

End-of-Year Examinations 2017 

Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
Allocation

1
B1

2(a) –35 B1

2(b) Difference in altitude
= 10 – (–35) 
= 45 m B1

3 Value of car in 2015

Value of car in 2014 

M1

A1

4(a) Interest per year

Total amount of interest to be paid 

M1

A1

4(b) Total amount to pay back the bank
= 250 000 + 56 250 
= $306 250 B1

5(a)

  or  84.7 m/s (to 3 s.f.) 

M1 for converting 
either (i) km to m, or
(ii) h to s correctly

M1

A1

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

2(a) 35 B1

2(b) Difference in altitude
= 10 – (–35) 
= 45 m B1

3 Value of car in 2015

Value of car in 2014 

M1M

A1

4(a) Interest per year

Total amomount of iintntere esest t toto bbe paid 

M1

A1

Tootatall ammouount to pay back the bank
= 2550 0 00000 + 56 250 
= $306 250 B1

4(b)

= 250 000 x 4.5
100

= $11 250

= 11 250 x 5
= $56 250



Pg 2 

Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
Allocation

5(b) Let the distance cycled be x km.
Then the distance walked will be 
(120 – x) km.

Distance Caleb cycles = 105 km

M1 for either time
cycled or walked in 
terms of x

Simplifying to either 
–29x or –3045

M1

M1

A1

6(a) Total cost of holiday 

M1

A1

6(b) Amount spent on food
= 1012.50 – 202.50 
= $810 

M1

A1

6(c) Required percentage

  or  B1

7(a) HK$100 = S$17.433
HK$40 000 = S

= S$6973.20
(to nearest cent)

A1 cannot be awarded 
if answer is not given 
to nearest cent

M1
A1

7(b) Singapore dollars remaining
= 6973.20 – 3800 
= S$3173.20 

S$17.442 = HK$100 

S$1 = HK$

S$3173.20 = HK$

= HK$18 193 

A1 cannot be awarded 
if answer is not given 
to nearest dollar

M1

A1

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

Distance Caleb cycles = 105 km

Simplifying to either 
–29x or –3045

M1

A1

6(a) Total cost of holiday

M1M1

AA11

6(b) Amount spent on food
= 1012.50 – 202.50 
= $810 

M1

A1

6(c) Required percentage

oror B1

7(a) HKHK$1$ 0000 == S$S 17.433
HKK$4$400 000000 = S

= S$6973.20
(to nearest cent)

A1 cannot be awarded 
if answer is not given
to nearest cent

M1
A1

7(b) Singapore dollars remaining
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Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
Allocation

(to nearest dollar)
8(a) 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 = 25 = 52 = (4 + 1)2 B1

8(b) q = 225
= r2

r = s + 1
  15 = s + 1

s = 14 
Alternatively,

p = 2s + 1 p = r + s
   = 2(14) + 1              = 15 + 14 
   = 29 = 29 

B1

B1

B1

9(a)

Change to common 
denominator 

Expand 3(2x+3) or 
–2(x–1) correctly

M1

M1

A1

9(b)

Change to common 
denominator 

Expand –3(x–6) 
correctly

M1

M1

A1

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

r = s + 1
  15 = s + 1

s = 14 
Alternatively,

p = 2s + 1 p = r + s
   = 2(14) + 1              = 15 + 14 
 = 29 = 29 

B1

BB11

9(a)

Change tttotototototototototottotototototttottttttttotototottttotottttttttttttttttottttttttttttotototttttototottttottttttottttttttottototto commmmonon 
denominator 

Expxpanand d 3(3(2x+3) or 
–22((xx((( –1–1) ) xxxx cocorrr ectly

M1M

M1

A1

9(b)

Change to common 
denominator 

Expand –3(x(( –6)xx
correctly

M1

M1
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Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
Allocation

10(a)

 or  or  –1.03125 

Simplifying 

or correctly

M1

A1

10(b)

 or  or 1.75 

Simplifying LHS of
equation into a single 
fraction correctly

Converting both sides
of equation to 
common denominator 

M1

M1

A1

11(a)(i) Area of cross section

= 3943 cm2 (Shown) 
(to nearest whole number) 

M1

AG1

11(a)(ii) Total volume of solid

= 592 000 cm3 (to 3 s.f.)

Award B1 if answer of
more than 3 s.f. is 
given, but minus 1m 
overall for accuracy B1

or or  –1.03125
or correctly

A1

10(b)

orr  or 1.75

Simimimimimmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmplplplplpllpllplpllplplplplplplpppllplplpllplplplpplplplplplplplllplpplplplplplppppplplpplppplplppplplplplpllplpplpppppppplplpplppllpplplppppplplpppppplllpppppplpplllllllllllpllllllllllllpllllifififififffififififfifififififififififfiffififififififffiififfififififififfifififiiiifififiifiiifiiifiififiiiifiiififififiiifiiiifififiiffififfffffffffffffffffffffffffffifffffffffffffffffffyiyiyiyiyiiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiiiyiyiyiiyiyiyiyiiyiyiyiyiyiyiiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiyiiyiiyiyyyyiyiyiyiyyyiyyyyyiyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyiiyyyiyyyiiyyyiyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy ngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngngnngngngngngngnngngngngngnngnngngngngngnggnngngnngngngngngngngnggngngngngngngnngngngngnnggggngngnnggggngngngnggngngnnnngnnnnngnnnnnnnggngnnnnnnggggnnggggggngnngggggngngnggggggggggggggggggggngngggggggnnnnnnggggggggggggggg LHLHLHLHLHLHLHLLLLHLHLHHLHLHLHLHLHLHLHLHLHLHLLHLLHLHLLLLLLLHLHHHLHLHHHLLLLLLHLLHLHLHLHHLLLLHLHHLHHHLHLHLHHLHLHLHLHHHLHLHLHLHHHHHHHLHHHHLHHLLLHHLHLHLHHLHLLLLLLHLHLHHLHHLLLHLHLHLHHLLLLLLHLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLLHLLLLLLLHLLLLHLLLLLL SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS ooof
equationnnnnnn iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinnnntntntntntntnntntnntntntntnnnntnntnntntntnntnntntnttnnnntntntnnnnntntnntnnntnnnntnnnnnnnnnnn ooo a singngngngleeee 
fractit on correctly

Cononvevertrtiningg both sides
off eeququatatioion n to 
cocommmmonon denominator 

M1M1

M1

A1

11(a)(i) ArAreaea of f crcrooss section

M1
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Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
Allocation

11(b) Total area of lateral faces

 cm2

Total surface area

= 68 736.27 
= 68 700 cm2 (to 3 s.f.)

M1 for correct curved
surface area of
cylindrical hole

Award A1 if answer of
more than 3 s.f. is 
given

M1

M1

A1

11(c) Mass of solid

 g (to 3 s.f.) 
Award A1 if answer of
more than 3 s.f. is 
given 

M1

A1

11(d) Length of each side of cube

cm (to 3 s.f.) 

Award A1 if answer of
more than 3 s.f. is 
given 

M1

A1

12(a) 15x B1

12(b) 35(x – 224)   or   35x – 7840 No B1 awarded if
expansion is wrong

B1

12(c) 15x + 35(x – 224) = 4160
15x + 35x – 7840 = 4160 

 50x – 7840 = 4160 (Shown) 

Forming equation
correctly

M1

AG1

12(d) 50x – 7840 = 4160
            50x = 4160 + 7840 
            50x = 12000 
                x = 240 

Number of teachers = 240 – 224 
= 16 

M1

A1

= 68 736.27 
= 68 700 cm2 (to 3 s.f.)

Award A1 if answer of
more than 3 s.f. is
given

A1

11(c) Mass of solid

g (to 3 s.f.) 
Award A1 if aansnswewer ofo
more than 33 s.s.f.f iiss
given 

M1

A1A1

11(d) Length of each side of cube

cm (to 3 s.f.) m

Awardrdrdrdddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 ififififiifiifififififififififfiffiffffififfffffiffiffiffffffifffffifffffffiiffifififffifififffiffififfffififififffifiiiiififffiffiiifififiiffifiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiifififiiifiiffifififfiifiiiffff aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaanswewewewer oooof
more than 33 s.f. issss
given n

M1M1

A1

12(a) 15x B1

12(b) 35(x(( – 224)   or   35x – 788404 NoNo BB11 awawaarded if
exexpapansnsioi n is wrong

B1

12(c) 15x + 35(x(( – 224) = 416600
15x + 35x – 7840 = 41600 

500xx – 7784840 = 41416060 ((ShShowo n)

FoForming equation
correctly

M1

AG1

12(d) 50x – 787840 == 44161600
            505 xx == 4416160 0 + + 7840 

5050xx = 11202000 
        xx == 240 

NuNumbmber of teachers = 240 – 224
= 16 

M1

A1
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Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
Allocation

13(a) When x = 50, y = p:
(p) = 5(50) + 70
p = 250 + 70

= 320 B1

13(b) Refer to next page.

13(c)(i) Cost for printing 65 T-shirts
= $395 

No B1 awarded if
answer is not read off
from graph 

B1

13(c)(ii) Max. number of T-shirts printed
= 30 

No B1 awarded if
answer is not read off
from graph 

B1

13(d) The gradient of the graph represents 
the cost per T-shirt printed. 

B1

Qn No. Workings Description Mark 
AlAlAlAlAlAllocation

13(a) When x = 50, y = p:
(p(( ) = 5(50) + 70
p = 250 + 70

= 320 B1B1B1B1B1B1

13(b) Refer to next page.

13(c)(i) Cost for printing 65 T-shirts
= $395 

NoNoNNNNNN BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 awawawawawawawawawawwawawawawawawawwaawawawawawawawawawawawawaaaawawwawawawaaawwwwwwwwawwaawwawwawawaawawawawawawwwwawaaawwaawwawwaaaawawaawaaaaawaaaaaawaaawwwararararaararaarararrararararararararaararaararararararaaaarararararaaaaarararararaaaararararararaaaarararaaaaraaraaararaaraararaaaararaaaaraarararaarraaraararaaraarrrrrrarraarrrrarrrrarrrrarrrararraaaaaaarra ddddddddddddddedededddeddededededededededededddededededddddddddededdeddddddddddddeddddddddddddededdddddddeddddedddddededdededeededdeedeeddedededddededdddddddddddddd ddddd iffffff
answer iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiissssssssssssss nnnnnnnnnonnnnnnnnn t readddddd ooffffffffffff
frommm graph 

BBBBBB1

13(c)(ii) Max. number of T-shirts printed
= 30 

No B111 awawarded ififffff
annswswerer iiss not read off
frromomm ggraraphphhh 

B1

13(d) The gradient of the grapph reprpresesenenntstst
the cost per T-shirt prinnnteted.d. 

B1
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READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS FIRST
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Write in dark blue or black pen.
You may use an HB pencil for any diagrams or graphs.
Do not use staples, paper clips, highlighters, glue or correction fluid.

Answer all questions.
If working is needed for any question it must be shown with the answer.
Omission of essential working will result in loss of marks.
The use of an approved scientific calculator is expected, where appropriate.
If the degree of accuracy is not specified in the question, and if the answer is not exact, give 
the answer to 3 significant figures. Give answers in degrees to one decimal place.
For 

The number of marks is given in brackets [  ] at the end of each question or part question.
The total number of marks for this paper is 50. 
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FSS/MYE2017/S1E/01 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s

Use
1 Using a calculator, evaluate

4

2

4.2334.22
4
355.332017.2017956

2
3
1 .

(a) Write down the exact value given on the calculator.

(b) Express the answer correct to 4 significant figures.

Answer (a) [1]

(b) [1]

2 Consider the following list of numbers: 

16
6,9,123.4,

2
3  ,  7  ,   16  ,

5
25  ,

3
2  ,  17 ,  1 

4
3

List down all 

(a) the prime numbers,

(b) the irrational numbers,

(c) the perfect squares.

Answer (a) [1]

(b) [1]

(c) [1]

3 Arrange the numbers in ascending order.
3 254,43.6,

3
16,3.6,2

Answer [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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FSS/MYE2017/S1E/01 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use
4 The melting point and boiling point of oxygen is 4.218 °C and 

183°C respectively.

(a) Find the difference between these two temperatures.

(b) Find the temperature that is half way between the boiling point
and melting point of oxygen.

Answer (a) °C [1]

(b) °C [1]

5 In the diagram below, AB and CD are parallel, EFGH is a straight 
line, and BFG = 73°.

Calculate with reasons
(a) EFA,
(b) CGF,
(c) DGH.

Answer (a) ° [1]

(b) ° [1]

(c) ° [1]

[ Turn Over

A

C

B

D

E
F

G
H

73°
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For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use
6 Without using a calculator, evaluate

4
2

13)2(5.1
9
21

3
18 2 .

Answer [3]

7 Simplify the following.

(a) )62(
3

1133.1 2233 baabbaab

(b) }25)]26(24[605{
32
250)(5 xyxyx

Answer (a) [2]

(b) [3]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use
8 A soccer field has a length of )1115( x m and a breadth of x8 m.

Given that the breadth is 
3
1 of the length.

(a) Write down an equation in terms of x, connecting the length and
breadth of the soccer field.

(b) Hence, find the value of x.

Answer (a) [1]

(b) [2]

9 A rectangular board measures 592 cm by 368 cm.
It is divided into small squares of equal size.

(a) Find the largest possible length of the side of a square.

(b) Hence, find the least number of squares.

Answer (a) cm [2]

(b) [2]

[ Turn Overwww.KiasuExamPaper.com
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For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

10 Express   
6

2)2(5
3

13
4

35 xxx as a single fraction in its 

simplest form.

Answer [3]

11 Written as the product of its prime factor, 11 53 825 2 .

(a) Express 1870 as a product of its prime factors.
(b) Find the highest common factor of 825 and 1870.
(c) State the smallest integer value of p such that 825p is a perfect

square.
(d) State the smallest integer value of q such that q825 is a perfect

cube. Leave your answer in index notation.

Answer (a) [1]

(b) [1]

(c) [1]

(d) [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use
12 The Lorentz factor or Lorentz term is the factor by which time, length, 

and relativistic mass change for an object while that object is moving.

The Lorentz factor is defined as 

2

2

1

1

c
v

, where

v is the relative velocity between inertial reference frames, and c is the 
speed of light in a vacuum.

(a) Given that v = 253 000 000 m/s and c = 300 000 000 m/s, find the
value of the Lorentz factor.

(b) Find the relative velocity, v , if the Lorentz factor is given as 17.3,
and c = 300 000 000 m/s.

Give your answers to 3 significant figures.

Answer (a) [2]

(b) m/s [2]

13 Alex has a box of lollipops. When he tries to pack them into packets of 5, 
8, or 14, there are 3 lollipops left.

Find the minimum number of lollipops in the box.

Answer [2]

[ Turn Overwww.KiasuExamPaper.com
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For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use
14 Solve the following equations.

(a) )32(7)]62(318[2 xx

(b) 7
732 yy

Answer (a) x = [2]

(b) y = [2]

15 (a) Factorise )(2)(13 bcacb .

(b) Hence, solve without a calculator,
)295121)(1.162()121295(8.67 .

Answer (a) [1]

(b) [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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For 
Examiner’s 

Use

For 
Examiner’s 

Use
16 In the given figure below, XYZ is a straight line.       

(a) Form an equation in terms of a.

(b) Hence, find WYX.

Answer (a) [1]

(b) ° [3]

End of Paper 

X

Y

Z

25° W

V

4a° + 35°

75° a°
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Answer all the questions. 

1 (a) Given that 
3
2x  and 5y , find the exact value of 2

2

7
3)5(22

x
xyyy . [2]

(b) Express
3

1
7

)4(2 xxx as a single fraction. [3]

2 (a) Mrs You has 3 school-going children. The product of their 4 ages is 29799. 

(i) Express 29 799 in its index notation. [1]

(ii) Hence, write down the possible ages of Mrs You and each of her 3 children. [2]

(b) Uniformed groups of Fuhua Secondary School will form one marching continent for the
Annual Speech Day. It is stated that there must not be any empty spaces within the
marching contingent. However, it has not been decided if the participants of the contingent
are to march in 4s, 5s or 6s. If 144 members from the Uniformed groups are available for
selection, calculate
(i) the maximum possible size of the marching contingent, [2]

(ii) the number of members who will be put on reserve. [1]

3 It is given that
y

axbbaabba 2)3(3
3

6
2
3 , where x and y are integers. 

(a) Find the value of x and of y. [5]

(b) Is xy a prime or a composite number? Explain your answer. [1]

(c) Using your answer in (a), find the greatest whole number that will divide x and y. [1]

4 Due to a shortage of square tiles, an interior designer attempted to use rectangular tiles, each 
30 cm long and 24 cm wide, to join together to form a square tile. Given that the cost of each            
rectangular tile is $12.50, find  

(a) the minimum area, in m2, of 1 square tile formed, [2]

(b) the total cost of all the tiles that are used to form 1 square tile, [1]

(c) the total cost to lay a square floor of area 576 m2. [3]

If square tiles of sides 30 cm were available at $15.50 each, will it be cheaper to use rectangular 
tiles or square tiles to lay the floor of the same area? Justify your answer with relevant working and 
conclusion.  [3]
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5 (a) Solve the equation 1
7
234.54.1 pp . [3]

(b) If 
3

3 ayxR , find the value of y when a = – 5, x =
2
1  and R = 10.   [3]

(c) Mavis picks a number A. She adds 5 to it then multiples the sum by 2. 
If 104 is divided by the result, the final answer will be – 4.  

By forming an algebraic equation, find the number that Mavis picked. 
[3]

6 The figure shows a parallelogram ABCD. GDC, EAC and FAB are straight lines such that 
triangle ADG is an isosceles triangle. H is a point on AB such that DH meets AC at I.  

Given that EAF= 22  and ABC = 134 , find 

(a) ADH, [2]
(b) DIC, [2]
(c) GAB. [3]
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7 Mrs Tan wants to bring her entire family of 5 to watch a musical at the Esplanade on a Friday as a 
holiday treat. Her children are 12, 9 and 2 years old respectively. 

In order to budget for the trip, she researches the price of the tickets, the parking fee as well as 
buffet prices.

The information she needs can be found in the list below. 

(a) Find the amount of money she needs to pay for 5 ‘B Reserve’ tickets. [1]

(b) Mrs Tan plans to arrive at the Esplanade at 4.30 pm, have a nice high tea buffet

with her family, then take a stroll along the bay before going for the musical from 

7.00 pm to 9.30 pm.    

Suggest a sensible amount for her total budget using estimation skills and mathematical 
concepts. Justify the decision you make and show your calculations clearly.  [6]

End of Paper

“Doing your best means never stop trying.” – Benjamin Franklin 

Musical Ticket Pricing  
(Excludes Booking Fee) 
VIP Reserve: S$ 168 
A Reserve: S$ 138 
B Reserve: S$ 108 
C Reserve: S$ 88 
 
Esplanade Parking Fee 
MON – FRI 
Before 6 PM 

$2.00 /hr from 6 am to 6 pm 
Everyday inclusive of Public Holidays 

MON – FRI 
After 6 PM 

$6.00 /entry from 6 pm to 10pm, 
$2.00 /entry from 10pm to 6 am the following 
day everyday inclusive of Public Holidays 
 

SAT Charges same as Weekdays 
SUN / PUBLIC HOLIDAYS Charges same as Weekdays 
 
High Tea Buffet 
Mondays to Fridays / Saturdays & Sundays: 
Adult: $42 ++ / $45 ++ 
Child: $25 ++ / $28 ++ (Age: 5 to 12 years old) 
 
Dinner Buffet 
Sundays to Thursdays / Fridays & Saturdays: 
Adult: $70 ++ / $80 ++ 
Child: $38 ++ / $40 ++ (Age: 5 to 12 years old) 
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FUHUA SECONDARY SCHOOL
SEC 1E Common Test 2017

Mark Scheme
1a

 b

0.808670657

0.8087

A1

A1 Allow ECF
2a

b

c 

5
25  ,  17 

3
2,9,

2
3 3

16
6  ,   16,1 

4

B1

B1

B1

3 2,3.6,254,
3
16,43.6 3

B1 

4a

b

35.4 °C

-200.7 °C

B1

B1

5a

b
c 

EFA = 73° (vert. opp angle)

CGF = 73° (alt. angles or corr., AB // CD) 

DGH = 73° (AB // CD , corr. Angle) or vert. opp

B1

B1
B1

No mark if no reason

6

3
210

4
3
8

4
9
64

16
9

11325

4
2

1345.1
9

11
3
25

413)2(5.1
9
21

3
18 2

M1

M1

A1

Change to improper 
fraction or change (-
2)2 to + 4
Must show 

9
64

At least 1 M1 to gain 
the final A1 (Must not 
have any 
mathematical error)
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Change to improper 
fraction or change (-
2)2 to + 4
Must show 

9
64

At least 1 M1 to gain
the final A1 (Must n
have any

16
  ,   16,1 B1

2,3.6,254,
3
16,43.6 3 36254 362546436

B1 

35.4 °C

-200.7 °C

B1

BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

EFA = 73° (vert. opp angle)

CGF = 73° (alt. angles or corr., AB // CD)

DGH = 73° (AB // CD , corr. Angle) or vert. opp

BB1BB1B1BB1B1B1B1BBB1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BB1B1BB11BBBB1B1B1BB1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BBBBBBBB1B1B1BB1B1BB1BBBBB1B1BBBBBB1BBBBB1BBBB1B1BBBBBB1BBBBB1B1B1BB1BBBBBBBBBBBBBB1BBB11BB1111BBBBB11BBB1B1BB1111BB1111BBB

B1
B1

NNNNNNo mmmmmmararararararkkkkkk iiiiifi  no reason

3
210

4
3
8

4
9
64

1166
9

113225

4
2

1345.1
9

11
3
25

413)2(5.1
9
21

3
18 2

33

45.1

)2(5.11 2

M1

M1

A1
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7a

b

baab

abbabaab

baabbaab

33

3333

2233

3
1103.23

22
3
2233.1

)62(
3

1133.1

yx
yyx

yyx

yyx

xyxyx

xyxyx

56305
562555

]720[
32
25055

)]12(60[
32
25055

}5)]4124[605{
32
25055

}25)]26(24[605{
32
250)(5

B1

B1

B1

B1

B1

Expand with correct 
sign. 

Expand inner bracket 
with correct sign.

Simplify to -720y or 
remove all brackets

8a

b

9
11

3
113

3
1158

)1115(
3
18

x

x

xx

xx B1

B1

B1

9a

b

HCF = 16
Largest possible length of  a square = 16 cm 

No. of sq = (592 x 368) /162

= 851 

B1
B1

M1
A1

10

12
317

12
1610412915

12
)2105(2412915

12
]2)2(5[2)13(4)35(3

6
2)2(5

3
13

4
35

 

x

xxx

xxx

xxx

xxx

M1

M1

A1

Combining into a 
single fraction, or 
fractions with 
common denominator 
Remove all brackets

11
a
b 

c

1711521870

55
115HCF

33113p
545 1153q

B1

B1
B1
B1
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yx
yyx

yyx

56305x
562555 yx y

]720[ y
32
2505x 55

32

5x
5 yx

y [55x B1

B1

p y y
remove all brackets

9
11

3
113

3
1158

)1115(
3
18

5

15(

x

x

x55

x 15(15( B111111

BBBB1B1B1B1B1BBB1B1B1B1B1BBB1B1BB1BBBB

B1B

HCF = 16
Largest possible lene gth of  a square = 16 6 cmm 

No. of sq = (592 x 368) /162

= 851 

B1B
B1

M1
A1

1610412915
122

)2105(5(24 2412915
12122

]2)2)2(5[2[2)1)3((4)35(3
6

2))2( 2(5
3

13
4

35

104129 10412

105((24 24129

)2)2(5[2[2)1)13(4)3

)22

104129 104129 104129 4129 104

5((24 24129 5(5(24 24129

3((4)3 3(3(4)3

x (5133

M1

M1

Combining into a 
single fraction, or 
fractions with 
common denominato
Remove all brackets
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d
12
a

b

1.860843116 or 1.86 (to 3 sf)

299498394.5 or 2.99 X108 m/s

B1
B1
B1
B1

Show sub.

Show sub. 

13
a

283..min
280

725 3

no

LCM
B1
B1

14
a

b

26
93

26
153

9326
21141272

2114)636(2
2114)18618(2

)32(7)]62(318[2

orx

x
xx

xx
xx

xx

4
7

4
31

74
73147

7
732

ory

y
yy

yy

B1

B1

B1

B1

Remove brackets 

Remove fraction

15
a

b

)213)((
)(2)(13

acb
bcacb

17400
100174

)2.328.67()174(
)]1.162(8.67[)121295(

)295121)(1.162()121295(8.67
B1

M1

A1

16
a

b

25 + (4a + 35) + (75 – a) = 180 

135 + 3a = 180 
3a = 45 
a = 15 

Angle WYX = 4(15) + 35 + 25 
= 120° 

B1

B1
B1

B1
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26
93

26
153

9326
21141272

2114)636(2
)(

orx 3

14
14)

26
1412 1412 1414

6 14)

4
7

4
31

74
73147

7
732

ory
4

1

y
yy 314

yy

314

2

B1

B11111

BBBBBBBBBB1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B11B1BBBB1BB1B1B1BBBBBBB1B1BBBBBBBBB1BBB1BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB1BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

B1

RRRRRRememememememovovovovovove brackets 

Remmmmmmovovovovovoveeeeee fraction

)213)((
)(2)(13

213)(
(2) 2)

( 13)(
(2) 2) 2)

17400
100174

))22.3228.67()174(
)]]1.116622((8.67[)12129995(

)))2299955121)(1.162()121295(8.67

174
8.67()174( .

2((8.67[)1212995(
121)(1.162()121 121)(1.162()121

B1

M1

A1

25 + (4a + 35) + (75755 – a) = 180 

135 3 180

B1
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Answer all the questions. 

1 (a) Given that
3
2x  and 5y , find the exact value of 2

2

7
3)5(22

x
xyyy . [2]

(b) Express as a single fraction.

3
1

7
)4(2 xxx [3]

(a)

14
33

14
51

3
27

)5)(
3
2(3))5(5(2)5(2

7
3)5(22

2

2

2

2

x
xyyy

(b)

21
3120

21
7721246

21
)1(721)82(3

3
1

7
)4(2

x

xxx

xxxxxx

M1 – Substituition 

A1

M1 – common denominator
M1 – Expansion and simplify numerator 

A1
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(a)

14
33

14
51

3
27

)5)(
3
2(3))5(5(2)5(2

7
3)5(22

2

2

2

2 )((3))5(5(2)5
)5(2

x
xyyy 5(2 5(2 5(2 5(2

(b)

212
3120

2121
77 7721246

211
)1(7(7211)82(3

3
1

7
)4(2

72124

(7(211)8)8

x

72124 72124

x (7(21)82(3 )81 (7(211)8)8x

M1 – Subsbsbsbsbsbstitt tuitioioioioioion 

A1A1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1A1A1A1A1AAAAAA1AAAAAAAAAAAA1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1AAAAAAAAAAA1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1A1AAA1A111A1A11AA1A111AAAA1AAAAAAAAAAAA

M1M1 –– cocommmmon denominator
M1M1 –– EExxpansion and simplify numerator 

A1
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2 (a) Mrs You has 3 school-going children. The product of herself and her 3 children is 
29799.

(i) Find the age of Mrs You. [2]

(ii) Find the possible ages of the 3 children. [1]

(b) Uniform groups of Fuhua Secondary School will form one marching continent
for the Annual Speech Day. It is stated that there must not be any empty spaces
within the marching contingent. However, it has not been decided if the
participants of the contingent are to march in 4s, 5s or 6s. If 144 members from
the Uniform groups are available for selection, calculate
(i) the maximum possible size of the marching contingent, [2]

(ii) the number of member who will be put on reserve. [1]

3
(a) (i)

43117329799 2

Therefore, Mrs You is 43 years old. Her children are 7, 9 and 11 years old.  

(b) 

60532LCM
326

5          5
24

2

2

Maximum no. of members in the marching continent = 120 

No. of member on reserve = 144 – 120 = 24  

A1

A1 – for 3 ages
A1 - 9 years old) 

A1 - LCM

A1

A1
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(b) Uniform groups of Fuhua Secondary School will form one marching continent
for the Annual Speech Day. It is stated that there must not be any empmpmpmpmpmptytytytytyty spaces
within the marching contingent. However, it has not been decidedd d d dd ifififififif theeeee
participants of the contingent are to march in 4s, 5s or 6s. If 144 memememememembmbmbmbmbmberererererers from
the Uniform groups are available for selection, calculate
(i) the maximum possible size of the marching continnnnnngegegegegegentntntntntnt,,,, [2]

(ii) the number of member who will be put on reseeeeeervrvrvrvrvrvrvvrvvvvvvvrvvrvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvvveeeee.e.e.eeeee.eee.eeeeeeeeee.ee.e.eeeeee.eeee.eee.ee.eeee.ee.ee.e.e.eeeeee.eeee...... [1]

3
(a) (i)

43117329799 2 1173 1173

Therefore, Mrs You is 43 years old. Herer cchihildldreren arre e 7,7,, 99 aandnd 111 years old.  

(b)

60532LCM
326

5         5
24

2

2

532

22

Maximum no. oof f f memembmm erers s inin the marching continent = 120 

No. of member on n rerer sserve = 144 – 120 = 24  

A1

A1 – for 3 ages
A1 - 9 years old) 

A1A1A1 - LCLCCMM

A1

A1
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3 It is given that 
y

axbbaabba 2)3(3
3

6
2
3 , where x and y are integers. 

(a) Find the value of x and of y. [5]

(b) Is xy a prime or a composite number? Explain your answer. [1]

(c) Using your answer in (a), find the greatest whole number that will divide x and y. [1]

(a)

6     9

2
6

)29(
6
29
6

2)3(3
32

3

39
32

39

)3(3
3

6
2
3

yx
y

axb

ab

abb

abb

abb

baabba

baabba

(b) xy = 54.
It is not a prime number because it has more than 2 factors.

(c)
23

32

y
x

HCF = 3
Largest whole number that will divide x and y = 3 

.

M1 – expansion of 2 brackets

M1 – simplifying like terms

M1 – common denominator

M1 – factorisation

A1 for both correct answers

A1 – need to show 
xy so that it answers 
to the context of the 
question.   

A1

Or M1- also award for those who expanded 
the RHS and compared the terms.  
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(a)

69

6
)29(

6
29
6

)3(3
32

3

39
32

39

)3(3
32

3

99

3(3

yx 99
y

b

ab 29(

abb 2

abb 2)

abb

ba 3abba 3

bab

(b) xy = 54.
It is not a prprime nunumbmberer bbece ause it has more than 2 factors.

(c)
23

32

3y
x

HCF = 3
Largest whole number that will divide x and y = 3

M1 – expansion of 2 bracketetettttssssssssss

M1 – simplifying like terms

M1 – commmono  denominator

M1 – factorissata ionn

A11 fforor both h cocorrrrecect t answers

A1 – need to sh
xy so that it answ
to the context of 
question.   

A1

OrO M1M1- alalsoso aawaw rd for those who expanded 
thee RHRHSSS anand d compared the terms.  
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4 Due to a shortage of square tiles, Mr Lim, an interior designer attempted to use rectangular 
tiles, each 30 cm long and 24 cm wide, to join together to form a square tile. Given that the 
cost of each rectangular tile is $12.50, find  

(a) the minimum area of 1 square tile formed in square metres. [2]

(b) the total cost of all the tiles that are used to form 1 square tile. [1]
(c) the total cost to lay a square floor of area 576 m2. [3]
If 30 cm square tiles were available at $15.50 each. Is it cheaper to use rectangular tiles
or square tiles to lay the floor of the same area? Justify your answer with relevant
working and conclusion.

[3]

(a) 

3224
53230

3

LCM = 5323 =120cm = 1.2 m 
Min. Area of 1 square file formed = 44.12.1 2 m2

(b) 

No. of tiles used = 20)5(4
24

120
30

120

Cost to form one square tile = 20 ($12.50) = $250 

(c) Length of floor = 24576

No. of square tiles needed = 
2

2.1
24 = 400 

Total Cost = 400 (250) = $100 000 

No. of 30 cm square tiles = 6400
3.0

24 2

Total Cost = 6400(15.50) = $99 200 

Difference = 100 000 – 99 200 =800 
It is cheaper to use the square tiles for an area of 576 m2 by $800. 

M1 - LCM

A1

A1

M1 

M1 

A1 

A1 – justification of that it is cheaper to use square tiles 
for the same area. Justify with either actual cost or the 
difference in the value. 

M1 M1 

M1 
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or square tiles to lay the floor of the same area? Justify your answer with relevant 
working and conclusion.

(a) 

3224
53230

32
32 32

LCM = 5323 33 =120cm = 1.2 m 
Min. Area of 1 square file formed = 44.12.1 2 m2

(b)

No. of tiles used = 20)5(4
24

120
30

120 )5(4

Cost to form one square tile = 20 ($12.50) = $250 

(c) Length of floor = 24576

No. of square tiles needed = 
2

2.1
24 = 404000

Totaal Cost = 400 (250)) = $100 000 

No. of 30 cm sqsquaareree ttililese  = 6400
33.00

2244 22

Total Cost = 640404 0(0(15155.550)0) = $99 200 

Difference = 100 000 – 99 200 =800 
I i h h il f f 576 2 b $800

M1 - LCLCLCLCLCLCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

A1A1A1A1A1A1A1A11111111111111111111111111111111111111111

A1

M1M1

M1M1 

A1 

M1

M1
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5
(a) Solve the equation 1

7
234.54.1 pp . [3]

(b) If
3

3 ayxR , find the value of y when a = – 5, x =
2
1  and R = 10. [3]

(c) Mavis picks of a number A. She adds 5 to it then multiples the sum by 2.
If 104 is divided by the results, the final answer will be –4.

Using algebraic method, find the number that Mavis picked.

[3]

(a)

19
915

35
19

5
42
5
42

35
19

4.53
7
64.1

3
7
64.54.1

1
7
234.54.1

p

p

pp

pp

pp

(b) 

40
395

40
239

5
8

239

5
8
130

3

)5(
2
1

10

3
3

3

y

y

y

y

y

ayxR

M1 – simplifying like terms

M1 - expansion

A1

M1 – Substitution 

M1 – multiply both side by 3 and – 1/8 to achieve this line

A1 
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( ) p p y
If 104 is divided by the results, the final answer will be –4.

Using algebraic method, find the number that Mavis picked.

[ ]

(a)

199
915

35
19

5
42
5
42

35
19

4.53
7
64.1

3
7
64.54.1

1
7
234.54.1

3

4.5

34.5

p

p

pp
7

pp

pp

3

)5((
2
1

10

33
3

3

( y

ayayyx 3

R

M1 – simpplilifyfying like tterermsms

M1 - expansion

A11

M1 – Substitution 
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(c)

18
8

144
8144

408104
)5(8104

4
)5(2

104

A

A
A
A

A

The number Mavis picked is -18 

M1 – Form Equation 

A1 – must have statement 

M1 – solving for A
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(c)

18
8

144
8144

408104
)5(8104

4
)5(2

104

8
(8

A

A
A

The number Mavis picked is -18 

M1 – Form Equation 

A1 –– mum st havve e ststatatememenee t

M1 – solving for A
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7 The figure shows a parallelogram ABCD. GDC, EAC and FAB are straight lines such 
that triangle ADG is an isosceles triangle. H is a point on AB such that DH meets IAC
at F. Given that EAF = 22 and ABC = 134 , find
(a) ADH [2]
(b) DIC [2]
(c) GAB [3]

(a) ADC = 180  - 134 = 46 int s, AD // BC)   M1
ADH = 180  - 90  = 44 sum of )

(b) CAB = 22  ( vert opp s)
AIH = 180  - 22  - 90  = 68
DIC = 68  ( vert opp s)

(c) GDA = 180  – 44  - 90 adj s of a str. line)
GAD = 180  - 2(46 ) = 88 ( base s of isos triangle)
DAB = 180  - 134 = 46 Int s, AB // CD)
GAB = 46  + 88  = 134

134

22

I

A B

CDG

E

F

H

M1 

A1 

A1 

M1 
M1 
A1
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(a) ADC = 181 0  - 134 = 46 int t s,s AADD //// BBC)C)   M1M1
ADH = 180  - 90  = 44 susum m ofof  ))

(((b)b CAB = 22 ( verrt opopp p s))
AIH = 1880  - 2222  - 900 == 6688
DIC = 6688 (( vvert opopp p s)s)

(c) GDAA == 181800  – 4444 -- 9900 adj s of a str. line)
GADD == 1818000  - 22(4(466 ) = 88 ( base s of isos triangle)
DAB = 1818000 -- 134 = 46 Int s, AB // CD)
GAB = 4666  + 88 = 134

13113131313131313131131331313131111 4

22

I

A B

CDG

E

F

H

M1 

A1 

A1 

M1 
M1
A1
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8 Mrs Tan wants to bring her entire family of 5 to watch a musical at the Esplanade on 
Friday the 13th as a holiday treat. Her children are 12, 9 and 2 years old respectively. 

In order to budget for the trip, she researches the price of the tickets, the parking fee as 
well as buffet high tea.  

The information she needs can be found in the list below. 

(a) Find the amount of money she needs to pay for 5 ‘B Reserve’ tickets. [1]

(b) Mrs Tan plans to arrive at the Esplanade at 4.30 pm, have a nice buffet dinner
with her family, then take a stroll along the bay before going for the musical from
7.00 pm to 9.30 pm.

Suggest a sensible amount for her total budget using estimation skills and
mathematical concepts. Justify the decision you make and show your calculations
clearly.

[6]

Musical Ticket Pricing  
(Excludes Booking Fee) 
VIP Reserve: S$ 168 
A Reserve: S$ 138 
B Reserve: S$ 108 
C Reserve: S$ 88 

Esplanade Parking Fee 
MON – FRI 
Before 6 PM 

$2.00 /hr from 6 am to 6 pm 
Everyday inclusive of Public Holidays 

MON – FRI 
After 6 PM

$6.00 /entry from 6 pm to 10pm, 
$2.00 /entry from 10pm to 6 am the following 
day everyday inclusive of Public Holidays 

SAT Charges same as Weekdays 
SUN / PUBLIC HOLIDAYS Charges same as Weekdays

High Tea Buffet 
Monday to Friday / Saturday & Sunday: 
Adult: $42 ++ / $45 ++ 
Child: $25 ++ / $28 ++ (Age: 5 to 12 years old) 

Dinner Buffet 
Sunday to Thursday / Friday & Saturday: 
Adult: $70 ++ / $80 ++ 
Child: $38 ++ / $40 ++ (Age: 5 to 12 years old) 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

(a) Find the amount of money she needs to pay for 5 ‘B Reserve’ tickets. [

g
(Excludes Booking Fee)
VIP Reserve: S$ 168
A Reserve: S$ 138
B Reserve: S$ 108
C Reserve: S$ 88

Esplanade Parking Fee
MON – FRI
Before 6 PM

$2.00 /hr from 6 am to 666666 ppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppppmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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MON – FRI
After 6 PM

$6.00 /entry from 6 pmmmmmmmm ttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttttoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo ooooooooooooooooo oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo 1010101010110101001010101000010101011010101101000101010001001010101010110101000101010101000101000000101010101001000100010001001000000000100001010010101010000100010101010101000100101000000111000110011010101111111011000010111100010ppppppppppppppmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmpmppppppppppmppmpmpmpppppppppmpmmpppppppppmpmpmppppppmppppppppppppppppppppppppppppmpppppp ,
$2.00 /entry from 10pm to 6666666666666666666 am theeeeee foololololollowingngngngngng 
day everyday inclusiveee of Public Holllllliddddddayayayayayays

SAT Chargeg s same as Weekdadaysys
SUN / PUBLIC HOLIDAYS Charges sas mem  as Weeekekdadaysys

High Tea Buffet
Monday to Friday / Saturday && SuSundndayay::
Adult: $42 ++ / $45 ++
Child: $25 ++ / $2$28 8 ++++ ((Age:: 55 tto o 1212 yyears old)

Dinner Buffetet
Sunday tto ThThursdsdayay // FFriridaday y & Saturday:
Adult: $$7070 +++ / / / $8$800 ++++
Child: $3838 +++ + / // $4$40 0 ++ (Age: 5 to 12 years old)
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(a)
Cost of 5 tickets = 108 ( 5) = $ 540 A1

(b)
Parking Charges = 2 (2) + 6 = $ 10 M1

Estimate cost of 1 Adult  $50 M1 – estimation 
Estimate cost of 1 child  $ 30 M1 – estimation 

Estimated cost of the high tea 2(50) + 2(30) = $160 M1 – only 2 child required to pay 

Amount of budget = $10 + $160 + 540 = $710  A1

She should budget $ XXX** in order to cover all the cost required for the trip.

A1 – justify the answer. It is not sufficient to just 
state the budget without justification. 

**Accept variety of answer greater than $710.  
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(a)
Cost of 5 tickets = 108 ( 5) = $ 540 A1

(b)
Parking Charges = 2 (2) + 6 = $ 10 M1
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Estimate cost of 1 child  $ 30 M1 – estimatitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiittiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiooooooooononoonononoonononnooononoononnononooonoonnnonoonn 

Estimated cost of the high tea 2(50) + 2222222222222222222(30) = $160 M1 – ooonlnnnnln yyyyy y 2222 2 child required to pay

Amount of budget = $10 + $160 + 55404 == $717 0  A1

She should buudgd et $ XXX** in ordeder too cococ ver r alalll ththee cocosts  required for the trip.

A1A1 –– jujustify the answer. It is not sufficient to j
ststate the budget without justification. 

**Accept varietetyy ofo  ansnswewer r grgreaeateterr than $710.  
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Answer all the questions 

1 Consider the following numbers and expressions 

,49,3,,3 ,4 −
π
π

Write down all
(a) the perfect square(s),

(b) the prime number(s),

(c) the irrational number(s).

Ans: (a) ________________________ [1]

(b) ________________________ [1]

(c) ________________________ [1]

2  Evaluate the following. 

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ −÷ 3 27

3
12

3
21

Ans: ____________________________ [3] 
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3 (a)   Given = 60 and = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 , find the lowest common 

multiple of x and y in index notation. 

Ans: ____________________________ [2]

(b) Given 2 × 3 × 4 × 5 ×  is a perfect cube,  find the smallest value of k.

Ans: ____________________________ [1]

4 Estimate the value of 
68.99

03.463 −  .

Ans: ____________________________ [2] 

www.KiasuExamPaper.comwww.KiasuExamPaper.com
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5 (a) Express 

53
2 baba −

+
+  as a single fraction. 

Ans: ____________________________ [2]

(b) Find the value of
xy
yxy

−
+ when 1−=x and 2=y .

Ans: ____________________________ [2]
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6 The price of a plate of chicken chop is twice the price of a bowl of fishball noodles. 

The bowl of fishball noodles costs $2 more than a can of soft drink, which costs $p. 

(a) Express the price of a bowl of fishball noodles in terms of p.

(b) Hence, express the price a plate of chicken chop in terms of p.

Ans: (a) $ ________________________ [1]

(b) $ ________________________ [1]

7 Factorise the expression abaab 442 −+  completely. 

Ans: ____________________________ [2]

8 Solve the equation 
13

42
−

=
yy

 . 

Ans: y = _________________________ [2] 
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9 (a) Given that dc 25 = , write down the ratio dc : . 

(b) Hence, find the ratio of 23 : dc .

Ans: (a) _______________________ [1]

(b) _______________________ [1]

10 Find the smallest integer that satisfies the inequality qq −> 53 . 

Ans: ____________________________ [2]
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11 The general term of a sequence is )1( += nnTn . 

(a) Write down the first 4 terms of the sequence

(b) The first 4 terms of another sequence are 1, 3, 6, 10.

(i) Suggest a formula for the general term of the new sequence.

(ii) Find the 10th term of the new sequence

Ans: (a)   _______________________ [2]

(b)(i) _______________________ [1]

(ii) _______________________ [1]
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12 Amelia is currently subscribed to a mobile data plan from telco M2 which charges 

her a constant rate according to how much data she uses. In a month, she used 4 

Giga Bytes (GB) of data and was billed a fee of $30. (1GB = 1000MB) 

(a) What is the cost of data per GB for the data plan from M2?

(b) Another telco Songtel offers a different data plan which charges 0.7 cents/MB

of data for the first 3GB, and 0.8 cents/MB for any additional data used. Her

current data plan is up for renewal. If she continues to use 4GB of data per

month, should she continue her plan with M2 or should she switch to Songtel?

Explain your answer with relevant data.

 Ans: (a)  $________________________/GB [1]

(b) ____________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________  

____________________________________________________________  [2] 
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13 Aloysius made a custom guitar for $1500. He sells it to Zachary at a profit of 40% 

Zachary in turn sells it to a purchaser for $2625. 

(a) How much did Zachary pay Aloysius for the guitar?

(b) Find Zachary’s percentage profit.

Ans: (a)   _______________________ [1]

(b) _____________________% [2]
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14 Kaisah bought the new uPhone X for $1800. She pays for it by monthly instalments. 

The total amount still needed to be paid, $y, after x months is shown in the graph. 

(a) State what the x-intercept and the y-intercept represent in the question.

Ans: _______________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________ [2]

(b) Find the gradient of the graph.

Ans: ____________________________ [1]

(c) What does the gradient of the graph represent?

Ans: _______________________________________________________ [1]

(d) State the amount of money that is left to pay in the 6th month.

Ans: $  __________________________ [1] 

500

2 4 6

y 

x
0 8

1000

1500

2000
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15 The café Moonbucks sells its coffee in three sizes, Tall, Grande and Venti. The pie 

chart represents the number of cups for each size sold on a particular day. The total 

number of cups sold was 120. Find 

(a) the value of x,

(b) the percentage of Grande cups of coffee sold.

Ans: (a) ________________________ [2]

(b) ______________________ % [2]

Tall 

Grande 

Venti 

5xº 

4xº 
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16 In the diagram below, TU is parallel to RS, and PQR is a straight line. ∠QRS = 78º 

and ∠PQT = 25º. Find reflex ∠QTU, stating your reasons clearly. 

   

   Ans: ____________________________° [3]

P 

Q 

R S

T U 

25º

78º
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17 (a) Construct ABC with AB = 6 cm, BC = 9 cm, and AC = 7.5 cm. 

AB has already been drawn. 

(b) Construct 

 (i) The perpendicular bisector of AB. 

 (ii) The bisector of angle ABC. 

   

   Ans: (a)       Draw in space above           [1]

    (b)(i)       Draw in space above           [1]

        (ii)       Draw in space above         [1] 

                                       END OF PAPER 

A

B
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Answer all the questions. 

1 Evaluate

5
8

4
15

217214 ..

leaving your answer to

(a) 1 decimal place, [1]

(b) 4 significant figures. [1]

2 (a) Express 42 875 as a product of its prime factors. [1]

(b) Hence, evaluate 3 87542 . [1]

3 Ms. Chu bought 80 correction tapes, 480 highlighters and 120 blue pens. 

She wants to pack all the stationery into identical gift packs to make as 

many gift packs for this year’s Youth Day Celebration. 

(a) Calculate the greatest number of gift packs. [2]

(b) The other Secondary 1 form teachers would like to make the

same gift pack for their classes. Using your answer in (a),

calculate the number of blue pens required for this year’s Youth

Day Celebration. You may assume that each class has exactly 40

students and there are 7 classes in the Secondary 1 cohort. [2]
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4 The End-Of-Year Examination for a language paper consists of 3 

papers.

Paper Weighting (%)

1 102 yx

2 623 xy

3 ?

Total 100

(a) Find an expression in terms of x and y for the weighting of Paper

3. [2]

(b) If the weighting for Paper 3 is 30%, find the value of y. [2]

5 An artist uses a rectangular canvas which measures 52x m by 

2.6 m. She leaves a border of 30 cm along the edges of the canvas as 

shown in the diagram below.

(a) Show that the area of the canvas can be expressed as
2m1325 x. . [1]

(b) Given that the area is 44.2 m2, find the length of the canvas. [3]

(c) Find the area of the border. [2]

2.6 m

(2x + 5) m

30 cm

30 cm

30 cm
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6 Find the values of the unknown angles in the diagram below. 

State your reasons clearly. [3]

7 5 interior angles in a heptagon are 130o each. The remaining

2 angles are in the ratio of 1:4. Find the largest exterior angle of this 

heptagon. [3]

8 Janel was cycling at an average speed of 12 km/h for 36 minutes before

cycling over a pothole and falling down. She spent 10 minutes resting 

before cycling 5 km back home in 25 minutes. Calculate

(a) the distance travelled, in km, before she fell down, [2]

(b) the average speed, in km/h, for the whole journey. 

Leave your answer to 3 significant figures. [3]

106

k

m

n

41
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9 Table 1 shows the weekly basic earnings by a driver from GrubCar

using a Grub rental car, a personal car and a vehicle from other car 

rental companies. Grubcar provides private hire cars and ride hailing 

services.

Source of car Weekly Earnings
(if at least 10 trips have been completed in 

1 week)

Grub Rentals $500

Your personal car $150

Other car rental 

companies
$100

Table 1

Table 2 shows the *incentives that a GrubCar driver will earn for the 

month of September 2017.

Target
(total trips in September 2017)

From Grub Rentals or if you 
use your personal car

170 trips and above $450

140 – 169 trips $340

100 to 139 $225

70 – 99 trips $175

40 – 69 trips $100

Table 2

(a) Mr. Lee just joined GrubCar as a driver. Upon signing the 

agreement, he realised that 20% of his total earnings (weekly 

basic earnings with incentives) will be taken by GrubCar.

Calculate the deduction in Mr. Lee’s salary if his salary was 

$1 840 in September. [2]

*Incentives: A reward that makes one work harder for.
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(b) Mr. Tan, another GrubCar driver said the following statement to

Mr. Lee.

“A GrubCar driver may earn $4 000 as his total earnings for the 

month of September.”

Use the information given in Table 1 and Table 2 to justify if Mr. 

Tan’s statement is accurate.

Note: You may assume that the month of September has 4 

weeks. [4]

10 HiLo, a beverage drink company conducted a survey to find out how 

many times a person consumes its Cheese Tea drink in one month.

No. of times 0 1 2 3 4 5

Frequency 15 19 27 x 5 4

(a) Describe the meaning of the first column in the table.

No. of times 0

Frequency 15

[1]

(b) Write down the value of x if 100 people had participated in this

survey. [2]

(c) Express the number of people who consumes at least 5 times or

more as a percentage of the total number of people who

consumed at most 2 Cheese Tea drinks in one month.

Leave your answer to 3 significant figures. [2]
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11 Answer this entire question on a piece of graph paper.
The table below shows some values of x and the corresponding values of 

y for the linear function 43xy .

x 2 0 4

y a 4 b

(a) Find the values of a and of b. [2]

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to 1 unit for on the x-axis and 

1 cm to 1 unit for the y-axis, draw the graph for the linear 

function 43xy for 42 x . [3]

(c) Using your graph, find the value of x when 1y for 

43xy . [1]

(d) (i) On the same axes, draw a straight line that passes through 

the points 21, and 41, . [1]

(ii) Hence, find the intersection point of the 2 lines. [1]

(e) Find the gradient of the straight line drawn in (d)(i). [2]

END OF PAPER
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14 

GESS 1EXP EM P1 EOY 17 KTY

For 
Examiner’s 

Use

1 (a) 4, π/π 17

(a) Triangle ABC drawn, labelled and with correct
dimensions (angles ±1°, length ±0.1cm), with
construction lines shown

(bi) Perpendicular bisector of AB properly 
constructed with construction lines shown 

(bii) Angle bisector of angle ABC properly 
constructed with construction lines shown 

(b) √49
(b) √3

2 −212
3 (a) = 2 × 3 × 5× 7

(b) = 3
4 0.04  125
5 (a) 13 + 215

(b) 0
6 (a) $( + 2)

(b) $2( + 2) OR$(2 + 4)
7 (a) −2 ( 2) OR2 (− + 2)
8 y = 1
9 (a) c: d = 2: 5

(b) 8: 25
10 2
11 (a) = 2= 6= 12= 20

(bi) = ( + 1)2
(bii) 55

12 (a) $7.50/
(b) Ans: She should 

switch to Songtel as it 
is cheaper for 4GB of 
data ($29) compared to 
M2 ($30) 

13 (a) $2100
(b) 25%

14 (a) x-intercept: Number of
instalments OR
Number of months to
finish payment
y-intercept: price of
the uPhone 

(b) −225
(c) Monthly instalment of 

$225
(d) $450

15 (a) = 30
(b) 4123%

16  ∠=  233

A

B

C
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(aa)) TrTriaiangnglele AABC drawn, labelled and with correct
did memensnsioionss ((angles ±1°, length ±0.1cm), with
construction lines shown 

(bi) Perpendicular bisector of AB properly 
constructed with construction lines shown 

(bii) Angle bisector of angle ABC properly C
constructed with construction lines shown 

5 (a) 13 + 215
(b) 0

6 (a) $( + 2)
(b) $2( + 2) OR$(2 + 4)

7 (a) −2 ( 2) OR2 (− + 2)
8 y = 1
9 (a) c: d = 2: 5

(b) 8: 25
10 2
11 (a) = 2= 6= 12= 20

(bi) = ( + 1)2
(bii) 55

12 (a) $7.50/
(b) Ans: She should 

switch to Songtel as it
is cheaperer foror 44GBG  of 
dataa (($2$ 9))) ccomomparered d toto 
M2 (($3$ 0)0) 

13 (a) $2100
(b) 252 %%

14 (a) xx--ininteercrccepe t:t NNumumber of
innststalalmeentnts s ORO  
Numbmberer of months to
finish payment
y-intercept: price of
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A
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FINAL ANSWERS 
1(a) 6.8 1(b) 6.793

2(a) 2(b) 35

3(a) 40 3(b) 840

4(a) 4(b) 33

5(a) 5(b) 17

6 7

8(a) 7.2 km 8(b) 10.3 km/h
9(a) $368 9(b) NIL
10(a) 10(c) 6.55%

11(a) 11(b) Last page of answers.

11(c) 11d(i) NIL
11(d)(ii) 11(e) 3
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8(a) 7.2 km 8(b) 10.3 km/h
9(a) $368 9(b) NIL
10(a) 10(c) 6.5555555%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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11(c) 11d(i) NIL
11(d)(ii) 11(e) 33
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2

1 Consider the following numbers   

2
14 , 0 ,

2
, 17 , 5 , 3

Write down all 

(a) prime number(s),

(b) irrational number(s).

        Answer (a) …………………….. [1]

(b) …………………….. [1]

2 Given that 1132792 33 and 532360 23 , find 

(a) the highest common factor of 792 and 360,

(b) the smallest integer k, such that 360k is a perfect square.

Answer (a) …………………….. [2]

(b) …………………….. [2]
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3 Evaluate 3 1728 by prime factorisation.

Answer …………………………... [3]

4 Given that 2x and 3y , evaluate 
xyx

x
2

3 2

.

Answer …………………………... [2]
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4

5 Evaluate the following expressions, leaving your answer in its simplest form. 

(a) 883

(b) 32 )2()3()5(5

(c)
2
11

9
23

(d)
15
8

4
3

7
6

Answer (a) …………………….. [1] 

(b) ……………………. [2]

(c) ……………………. [2] 

(d) ……………………. [3]
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5

6 (a) Express %
4
36 as a fraction in its simplest form.

(b) Express 25 cents as percentage of $5.

Answer (a) …………………….. [1]

(b) …………………….. [1]

7 By rounding each number off to 1 significant figure, estimate the value of 
65.399.876.19 .

Show your working clearly. 

Answer …………………..………... [2]
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6

8 It is given that 8)3(2 x .

(a) Solve the inequality.

(a) …………………….. [2]

(b) Represent the solution on the given number line.

Answer (b)

[1]

(c) Hence write down the smallest possible value of x if

(i) x is a prime number,

(ii) x is a perfect square,

(iii) x is a perfect cube.

Answer (c)(i) …………………….. [1]

(c)(ii) …………………….. [1]

(c)(iii) …………………….. [1]
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7

9 Solve the following equations. 

(a) 422
y

(b) )2(3)13(2 yy

(c)
57

32 xx

Answer (a) …………………….. [2]

(b) …………………….. [2]

(c) …………………….. [2]
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8

10 Given that 29nm and both m and n are prime numbers, find the two possible 
values of nm2 .

Answer …….……. and ….………... [2]

11 Jill is m years old now. Terry is 5 years older than Jill. Daniel is twice as old as 
Terry. Express, in terms of m,  

(a) Terry’s present age,

(b) Daniel’s present age, and

(c) the sum of their ages in 3 years’ time.

Answer (a) …………………….. [1]

(b) …………………….. [1]

(c) …………………….. [2]
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9

12 The diagram below shows a rectangle ABCD.

(a) Find the value of x.

(b) Find the perimeter of the rectangle ABCD.

Answer (a) ………….…...…….. [2]

(b) …………………….. [2]

A B

D C

(7x – 5) cm

30 cm

(2x + 1) cm
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13 (a) Expand and simplify )2(2)(5 baba .

(b) Express 
3

)3(2
5

xx as a fraction in its simplest form. 

Answer (a) …………………….. [2]

(b) …………………….. [3]

END OF PAPER 1
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2

Total Score: [50 marks]

1 (a) Evaluate      
3

2

05.956.1
492.256.10365.15     leaving your answer correct to 

(i) 3 significant figures, and [1]

(ii) 3 decimal places. [1]

(b) The number of people who attended the Super Carnival held at Geylang 
Methodist School (Primary) was stated as 15 800, correct to 3 
significant figures. State the smallest and largest possible number of 
people who attended the carnival. [2]

2 Alvin runs 12 km in 45 minutes. He then walks a further 2.4 km at an 
average speed of 4 km/h. Calculate 

(a) his running speed, giving your answer in km/h, [1]

(b) his time taken for walking in minutes, [2]

(c) his average speed for the whole journey in km/h. [2]

3 (a) Convert 96 km/h to m/s. [2]

(b) Express 65 cm to 3.5 m as a ratio in its lowest terms. [2]

(c) If A exceeds B by 50% and B exceeds C by 50%, find the ratio of A : C
in its simplest form.

[3]

4 A school decides to donate goodie bags to the residents staying at an old 
folks’ home. There are a total of 210 kg of rice, 315 canned food, and 525 
packets of biscuits. The school decided to pack them equally into the goodie 
bags, with no remaining food items. 

(a) Find the greatest number of goodie bags needed, [2]

(b) Find the number of packets of biscuits in each goodie bag. [1]

(c) One of the students asked if there could be 8kg of rice, 18 canned food, 
and 28 packets of biscuits in each goodie bag. Is this possible? Explain 
your answer. [2]
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5 (a) Francis played a game by following the instructions below: 

Write the positive integer, x. 
Multiply it by 2.  
Add 3.  
Square the result.
Divide the result by 5. 
Subtract the result by 4.  

(i) Write down an algebraic expression for the final result, leaving
your answer in x. [2]

(ii) Given that Francis’ original number is 32, calculate the final
answer. [2]

(b) Simplify the expressions

(i) caaccaca 864252 , [2]

(ii) baba
3
2

5
4

7
2

3
1 . [2]

(c) Factorise the expressions

(i) )3(2)3(3 aax , [2]

(ii) xzxxy 12610 . [2]

6 If 
35

2 bba , find the ratio of a : b. [3]

7 A cookie costs x dollars, a canned drink cost 2 more dollars than a cookie, 
and a biscuit costs y cents.

(a) Write down an algebraic expression, in dollars, in terms of x, for the
cost of a canned drink. [1]

(b) Write down an algebraic expression, in dollars, in terms of y, for the
cost of a biscuit. [1]

Helen bought 3 cookies, 5 canned drinks and 2 biscuits for $22.50. 

(c) Write an algebraic equation and show that it reduces to
0625400 yx . [3]

(d) If a biscuit costs 25 cents, find the cost of one canned drink. [2]
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8 Angus and four of his friends went for a meal at a seafood restaurant. The 
bill was shown as below: 

Item No. Dish Cost (before GST)
1 Chilli crab $88.95
2 Sambal chilli kangkong $16.50
3 Cereal prawns $25.63
4 Claypot tofu $14.87
5 Prawn paste chicken $23.55
6 Fried noodles $12.28

The seafood restaurant charges 7% GST (Goods and Services Tax) on the 
total bill. 

(a) Calculate the total bill inclusive of GST. [1]

During the 20th anniversary of opening the restaurant, the manager decides to 
give a discount of 20% for the whole day. 

(b) Does it make a difference whether the discount is applied before or 
after the GST is added to the bill? Explain your reasoning. [3]

9 The following electronic scooter was seen for sale at a shop.

The first scooter was sold at the selling price as shown and the shopkeeper 
made a profit of 25%. The second scooter was sold at a 10% discount. 

Given that the two scooters has the same cost price, calculate the total profit 
made by the shopkeeper. [3]

END OF PAPER 2

Selling price: $320
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Sec 1E Paper 1 – Solutions 

1a 17 M1

1b
5,

2
(Mark awarded only for two correct answers)

B1

2a HCF = 23 32
= 8 × 9

= 72

M1

A1 

2b k = 2 × 5

= 10 

M1

A1 

3 Prime factorisation workings 

3 1728

= 3 36 32

= 22 × 3

= 12

M1

M1

A1 

4

)3)(2()2(2
)2(3 2

=
)6(4

)4(3

= 6

M1

A1 

5a

6
82
883

B1

5b 32 )2()3()5(5

= )8()3(255

= 24255
= -20 + 24

= 4 

M1

A1 

5b

2
11

9
23

=
2
3

9
29

=
18
27

18
58 M1
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2b k = 2 × 5

= 10 

M1

A1

3 Prime factorisation workings 

3 1728

= 3 36 326

= 22 × 3

= 12

M1

M1M1MMMM

A1

4

)3)(2()2(2
)2(3 2

()2 ()2

=
)6(4

)4(3
(4 (

= 6

M1

A1

5a

6
82
883

2
8

B1

5b 32 ))22())33()5(5 2 ())33(()5( ()5( 2

= ))88(())3((2555 (())3((255

= 22442555 2552
= -20 + 24

= 4

M1

A1



=
18
31

=
18
131

A1 

5c

15
8

4
3

7
6

=
5
2

7
6

=
35
14

35
30

=
35
16

M1

M1

A1 

6a
%

4
36

=
400
27 B1 

6b
%100

5000
250

= 5% B1 

7 65.399.876.19

= 4920

= 4320
= 8 

M1

A1 

8a 8)3(2 x

862x

7x

M1

A1 

8b

8c (i) x = 11

(ii) x = 9

(iii) x =8

B1

B1 

B1 

9a
418

y
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57

=
35
14

35
30

=
35
16

M1

A1

6a
%

4
36

=
400
27 B1 

6b
%100

5000
250

= 5% B1 

7 65.399.876.19 99.8

= 4920 99

= 4320 33
= 8 

M1

A1

8a 88)3(2 )3

862 66

7x

M1

A1

8b



x
4

18

2
14x

M1

A1 

9b )2(3)13(2 yy

9
4
49

6326

y

y
yy M1

A1 

9c

5
153

71510
7)32(5

57
32

x
x

xx
xx

xx

M1

A1 

10

59
1)29(2

2 nm

31
29)1(2

2 nm B1

each

11a (5 + m) years old B1

11b 2(5 + m) years old or (10 + 2m) years old B1

11c

244
21383

m
mmm M1

A1 

12a

5
3057

x
x M1

A1

12b BC = 2(5) +1 = 11 cm

Perimeter of rectangle ABCD

= 211230

= 82 cm

M1

A1

13a

ba
baba
baba

97
4255

)2(2)(5
M1

A1 
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9
4y

A1

9c

5
153

71510
7)32(5

57
32

x

x71515
x7)3)3

x3

MMMM1M1M

A1

10

59
1)29(2

2
)29(2

nm

31
29)1(2

2
)1(2
nm B1

each

11a (5 + m) years old B1

11b 2(5 + m) years old or (10 + 2m) yeara s oldd B1

11c

244
21383

4
1383 1

m
mm 33 M1

A1

12a

5
3057 55

x
M1

A1

12b BC = 2(5) +11 == 11 cmm

Perimeteerr ofof rrrecectatangngle ABABCDCD

= 2211112230 111122

= 82 cm

M1

A1

13a

bb5 b
)2(2)(5 baba aaba ab



13b

15
307

15
30103

15
)62(53

15
)62(5

15
3

3
62

5

3
)3(2

5

x

xx

xx

xx

xx

xx

M1

M1

A1 
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13b

15
307

15
30103

15
)62(53

15
)62(5

15
3

3
62

5

3
)3(2

5

7

2(5

x

xx 1010

2(5 2(5 2(5

xx 2(5

xx 2

x (2

M

M

A



Sec 1E Paper 2 – Solutions 

1ai 3.21 (3 sf) M1

1aii 3.206 (3 dp) M1

1b Smallest number – 15750 

Largest number – 15849 

B1

B1 

2a Running speed 

hkm

km

/16
60
4512

min45
12

B1

2b Time taken 

min36
6.0

4
4.2

hr
M1

A1 

2c Average speed 

hkm /7.10

6.0
4
3

4.212 M1

A1 

3a

sm
s
m

hr
km

hkm

/7.26
3600

96000
1

96
/96

M1

A1 

3b 65cm : 3.5m

= 65 : 350 

= 13 : 70

M1

A1 

3c A : B

= 1.5 : 1

B : C 

= 1.5 : 1

A : B : C

M1
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h

km

/16km
60
4512

min45
12

12
BBB1

2b Time taken 

min36
6.0

4
4.2

hr
M1MMMMM

AAAAAA1

2c Average speed 

h/7.10 km

6.0
4
3

4.212 M1

A1

3a

ss
ss
mm

hr
km

hk

/7 /.26 m
360000

960000
1

96
/96km

M1

A1 

3b 65cm : 3.5m

= 65 : 350 M1



= (1.5 × 1.5) : 1.5 : 1

= 2.25 : 1.5 : 1

A : C

= 2.25 : 1

M1

A1 

4a HCF of 210, 315 and 525 

= 5 × 3 × 7 

= 105

M1

A1 

4b Number of packets of biscuits 

= 525 ÷ 105 

= 5 B1 

4c No. 

The items need to be distributed equally. 

M1

A1 

5ai
4

5
)32( 2x B2

5aii

8.893

4
5

]3)32(2[ 2

Accept answer if student calculated based on the instructions given, or their 

own algebraic formula. 

M1

A1 

5bi

caca
cccaacaa

caaccaca

34
428562

864252
M1

A1 

5bii

ba

ba

bbaa

bbaa

baba

21
8

15
21

21
8

15
17

21
14

21
6

15
12

15
5

3
2

7
2

5
4

3
1

3
2

5
4

7
2

3
1

M1

A1 

5ci

)23)(3(
)3(2)3(3

xa
aax

M2
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 5 × 3 × 7 

= 105

M1

A1 

4b Number of packets of biscuits 

= 525 ÷ 105 

= 5 B1BBBBB

4c No. 

The items need to be distributed equally.

M1M1M1M1M1M1

A1A1A1A1A1A1 

5ai
4

5
)32( 2 BBBBBB222222

5aii

8.893

4
5

]3)32(2[ 2

Accept answer if student calculated bab sed onon tthehee iinsnstrtrucu tions given, or their 

own algebraic formula.

M1

A1 

5bi

c
cc

caaaaccaca

66634 aca ac
442288562 ccaaaccaa a

864252 aaccaca ccac

4 aca ac
222888562 cccaaaccaa aa

6425 25 aaccac ccac ccac
M1

A1 

bb

bbaa

bbaabba

146125
3
2

7
22

5
4

3
1

33
22

55
44

7
22

3
1

baa ba

aaabb
5bii



5cii

)635(2
12610

zyx
xzxxy

M2

6

3:11:
113

563
5)2(3

35
2

ba
ba

bba
bba

bba
M1

M1

A1 

7a $ (x + 2) B1

7b
$

100
y B1

7c

0625400
625400
12502800

50.12
100
28

50.22
100
2108

50.22
100
21053

50.22
100
2)2(53

yx
yx
yx

yx

yx

yxx

yxx
M1

M1

A1 

7d

5.1
062525400

x
x

Cost of one canned drink = 1.5 + 2 = $3.50

M1

A1 

8a Total bill inclusive of GST

= (88.95+16.50+25.63+14.87+23.55+12.28) × 
100
107

=$194.50 B1
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3:11: ba :
M1

A1 

7a $ (x(( + 2) BB1

7b
$

100
y BBBBBB111111

7c

0625400
625400
12502800

50.12
100
28

50.22
100
2108

50.22
100
21053

50.22
100
2)2(53

625

22

10

1055

)2(5

yx
yx
yx 222

yx

yx

yxx 555

y(5(5(5
M1M1M1M1M1M1

M1

A1

7d

5.1
06625525400 6625252525

x
Cost off oonene ccannnened d drdrinink k == 1.5 + 2 = $3.50

M1

A1 

8a Total bill inccluluusive of GST

= (88 95+16 50+25 63+14 87+23 55+12 28) ×
107



8b No it does not make a difference. 

GST Discount

Total cost 

60.155
100
8050.194

Discount GST

Cost after discount 

42.145
100
8078.181

Cost after GST 

60.155
100
10742.145

A1

M1 each for 

each 

explanation.

9 Original cost of electronic scooter

256
100
125320

Selling price of second scooter

288
100
90320

Total profit made 

= (320 + 288) – (256 x 2) 

= $96

M1

M1

A1
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60.155
100

50.194 50.194

Discount GST

Cost after discount 

42.145
100
8078.181 78.181

Cost after GST

60.155
100
10742.145 42.145

explan

9 Original cost of electroniic c scscoooo teterr

256
100
125320320

Selellilingng ppriricec  of sesecocondnd sscocoototer

228888
1000
900320320

ToTotatal ll prprofit made 

= (320 + 288) – (256 x 2) 

= $96

M1

M1

A1
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2

Mathematical Formulae

Compound Interest 

Total amount = 
nrP

100
1

Mensuration 

Curved surface area of cone = rl

Surface area of a sphere = 4 r2

Volume of a cone = 
3
1 r2h

Volume of a sphere = 
3
4 r3

Area of triangle ABC =
2
1 ab sin C

Arc length = r , where is in radians

Sector area = 
2
1 r2 , where is in radians

Trigonometry 

C
c

B
b

A
a

sinsinsin

a2 = b2 + c2 – 2bc cos A 

Statistics

Mean = 
f
fx

Standard deviation = 
22

f
fx

f
fx
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Answer all the questions. 

1 75% of a number x is 
4
5 .

Find x.

Answer x = ..................................... [2] 

2 Two numbers P and Q are such that  
P = b5323 ,
Q = 2532 a .

(a) State one possible value of a if the LCM of P and Q is 23 532 .

Answer a = ..................................... [1] 

(b) State one possible value of b if the HCF of P and Q is 2532 .

Answer b = ..................................... [1] 

3 In a music examination, 
3
1 of the candidates achieve a Distinction.

5
2  of the remaining candidates achieve a Merit.

Find the fraction of candidates who achieve neither a Distinction nor a Merit.

Answer  ........................................... [2] 
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4 Find the value of
q
qp

5
12 when 2p and q = –1. 

    Answer  .......................................... [2] 

5 Solve 6243 xx . 

    Answer x = ..................................... [2] 

6 (a) Estimate the value of 
3

2

45.64
96.19.24 , giving your answer correct to one significant 

 figure. 

    Answer ...........................................[2] 

(b) State the number of significant figures in 10.0010 . 

   Answer ...........................................[1] 
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7 (a) Construct triangle ABC where BC = 7 cm and AC = 5 cm.  The line AB has been drawn
for you. [1] 

(b) Draw the perpendicular bisector of AB. [1]

(c) Draw the angle bisector of angle BAC. [1]

(d) X is the point of intersection between the perpendicular bisector of AB and the angle
bisector of angle BAC.
Mark on your diagram below the point X.  [1]

A B
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8 It is given that m : n = 3 : 7.

(i) Write m in terms of n.

Answer ...........................................[1] 

(ii) Find the value of n when m =
3

14 .

Answer n =.....................................[2]         

9 Ali and Benny cut grass for a living. 
Ali charges $27 for cutting grass on a circular patch of radius 3.5 m. Benny charges $23 for 
cutting 32.5 m2 of grass. 
Show your working clearly to determine which grass cutter offers a better deal.

Answer  

[3]
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10 ABCD is a rhombus where BD = 10 cm, angle ABD = 32o and area of the rhombus  
 is 31.2 cm2.

  

(a)  Find angle ADB.

    Answer angle ADB = ..................... [1] 

(b) Find AE, the perpendicular distance from point A to BD.

  
    Answer AE = .............................. cm [3] 

11 Factorise the following completely.

(a) 3f – 6f 2  
  

   Answer ............................................ [1] 

(b) 2m(7 + n) – 14m(n + 2)  
    

   Answer ............................................ [2] 

A                                       B

D                                      C

E

32o

10 cm
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12 Express the following in its simplest form.

(a) )12()52(3 baba .

Answer ............................................ [2]

(b)
4

3 nmm .

Answer ............................................ [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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13 In the diagram below, AB is parallel to CD and EF is parallel to GH.
 By stating the reasons clearly in your working, find the value of x and of y.

   

Answer   

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   [4]

   

4x

118o

(y – 18)

E

F

G

A

B

H

D

C

P

Q

R

S
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14 The figure below shows a right-angled triangular prism.

(a) Given that the volume of the prism is 540 cm3, show that p = 12.

Answer  

[2]

(b) Find the total surface area of the prism.

Answer  ...................................... cm2  [2] 

15 cm

p cm

9 cm

10 cm
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15 (a) Solve  x
3
2  – 4. 

   Answer ............................................... [1] 

  
(b) Show your solution on the number line below.                  

Answer

   
            
  

   [1] 

(c) State the smallest prime value of x which satisfies x
3
2  – 4. 

  
   Answer x = ........................................  [1] 

      

16 During the recent Great Singapore Sale, Jane bought a computer at a discounted price  

of  $1155.20.  

(a) If the computer was sold at a discount of 40%, find the original price of the  computer. 

   

    Answer  $ ............................................. [2] 

(b) Jane has to pay an additional 7% on Goods and Services Tax (GST). 
What is the total amount she has to pay for the purchase of the computer? 

    

    Answer  $ ............................................ [2] 

x
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17 The first four numbers of a sequence are 3, 8, 13, and 18.

(a) Find the sixth term in the sequence.

Answer .......................................... [1] 

(b) Write down, in terms of n, an expression for the nth term.

Answer .......................................... [1] 

(c) Hence, find the 37th term in the sequence.

Answer .......................................... [1]

(d) Explain clearly if 244 is a term in this sequence.

Answer  

[2]
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18 The diagram below shows the graph of two straight lines l and p.

(a) State the coordinates of the point A where the line p intersects the line l.

   Answer ...........................................[1] 

(b) Find the gradient of the line l. 

   Answer ...........................................[1] 

(c) Mark the point B (0, – 4) on the grid above.                              [1]

(d) Hence, calculate the area of the triangle whose vertices are points A, B and O.

  Answer  ..................................unit2[2] 

(e) The point C (4, h) is such that A, B, C and O form a parallelogram.
Write down a possible value of h.

   Answer h = ....................................[1] 

- 4 - 2

2

4

2 4 6

y

x

- 2

- 4

l
p

A

O

End of Paper
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Mathematical Formulae

Compound interest  

Total amount 
nrP

100
1

Mensuration 
Curved surface area of a cone = 

Surface area of a sphere = 4

Volume of a cone = 

Volume of a sphere  = 

Area of triangle ABC =

Arc length = ,  where  is in radians

Sector area = ,  where  is in radians

Trigonometry 

Statistics

Mean =

Standard deviation = 

lr
2r

hr 2

3
1

3

3
4 r

Cabsin
2
1

r

2

2
1 r

C
c

B
b

A
a

sinsinsin

Abccba cos2222

f
xf

22

f
xf

f
xf
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Answer all the questions. 

1  (a)  Given that 
3
1  :  

2
1   :  ba  and 2  :  2.1   :  cb , find ca   :  in its simplest form where 

     a and c are integers. [3] 

   (b)  The earnings from a business is co-shared by business owners Zen, Ben and Gwen.  

   The earnings is distributed among the three owners such that Zen gets 20% more 

money than Gwen, and Gwens’ share is a third of Ben’s share. 

     If Gwen receives $210 from the earnings, 

(i) How much will Ben receive? [1]

(ii) How much will Zen receive? [2]

(iii) How much is the total earnings from the business? [1] 

2 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

  The variables x and y are connected by the equation 

44xy .

  Some corresponding values of x and y are given in the table below.

(a) Find the value of p. [1]

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a horizontal x-axis for 41 x .

Using a scale of 1 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a vertical y-axis for 128 y .

On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a straight line. [2]

(c) From the graph in (b), find the values of  

(i) x when y = 9, [1]

(ii) y when x = 1.5. [1]

(d) The point ) ,5.0( a lies on the graph 44xy . Use the graph to find 
the value of a. [1]

x 1 0 1 2 3 4
y p 4 0 4 8 12
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3

Sruti and Bing Xuan stay 4 km away from each other, at S and B respectively. 

They set off at the same time from their homes to hunt for pokemon.  

The pokemon is x km from S.

(a) Bing Xuan runs at a constant speed of 18 km/h from his house.

Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the number of hours he took. [1]

(b) Sruti runs at a constant speed which is 6 km/h less than Bing Xuan’s speed.

Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the number of hours she took. [1]

(c) The difference between their times was 10 minutes.

Write down an equation in x to represent this information, and hence find the

distance Bing Xuan ran. [4]

4 The figure below illustrates a regular n-sided polygon. 

(i) State the special name given to triangle ABC. [1]

Find

(ii) ABC , [1]

(iii) value of n, [3] 

(iv) reflex ACD . [2]

B

A

C

D

S B

x km

pokemon 

4 km

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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5 Study the table below. 

Row Sequence 1 Sequence 2
1 5 0111
2 8 3122
3 11 8133
4 p 15144
5 17 24155
q 20 rq 12

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
n s t

(a) Find the value of p, of q and of r. [3]

(b) Write down, in terms of n,

(i) an expression for s, [1]

(ii) an expression for t. [1]

(c) Explain why the value of s cannot be 102. [2] 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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6 (a) During a survey, some students were asked to state their favourite food.
The diagram is an incomplete pictogram of the survey results.

Students’ favourite food

Burger

Hot dog 

Pizza

Chicken chop

Salad 

represents 8 students

(i) 5 students chose salad. Calculate the number of students who participated
in the survey altogether. [2]

(ii) Express the number of students who chose chicken chop as a percentage of those
who chose pizza. [2]

(iii) A problem was encountered when completing the pictogram for the
‘Salad’ category.
Explain where the problem lies. [1]

(b) The test scores of Meelan are shown below.

Meelan commented that his score for Test 3 is twice as much as his score for Test 2.
Do you agree with his comment? Why? [2]
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7 Bala wants to buy a sofa set that is priced at $1 800.  

He is considering between two modes of payment, A and B.

The details of the two modes of payment are as follows:

Payment mode A Payment mode B

Charge the sofa set to credit card

Additional 8% credit card processing fee 

(On top of the retail price)

Downpayment of 25% 

Monthly instalments of $99 each month for 

15 months 

(a) Which mode of payment is a better deal for Bala? Show your working. [5] 

(b) Calculate the amount of interest Bala has to pay if he chooses to pay by payment

mode B. [2] 

(c) Calculate the interest rate per annum for payment mode B. [3] 
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8 A uniform cross section of a fun ride tunnel ABCDE is shown below.  

ABCDE is made up of a semi-circle BCD with centre O and a rectangle ABDE.  

It is given that 5.7DE m and OC = 5 m.  

The fun ride train can only be safe if its vertical height is not more than 70% of the vertical 

height FG of the tunnel. 

(a) Can a fun ride train with a vertical height of 8 m be safe enough to enter the tunnel?
Justify your answer with necessary working. [3]

It is given that the tunnel is 0.45 km long. 

(b) A 64 - metre long train travels at 25 m/s through the tunnel.
Calculate the time taken for the train to pass completely through the tunnel.
Express your answer to the nearest second. [3]

(c) How much soil, in cubic metres, will be excavated for the construction of
the tunnel? [2]

(d) The budget in the construction of the tunnel is $400 000.

It costs $10.50 to excavate 1 m3 of soil to construct the tunnel.

Determine whether the construction of this tunnel is above or below the budget. [2]

5

OB

A E

D

C F

G

7.5

End of Paper
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1 0.75x =
4
5 M1

x =  or 1 A1

2(a) a = 1 (or a = 0) B1

2(b) b = 2 (or any other integer larger than 2) B1

3 Fraction for Merit = × = M1

Fraction for neither = 1 = A1

4
)1(5

1)1()2(2
5

12
q
qp M1

=  or 1 A1

5 3 8 + 4 = 6 M1
7x = 14
x = 2 A1

6(a) 25 264 M1

=  5 44 = 0.25 0.3 A1

6(b) 6 significant figures B1

7 B1 for C with arcs
B1 for bisector with 
arcs
B1 for angle bisector 
with arcs
B1 for X

X
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Fraction for neither = 1 = A1

4
)1(5

1)1()2(2
5

12 )1( )1(
q
qp M1

=  or 1 A1A1

5 3 8 + 4 = 6 MMMMMMMMMM1M1MMM1M1MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
7x = 14
x = 2 AAAAAA1A1A1A1A1AAAAAAAAAAA1

6(a) 25 264 M1M

= 5 44 = 0.25 0.3 A11

6(b) 6 significant fif gures B1

7 B1 for C with arcs
B1 for bisector with 
arcs
B1 for angle bisector 
with arcs
B1 for X

X
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8(i) = = B1

8(ii) = 73 × 143 M1=  = 10 A1

9 (3.5) = 38.4845 M1
Ali: . = $0.70 per m2

Benny: . = $0.71 per m2 M1 attempt to find rate 
per m2 for either Ali or 
Benny

Ali offers a better deal. A1

10(a) angle ADB = 32 B1

10(b) ABD = 31.2 2 = 15.6 cm2 M1 relate to half area of 
rhombus

AE = . × M1

AE = 3.12 cm A1

11(a) 3f(1 – 2f) B1

11(b) 2m(7 + n) – 14m(n + 2) = 2m[7 + n – 7(n + 2)] M1
= 2m(– 6n – 7) A1

12(a) 6 + 15 2 + 1 M1
= 4a + 16b – 1 A1

12(b) =  4 (3 + )4 M1

=  4 34=  4 A1

13 EPD =4x (vertically opposite angles)= 4 (corresponding angles)
M1 (deduct 

max of 1 
mark if 
any 
missing or 
incorrect 
reason)

4 = 118
x = 29.5 A1

SRQ = 118 (alternate angles)
y – 18 + 118 = 180 (interior angles) M1
y = 80 A1

14(a) 12 (9)(10) = 540 M1

= 540 × 290
p = 12 A1 a.g.
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e y: . $0 pe
per m2 for either Ali or 
Bennyyyyyy

Ali offers a better deal. A1

10(a) angle ADB = 32 B1B1B1B1B1B1

10(b) ABD = 31.2 2 = 15.6 cm2 M1M1M1M1M1M1MMMMMMMMM  relatetetetetete ttttttoooooo hahahahahahallllflflf area of 
rrrrrrhrhrhhhrrhhrhhhrhrhhhrhhrhhooooomo buuuuuussssss

AE = . × MMM1M1M1M1M1M1MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

AE = 3.12 cm A1A1A1A1A1A1

11(a) 3f3 (1 ff – 2f2 )ff B1B1B1B1B1B1

11(b) 2m(7 + n) – 14m(n + 2) = 2m[7 + n – 7(n + 2)] M1M1
= 2m(– 6n – 7) A1

12(a) 6 + 15 22 + 1 M1
= 4a + 16b – 1 A1

12(b) = 4 (3 + )4 M1

= 4 34= 4 A1

13 EPD =4x (vverere titically opposite angles)= 4 (corresponding angles)
M1 (deduct 

max of 1 
mark if 4 = 118
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14(b) Total surface area 
= (15 + 9 + 12) × 10 + × 12 × 9 × 2 M1

= 468 cm2 A1

15(a) 6 B1

15(b) Draw x 6 on number line B1

15(c) x = 7 B1

16(a) 1155.20 × 10060 M1

$1925.33 A1

16(b) 1.07 × 1155.20 M1
= 1236.06 A1

17(a) 28 B1

17(b) 5n - 2 B1

17(c) 183 B1

17(d) 5n – 2 = 244 M1
n = 49.2

No, n is not a positive integer A1

18(a) (4, 2) B1

18(b) Grad = 1 B1

18(c) Mark B(0, – 4) on Question Paper B1

18(d) × 4 × 4 = 8 units2 M1 A1

18(e) h = -2 or 6 B1 any one
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16(a) 1155.20 × 10060 M1

$1925.33 A1

16(b) 1.07 × 1155.20 M1M1M1M1M1M1
= 1236.06 A1A1A1A1A1A1

17(a) 28 B1B1B1B11B1B1BBBBBBB11B

17(b) 5n - 2 B1B1B1B1B1B1

17(c) 183 B1B1B1B1B1B1

17(d) 5n – 2 = 244 M1M1M1M1M1M1
n = 49.2

No, n is not a positive integer A1

18(a) (4, 2) B1

18(b) Grad = 1 B1

18(c) Mark B(0, – 4)4) onn QQueststioion n PaPapepeerr B1

18(d) × 4 × 44 == 88 ununititss2 M1 A1

18(e) h = -2 or 6 B1 any one
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Qn No Solutions Remarks 
1a 

3
1  :

2
1   :  ba

6
3
1  : 6 

2
1

2  : 3

2  :  2.1   :  cb
102  :  102.1

20  :  12

4
20  :

4
12

5  :  3
32:33   :  ba

6:9
5:3   :  cb

25:23
10:6
10:9   :  ca

[M1]-obtaining 
integers for a : 
b and b : c 
[M1]-obtaining 
common 
integer for b 
[A1] 

1bi Amt Ben receive = 3210 = $630 [B1] 
1bii 

Amt Zen receive = 120
100
210

= $252

[M1] 

[A1] 

1biii Total earnings from the business = 630 + 252 + 210 = $1092 [B1] 
2a When x = - 1,

414p
8p

[B1] 
2b Smooth line intersecting all the plotted points.

6 correctly plotted points
[G1] 
[G1] 

2ci x = 3.25 [B1] 
2cii y = 2 [B1] 
2d a = - 6 [B1] 
3a 

Time taken by Bing Xuan hx
18

4
[B1] 

3b 
Time taken by Sruti hx

12 [B1] 

3c 
60
10

18
4

12
xx

6
1

1812
412

1812
18 xx

6
1

216
41218 xx

216
6
1124818 xx

364830x
8430x

[M1] 

[M1]-Common 
denominator 
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4
20  :

4
12

5  :  3
32:33   :  2:33 2:33ba    :    :  

6:9
5:3   :  cb    :   

25:23 5:23 5:2
10:6
10:9 :a    :  

[[[[[[M1]-obtaining 
innntegers for a : 
b and b : c
[M[ 1]1]1]1]1]1]-----obobobobobobtaining
cocococococ mmmmmmmmmmmmooooono
inininininintetetetetetegger for b
[A[A[A[A[A[A1]1]1

Amt Ben receive = 3210 = $630 [B[B[B[B[B[B11111]1

Amt Zen receive = 120
100
210

= $252

[M[M[M[M[M[M1]

[A1]

Total earnings from the business = 6300 ++ 2525 ++ 210 = $1$10909222 [B1]
When x = - 1,

4144p
8p

[B1]
Smooth line intersecting all the plotteded pppoiointn s.
6 cooorrectly plotted pooinintss

[G1]
[G1]

x = 3.25 [B1]
y = 2 [B1]
a = - 6 [B1]

Time taken by y BiBiB ngngg XXuauan n hx
18

44
[B1]

Time taken by Srututtii hx
12 [B1]
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30
84x

8.2x

Distance Bing Xuan ran = 4 – 2.8 = 1.2 km 

[A1] 

[B1] 

4i Isosceles triangle [B1] 
4ii 1515180ABC ( sum of )

150 [B1] 

4iii Size of 1 exterior angle = 150180
= 30

Size of 1 exterior angle =
n

360

30360
n

n30360

12
30
360n

OR

1502180
n
n

nn 150360180
360150180 nn

36030 n
12n

[M1] 

[M1] 

[A1] 

[M1] 
[M1] 

[A1] 
4iv 13515150ACD

Reflex 135360ACD  ( at a pt.)
= 225

[M1] 

[A1] 

5a p = 14
q = 6 

35162r

[B1] 
[B1] 
[B1] 

5bi s = 3n +2 [B1] 
5bii t = 11 2nnn [B1] 
5c s = 3n + 2 = 102

3n = 100 

3
100n

3
133n

Since n is not a positive integer, hence s cannot be 102.

[M1] 

[A1] 
6ai Total number of students = 585.11

= 97 students
[M1] 
[A1] 
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[B1]

Size of 1 exterior angle = 150180
= 30

Size of 1 exterior angle =
n

360

30360
n

n30360

12
30

360n

OR

150180
n

n150360180 nn
360150180 150150

36030
12n

[M1]

[M1]

[A1]

[M1]
[M1]

[A1]
13515150ACD

Reflex 11335360ACD (( atata aa pt.)
== 2222255

[M1]

[A1]

p = 14
q = 6 

35162 16 1r

[B1]
[B1]
[B1]

s = 3n +2
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[Turn over

6aii 
% of students = 100

25.3
75.1

= %
13
1153

[M1] 

[A1] 

6aiii The problem is due to one picture/image represents 8 students, hence only 
number of students in multiples of 2 can be represented on the pictogram 
accurately and the number of students whose favourite food is salad is 5 which 
is not a multiple of 2. 
OR
5 when represented on the pictogram is tough to be identified by the naked eye 
for its value.

[B1] 

[B1] 

6b I do not agree with his comment because though according to the height of the 
bars of the bar chart, the height of bar of test 3 is double that of test 2,
however this is not true as the vertical marks axis does not begin with zero 
mark, but instead it begins with 10 marks.

[B1] 

[B1] 

7a Payment mode A:

Total amount he needs to pay = 108
100
1800

  = $1 944 

Payment mode B:

Downpayment = 25
100
1800

= $ 450 

Total amount he needs to pay = 4501599
= $1 935 

Hence mode of payment B is a better deal.

[M1] 

[A1] 

[M1] 
[A1] 

[A1]

7b Amount of interest =  1 935 - 1800
= $135 

[M1] 
[A1] 

7c 
Balance = 75

100
1800 = $1350

135
100
PRT = I

135
12
15

100
1350 R

135
12
155.13 R

12
155.13135R = 8%

[M1] I = PRT 
formula 
[M1] 
recognizing 
R/100 and 
15/12. 

[A1] 

8a Vertical height of tunnel = 7.5 + 5 = 12.5 m [M1] 
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5 when represented on the pictogram is tough to be identified by the naked eye
for its value.

[B1]

I do not agree with his comment because though according to the height of f f f f f ththththththeeeeee 
bars of the bar chart, the height of bar of test 3 is double that of test 2,
however this is not true as the vertical marks axis does not begin withhhh zzzzzzererererererooooo o
mark, but instead it begins with 10 marks.

[B[[[ 1]

[[[[B1]

Payment mode A:

Total amount he needs to pay = 108
100

1800

  = $1 944 

Payment mode B:

Downpayment = 25
100
1800

= $ 450 

Total amount he needs to pay = 44550015599 1551
= $1 9355 

Hence mode of payment B is a bettererr ddeaall.

[M[M[M[M[M[M1]1]1]1]1]1]

[[[[[[A1A1A1A111]]]]

[M1]
[A1]

[A1]

Amount of interestst == 1 93935 - 18180000
== $$1355

[M1]
[A1]

Balance = 77555
10000

1880000 == $1$1353500

135
100
PRT = I [M1] I = PRT 

formula
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Minimum safety height = 70
100

5.12  = 8.75 m

Yes the train is safe enough to enter the tunnel since the vertical height of the 
train is 8m which is less than the minimum safety vertical height of 8.75 m.

[M1] 

[A1] 

8b 
Time taken  = 

sm
m

/25
64450

21 sec (nearest seconds)

[M1, M1] 
getting total 
distance, then 
substituting 
into the speed 
distance time 
formula 
[A1] 

8c Volume of tunnel = uniform cross sectional area height

= 4505.7105
2
1 2

51421
51400  m3 (3sf)

[M1] 

[A1] 

8d 
1 m3-------------------------------$10.50 

51421m3---------------------------$539 920 

The construction of this tunnel is above the budget as the actual costs incurred 
in constructing the tunnel is $539 920 which is $139 920 more than the 
amount of $400 000. 

[M1] 

[A1] 

51421 51421
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Minimum safety height = 70
100

5.12  = 8.75 m

Yes the train is safe enough to enter the tunnel since the vertical heigggggghthththththt oooooof fffff ththththththeeeeee
train is 8m which is less than the minimum safety vertical height ofofofofofof 888888.7.777.7.7555555 m.

[M1]

[A1]

Time taken  =
s

m
/25m

21 sec (nearest secondnds)

[M[M[M[M[M[M1,1,1,1,1,1, M1] 
gegegegegegetting total 
distance, then
susususususubsb tituting 
inininininintttttot  the speed
ddddddistance time
formula
[A1]

Volume of tunnel = uniform cross sectional area height

= 44505.71005
2
1 2 1005

51421
51400 m3 (3sf))

[M1]

[A1]

1 mmm3-------------------------- -----------------$10.50 

514211mm33------------------ -----------------$539 920 

The construuuctctioion n oof thihis s tutunnel is above the budget as the actual costs incurred 
in constructinng g ththe e tutunnn el is $539 920 which is $139 920 more than the 
amount of $4000 000000 .

[M1]

[A1]

51421 51421
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Q2)

2

O

4

6

8

10

12
y

x

-2

-4

-6

-8

-1-2 1 2 3 4

44xy

(2di)

(2dii)

(2e)
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Answer all the questions.

1 State all the irrational number(s) from the following list.

0053.0,
7
22,5,,

3
2 3

Answer ...................................... [1]

2 A survey was conducted on 20 shops to find the number of workers they employ.
The results of the survey are shown in the bar chart below. 

Calculate

(a) the percentage of shops with more than 2 workers, 

Answer .................................. % [2]

(b) the total number of workers employed in all 20 shops.

Answer ......................... workers  [2]

0

2

4

6

8

10

1 2 3 4

N
um

be
r o

f s
ho

ps

Number of workers employed in each shop
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3 Written as the product of its prime factors, 353375 .

(a) Express 90 as the product of its prime factors.

Answer ...................................... [1]

(b) Hence write down

(i) the LCM of 375 and 90, giving your answer as the product of its prime
factors,

Answer ...................................... [1]

(ii) the greatest integer that will divide both 375 and 90 exactly.

Answer ...................................... [1]

4 The stem and leaf diagram below shows the waiting times, in minutes, of some patients 
in a clinic.

Stem Leaves
1 5  6
2 0  1  3  7  8
3 0  2  2  2  6
4 1  2 5

Key: 1 | 5 represents 15 minutes 

(a) Find the total number of patients at the clinic.
Answer ......................... patients [1]

(b) For these times, find

(i) the mode,

Answer ......................... minutes [1]

(ii) the median.

Answer ......................... minutes [1]
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5 By rounding off each number to 1 significant figure, estimate 
12.4

6.2029.6 .

Answer ...................................... [2]

6 Each year, the value of a painting increases by 10%.  If the value of the painting was 
$12100 in 2016, find its value in 2014. 

Answer $ ................................... [3]

7 Given that 3 and 2 ba , evaluate 
ab

ab
4

33

.

Answer ...................................... [2]
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8 Daisy bought 20 cartons of eggs.  There were x eggs in each carton.

(a) Write down an expression, in terms of x, for the number of eggs she bought.

Answer ...................................... [1]

(b) When the cartons were opened, she found that y eggs were broken.  She placed the
unbroken eggs equally into 30 baskets. Write an expression, in terms of x and y,
for the number of eggs in each basket.

Answer ...................................... [1]

9 Subtract 263 2 xx from 345 2 xx .

Answer ...................................... [2]

10 Simplify 
4

32
3

52 yxyx .

Answer ...................................... [3]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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11 Factorise the following completely.

(a) ayax 535

Answer ...................................... [1]

(b) byaybxax 362

Answer ...................................... [2]

12 AB, BC and CD are adjacent sides of a regular polygon and 20BAC .

(a) Calculate the exterior angle of the polygon.

Answer ...................................... [2]

(b) Calculate ACD .

Answer ...................................... [2]

B

A D

C
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13 Worker A can paint a room in 2 hours. Worker B can paint the same room in 4 hours. 
Find the time it will take for the room to be painted if both workers paint at the same 
time.

Answer ............................. hours [3]

14 Betty earns 3 times as much as Nick and Nick earns $200 more than Alfred.
If Nick earns $x,

(a) write down an expression, in terms of x, for

(i) Alfred’s earnings,

Answer $ ................................... [1]

(ii) Betty’s earnings,

Answer $ ................................... [1]

(iii) the sum of Betty, Nick and Alfred’s earnings.

Answer $ ................................... [2]

(b) If the sum of all their earnings is $8800, find Nick’s earnings.

Answer $ ................................... [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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15 A group of people was asked how many siblings they have in their family.
The results of this survey are summarised in the table below. 

Number of siblings 0 1 2 3 4
Frequency 5 10 x 4 1

(a) If the mode is 1, write down the largest possible value of x.

Answer ...................................... [1]

(b) If the median is 2, write down the smallest possible value of x.

Answer ...................................... [1]

(c) If the mean is 1.5, calculate the value of x.

Answer ...................................... [2]

16 Answer this whole question on a sheet of graph paper.

The variables x and y are connected by the equation xy 33 .
Some corresponding values of x and y are given in the table below.

x 3 2 1 0 1 2 3
y 12 a 6 3 0 3 6

(a) Find the value of a. [1]

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a horizontal x-axis for 33 x .
Using a scale of 1 cm to represent 1 unit, draw a vertical y-axis for 126 y .
On your axis, plot the points given in the table and join them with a straight line.

[3]

(c) Use your graph to find the value of x when 8y . [1]

END OF PAPER
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Answer all the questions.

1 A regular polygon has interior angles of .156

Find the number of sides of the polygon. 

Answer .................................... [2]

2 Evaluate the following, giving your answers to 3 significant figures. 

(a) 
,

3412.22386.7
3
2 3

Answer ......................................... [1]

(b) .273.1532

Answer ......................................... [1]

3 Consider the number sequence ,7 ,4 ,1 ,2 ,5 ....., .....,

Write down

(a) the next two terms,

Answer ................... , ................... [1]

(b) an expression for the nth term, 

Answer Tn = ................................. [1]

(c) the 53th term. 

Answer ......................................... [1]
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4 Jack packs 726 boxes of chocolates, 660 bottles of wine and 693 tins of cookies into gift 
hampers.
Each gift hamper contains an equal number of chocolates, wine and cookies.  

Find the greatest possible number of gift hampers he could pack.  

Answer ......................................... [2]

5 Two telecommunications service providers, Star Mobile and Sing Mobile offer the following 
mobile price plans for a 32 GB jphone 7.  

Star Mobile Combo 3 Sing Mobile 4G3
3GB data/200 minutes outgoing talktime 3GB data/200 minutes outgoing talktime
jphone price $378 jphone price $561
Subscription rate $62.90/month Subscription rate $42.90/month

*mobile price plans are valid for 2 years

Which service provider offers a mobile price plan which is more value for money? 
Support your answer with valid mathematical working.

Answer ......................................... [3]
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6 (a) Solve 
11
22.1

3
5 xx .

Answer ........................................ [2]

(b) Hence, write down the smallest prime number x which satisfies
11
22.1

3
5 xx .

Answer Smallest Prime = ............ [1]

7 In 2015, a supermarket employs 168 workers consisting of shelf stockers, cashiers, managers in 
the ratio of 7: 4: 3.   

(a) Find the number of cashiers employed in 2015. 

Answer ........................................ [2]

(b) The number of managers employed in 2015 is 20% more than in 2014.

Find the number of managers employed in 2014. 

Answer ........................................ [2]
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8 Solve

(a) ,2)1(3)135(2 xx

Answer x = ................................ [2]

(b) .
7
1

3
12

5
4 yy

Answer y = ................................ [3]
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9 (a) Plot the points of the trapezium ABCD, where the ordered pairs are A( 3, 6), 
B(5, 6), C(7, 3), D( 7, 3) on the grid below. [2]

(b) Find the gradient of AD.

Answer ........................................ [2]

(c) Calculate the area of trapezium ABCD.

Answer ............................. units2 [2]
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10 An athlete taking part in a dualthlon runs a distance of 800 m at an average speed of 6 km/h. 
He stops to rest for 10 minutes before he cycles a further distance of 2 km in 12 minutes. 

Calculate

(a) the time, in minutes, he takes to run the distance of 800 m,

Answer ........................... minutes [2]

(b) his cycling speed in km/h,

Answer .............................. km/h [2]

(c) his average speed for the whole race.

Answer .............................. km/h [2]
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11

In the diagram, AF is parallel to BC and AB is parallel to DE. 
AEF is a straight line. 
Angle CBE = 42 , angle BCD =53  and angle DEF = .112

Stating your reasons clearly, find 

(a) angle EAB,

Answer Angle EAB = ................. [1]

(b) angle BED,

Answer Angle BED = ................. [2]

(c) reflex angle EDC.

Answer Reflex Angle EAB = ...... [3]

A

E

F

C

B

42

53

112

D
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12

The diagram shows a prism with a cross section that consists of a semicircle and a 
rectangle with dimensions 8 cm by 5 cm.  
The prism has a height of h cm. 

(a) Calculate the cross sectional area of the solid.

Answer ................................. cm2 [2]

h cm

5 cm
8cm
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(b)

A round cylindrical hole with a diameter of 2 cm is removed from the cuboid to form the 
artifact as shown above.

(i) Given that the volume of the artifact is 560 cm3, show that h = 9.034 cm
correct to four significant figures. [3]
Answer

(ii) Hence, find the total surface area of the artifact.

Answer ................................. cm3 [3]

END OF PAPER

h cm

2 cm

8 cm
5 cm
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Marking Scheme for Math 1E SA2 P1 2017 

Qn Marking Point Marks 
Awarded

Remarks

1a 3 5  , B1

2a
Percentage = 

%30

%100
20
6

M1
A1

2b Total number 
= 1 × 6 + 2 × 8 + 3 × 4 + 4 × 2= 42 M1

A1

3a 2| 90
  3| 45 
  3| 15 
  5|   5
        1 

5325332    90 2 B1
3bi 555 3           375

5332    90

LCM = 2 × 3 × 3 × 5 × 5 × 5
= 2 × 3 × 5 B1

3bii HCF = 3 × 5
= 15 B1

4a 15 patients B1
4bi 32 minutes B1
4bii 30 minutes B1

5

30
4
206
12.4

6.2029.6

M1

A1

6 Value of painting in 2015   = × 12100
= $11000 

Value of painting in 2014  = × 11000
= $10000

M1

M1
A1

Percentage = 
%30

20 M1
A1

2b Total number 
= 1 × 6 + 2 × 8 + 3 × 4 + 4 × 2= 42 M1

A1

3a 2| 90
  3| 45
  3| 15
  5|   5
        1

5325332    90 2325332 25332 B1
3bi 555 3375 553 53

5332  90 332 332

LCM = 2 × 3 × 3 × 5 × 5 × 5
= 2 × 3 × 5 B1

3bii HCF = 3 × 5
= 15 B1

44a 15 patienttss B1
4bi 32 minututeses B1
4bii 30 minutet s B1

5

30
4
20206
1212.4.4

6.6.20202292929.6.6

M1
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8
31

24
33

24
627

)3)(2(4
)2(3)3(

4
3

3

3

ab
ab

M1

A1

Evaluation of 

8a No. of eggs in each carton = x

x
x

20
20bought eggs of No.

B1
8b No. of eggs broken = y

yx20unbroken eggs of No.

30
20basketeach in  eggs of No. yx

B1

9

522
263345

263345

2

22

22

xx
xxxx

xxx M1

A1

Form expression

10

12
2914

12
96208

12
)32(3)52(4

12
)32(3

12
)52(4

4
32

3
52

yx

yxyx

yxyx

yxyx

yxyx

M1

M1

A1

Converting both fractions to 
same denominator

Expansion of expressions 

8
31

24
33

24

A1

8a No. of eggs in each carton = x

x
x

20
20bought eggs of No.  20

B1B111B1BB1BB1B1B1BBBB11B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BB1B1BB1B1B1B1B11B1B1B1BB1B11B1B1BBB111B11B1B1BB11B1B1B1B11B1B11B1B11B1B1B1111BB11B1B111B111BB11B11B1BBBBB1B11BB111BBBBB11BBBB11111111BB1111B11BB111111B11BB11BB1B
8b No. of eggs broken = y

yxx20unbroken eggs of No.  

303
20basketeach in  eggs of No. yx y

B1B

9

522
2263345

345

2

22

2

22
63345

34

222
xx6334 334 6334 334 334

34 34 M1

A1

Form expression

10

96208
12

)32(3)52 52(4(
12

)32(233
1212

)5 )2(2((44
44

32
3

52

yxyx 9620 620

yy 32(3)5 2(3)

yxyy 32(2(33 3)5 )5

yx yyx y 32 355

620 620

2(3)55 2(3)55 2(3) 2(3)

M1

M1

Converting both fractions
same denominator

Expansion of expressions



11a )7(5 yxa B1
11b

)3)(2(
)3()3(2

362

bayx
baybax

byaybxax

M1
A1

12a = 20° (base s of isos. triangle)

Exterior angle 
= 20° + 20° (ext  = sum of int. opp. s)
= 40° M1

A1
12b Interior angle 

= 180° 40° ( s sum of triangle) 
= 140°= 140° 20°

= 120°
M1

A1

13 In 1 hour, fraction of the room painted

=
4
1

2
1

4
1

4
2

4
3

hr 1in  painted room 
4
3

hrs 4 
3
1in     painted room 

4
4

hrs
3
11

M1

M1

A1

14ai )200$( earnings sAlfred' x B1
14aii Betty’s earnings = $3x B1
14aiii

)2005$(
)200(3 

 earnings sAlfred' andNick  Betty, of Sum

x
xxx M1

A1

14b Since the sum of all their earnings is $8800,

1800
90005
88002005

x
x

x

Hence, Nick’s earnings is $1800.

M1

A1

Exterior angle 
= 20° + 20° (ext  = sum of int. opp. s)
= 40° M1

A1
12b Interior angle 

= 180° 40° ( s sum of triangle) 
= 140°= 140° 20°

= 120°
M1
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We Nurture Students to Think, Care and Lead with P.R.I.D.E.

Marking Scheme for Math 1E SA2 P2 2017 

Qn Marking Point Marks 
Awarded

Remarks

1 ( 2) × 180° = 156°180 360 = 156180 156 = 36024 = 360= 36024= 15
M1 

A1

2(a)

3412.22386.7
3
2 3

-0.060500 0.0605 B1 

2(b) 273.1532 6.8494 6.85 B1

3(a) -8, -11 B1

3(b) Tn = 10 3 B1

3(c) T53 = 10 3(53) = 149 B1

4 2 | 660
2   | 330 
3   | 165 
5   | 55 
11 | 11

|   1

660 = 2 ×3 × 5 × 11

2 | 726
3 | 363 
11 | 121 
11 | 11 

|   1

726 = 11 ×3 × 2

3 | 693
3   | 231 
7   | 77 
11 | 11

|   1

693 = 3 ×7 × 11 M1

Greatest possible number of hampers
= 3×11
= 33 A1

5 Total price of iphone from Singtel
= 378 + 62.90× 24 = $1887.60

Total price of iphone from Starhub 
= 561 + 42.90× 24 = $1590.60

Starhub is more value for money. 

M1

M1

A1
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3412.22386.7
3
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(c) T53 = 10 3(53) = 149 B1

2 | 660
2   | 330 
3   | 165 
5   | 55 
11 | 11

|   1

660 = 2 ×3 × 5 × 11

2 | 726
3 | 363
11 | 121 
11 | 11 

|   1

72727 66 = 111 ××3 ×3 22

3 | 696933
33   || 23231 
7 7   | 7777 
1111 | 1111

|   11

696933 = 3 ×7 × 11 M1

Greatest ppposossisiblblb e nunumbmber of hampers
= 3×11
= 33 A1
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9(a)

B2 B1 for 2 correct 
ordered pairs.

9(b) Gradient
=
=2.25

M1
A1 

9(c) Area
= × 9 × (8 + 14)
= 99 units2

M1
A1

10(a) 800 m = 0.8 km
Time taken 
= . × 60
= 8 minutes

M1

A1

10(b) Cycling Speed
= ÷
= 10 km/h 

M1

A1
10(c) Average speed 

= .
= 5.6 km/h 

M1

A1

11(a) = 112° (corresponding angle, AE parallel 
to BC)

B1

11(b) = 180° 112° 42° = 26°
(corresponding angle, AB parallel to ED)= 26°
(alternate angle, AB parallel to ED)

M1

A1

11(c)

A B

CD
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(b) Gradient
=
=2.25
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(c) Area
= × 9 × (8 + 14)
= 99 units2
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A1A

0(a) 800 m = 0.8 km
Time taken 
= . × 60
= 8 minutes

M1

A1

0(b) Cycling Speedd
= ÷
= 10 km//hh 

M1

A1
0(c) Average speeeed d 

= . M1
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Construct DH parallel to EF= 180° 112° = 68° (interior angle, EF
parallel to DH)= 53° (alternate angle, EF parallel to DH)
Obtuse = 53° + 68° = 121°
Reflex = 360°  121°=  239°
(angles at a point)

M1

M1
A1

12(a) Cross Sectional Area
= 8 × 5 + × × 4
=65.132 

65.1 cm2

M1

A1

12(bi) Volume of original figure
=  65.132 cm3

Volume of cylinder 
= × 1 ×
=h cm3

cmh

h

h
hh

034.903365.9
132.65
560

)132.65(560
132.65560

M1

M1

A1
12(bii) Circumference of semicircle

= × 2 × × 4
=12.566 cm 

Perimeter of base
= 12.566 + 5+ 8 +5 
=30.566 cm 

Original surface area
= 30.566× 9.034  + 2×65.132
= 406.397 cm2

M1

112

53

42

A

E
F

D

C

B

H
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Construct DH parallel to EF= 180° 112° = 68° (interior angle, EF
parallel to DH)= 53° (alternate angle, EF parallel to DH)
Obtuse = 53° + 68° = 121°
Reflex = 360° 121°= 239°
(angles at a point)

M1
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2(a) Cross Sectional Area
= 8 × 5 + × × 4
=65.132

65.1 cm2

M1

A1A

2(bi) Volume of original figure
= 65.132 cmc 3

Volume of cylinder 
= × 1 ×
=h cm3

cmh

h

h
hh

034.903365.9
132.65
5566600

))1133322.6655((560 hh
132.65560

03365.9

h13265

M1

M1

A1
2(bii) Circumference of semicircle

B
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Total surface area of artefact
= 406.397 - 2× × 1 + 2× × 1 × 9.034
=456.87 457 cm3

M1
A1
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5

Total surface area of artefact
= 406.397 - 2× × 1 + 2× × 1 × 9.034
=456.87 457 cm3
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2 

1 Arrange 
5
11  ,20.1  ,2.1  ,52.2  ,

2
12  in ascending order. 

Answer ….………, …………, …………, …………, …………. [1]

2 Solve 4
3
x  and illustrate the solution on a number line.

Answer ….……………………….. [1]

Number line : 

[1]

3 It is given that 532 42A   and 7532 222B . Giving your answer in index 
notation, write down 

(a) the HCF of A and B,

Answer (a) …………………………..[1] 

(b) the LCM of A and B.

Answer (b) …………………………..[1] 

4 Find the gradient of the line l shown below.

Answer ….……………………….. [2] 

x

(1, 5)

l

O

y
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5 Evaluate the following.

(a)
5
22

2
15

3
11

7
1512

Answer (a) …………………………..[1] 

(b)
3 2 315 19

20
, giving your answer correct to 2 decimal places. 

Answer (b) …………………………..[1] 

6 Raju cycles y km in 4 hours. If he maintains the same average speed, how many km
can he cycle in x minutes? 

Answer ….…………………… km [2]

7 Given that C = 25 × 32 × 53, find the smallest integer k that will make kC

(a) a square number,

Answer (a) k = ……………………..[1] 

(b) a perfect cube.

Answer (b) k = ……………………..[1] 

[Turn over 
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8 Evaluate the following.

(a) 32 5245.121.423.112.5 , giving your answer to the
nearest integer.

Answer (a) …………………………..[1] 

(b) 3
2

5.47
3
21

15
28

13
12

15
1

2
3 , giving your answer correct to 3 

significant figures.

Answer (b) …………………………..[1] 

9 Three bells toll at regular intervals of 20 minutes, 30 minutes and 15 minutes.  

(a) Given that they toll together at 3.15 p.m., find the time they will next toll
together.

Answer (a) …………………………..[2] 

(b) If there  was a fourth bell that tolled together with the first three bells at
3.15 p.m., what must be the minimum interval at which the fourth bell tolls
such that the four bells will next toll together at 5.15 p.m.?

Answer (b) …………………… min [1]

10 Oranges cost 14 cents each. Amy has a $10 note and wishes to buy as many oranges 
as possible. Calculate

(a) the number of oranges that she can buy,

Answer (a) …………………………..[2] 

(b) the change that she will receive.

Answer (b) ………………….. cents [1]
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11 (a) Express, correct to 1 significant figure,

  (i) 4.879, 

       Answer (a)(i)……………………….. [1]

  (ii) 39.61. 

       Answer     (ii)……………………….  [1]

(b) Use your answer in part (a) to estimate 4.879  39.61. 

       Answer (b) …………………………..[1] 

12 If 
gf
de

b
ca , find g when a = 3, b d e f = 4. 

       Answer  g= …………………………..[3] 

13 Factorise the following completely.

(a) mamaam 222 51545

       Answer (a) …………………………..[1] 

(b) ywyx 2422

       Answer (b) …………………………..[2] 

[Turn over 
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14 A man bought a total of 30 books. 
x books cost $18 each and the rest cost $3 each. If he spent $165 in all, form an 
equation in x and find the number of $3 books he bought. 

        

    

  

       Answer ….……………………….. [4]
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15 (a) Expand and simplify 2435234 baba .

Answer (a) …………………………..[2] 

(b) Express
2

13
6

52
4

3 xxx , as a single fraction in its simplest form.

Answer (b) …………………………..[3] 

16 Solve the following equations. 

[Turn over 
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(a) 15257 xx

       Answer (a)  x = ……………………..[2] 

(b) 10 3 12
2 3
x x

       Answer (b)  x = ……………………..[3] 
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17 (a) Expand and simplify 1 36 2 4
3 2

a a b .

Answer (a) …………………………..[2] 

(b) Ali bought 4 shirts at $x each, m shirts at $15 each, 3 2m shirts at $10 each
and half a dozen shirts at $2x each. Find, in its simplest form, in terms of x and
m, the total cost of the shirts he bought.

Answer (b)  $………………………..[3] 

(c) Evaluate, without using the calculator, 
23

4
x
y

, where x y = 3
2

.

Answer (c) …………………………..[2]

[Turn over 
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18 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

 (a) It is given that 32xy . Copy and complete the table below.        [2]  

x 2 0 3
y 3

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on the x-axis and 1 cm to represent  
1 unit on the y-axis, draw the graph of 32xy .          [3]

(c) Using your graph, find 
  (i) the value of x when y = 0.7,            [1]
  (ii) the value of y when x = 2.6.                       [1] 

(d) The total cost of renting a badminton court can be represented by the  
equation 32xy , where $y is the total cost of rental and x is the number of 
hours rented. 
(i) Explain why the graph is irrelevant for 0x .        [1]
(ii) What does the coefficient of x represent?         [1]

End of Paper
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Answers :

1. 1 12 ,1.02,1 ,1.2
2 5

2. 12x

3a. 22 × 32× 5
3b. 22 × 34× 52 ×7

4. 2

5a. 319
385

5b. 4.68

6.
240
xy

7a. 10 
7b. 6 

8a. 15 
8b.

9a. 16 15/ 4.15 p. m. 
9b. 8 

10a. 71 
10b. 6 cents 

11ai. 5 
11aii. 40 

11b. 1
8

12. 53
7

13a. 5 9 3am am a

13b. 2 2 2y x w

14. 25

15a. 3 12 10a b

15b. 17 7
12
x

16a. 4
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4. 2

5a. 319
385

5b. 4.68

6.
240
xy

7a. 10 
7b. 6

8a. 15 
8b.

9a. 16 15/ 4.15 p. m.
9b. 8

10a. 71 
10b. 6 cents 

11ai. 5
11aii. 40 

11b. 1
88

12. 553
7

13a 5
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16b. 11
18

17a. 8
3

a b

17b. 16 45 20x m
17c. 

18a.
18ci. 
18cii. 8.2 
18di. Irrelevant because cannot rent for negative number of hours 
18dii. The cost of renting for 1h/gradient of line 
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2 

1 Consider the following numbers:
  

   2  , 14
3

 , 49  , 12
4

 , 0.78, 

Write down the  
(a) integers,

Answer (a) ...........................................  [1]

(b) irrational numbers.

Answer (b) ...........................................  [1] 

2 Sarawak’s population was 2 477 000 in 2010. This value has been rounded to the nearest 
1000. What are the largest and smallest possible values of Sarawak’s population in 2010?
  

Answer Smallest : ................................  [1] 

Largest : ................................  [1]

3 (a) Express 1728 as a product of its prime factors. Leave your answer in index 
 notation.  
(b) Hence, evaluate 3 1728  , showing your working clearly. 

Answer (a) ...........................................  [1] 

(b) ...........................................  [2]
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4 Leonard is cutting some squares from a styrofoam board with a length of 192 cm and a 
breadth of 144 cm. He wants the squares to be as large as possible and does not want any 
leftover styrofoam board. Find
(a) the length of the side of each square,
(b) the number of squares he can cut from the board altogether.

Answer (a) ...................................... cm  [2]

(b) ...........................................  [1]

5 Alan, Brenda, Calvin, David and Ethan share a pack of collector’s cards. Alan takes 1
3

 of

the cards. After Alan has taken his share, Brenda takes 1
5

of the remaining cards. After 

Brenda has taken her share, Calvin takes 1
6

of the remaining cards. After Calvin has taken 

his share, David takes 1
4

of the remaining cards. After David has taken his share, Ethan

takes all of the remaining cards. Find the fraction of the pack of collector’s cards which 
belongs to Ethan. 

Answer ...............................................  [3] 
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6 Store X sells bubble tea for $3.10 with a 10% discount while Store Y sells bubble tea for 
$4.90 with a 40% discount. Use estimation to determine which store will give the better 
price.

Answer  ...........................................  [3] 

7 Express 2 5 7 2
3 2

x x as a single fraction in its simplest form.

Answer  ...........................................  [2] 
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8 (a) Solve the following equation.

 3 [6 (5 4)] 14x x

Answer (a) ...........................................  [2] 

(b) If 3 2p r r p
q

 , find the value of p when r = 5 and q = 3  . 

Answer (b) ...........................................  [3] 
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9 The perimeter of a rectangular field is 1200 m and its length is 200 m longer than its 
breadth. Find the area of the field, giving your answer in km2.

Answer  ........................................ km2 [3]

10 The shape of a particular fish tank can be modelled after a cuboid, with a base measuring 

40 cm by 30 cm, and a height of 25 cm. The tank contains water to 4
5

of its full height.

(a) Calculate the volume of water in the tank. Give your answer in litres.
(b) Find the surface area of the tank that is in contact with the water.

Answer (a) ................................... litres  [1] 

(b) ..................................... cm2 [2]
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11 y is an integer that satisfies the inequalities 5 15y and 4 28y . Solve the inequalities 
and hence write down all the possible values of y. 

Answer  ...........................................  [3] 

12 An examination consists of 2 papers. Keith scores 2 5 3a b marks for the first paper 

and 4 2 6a b marks in the second paper. Express, in terms of a and b,
(a) Keith’s total score in the examination.

(b) Charles’ total score if it is 2
3

of Keith’s total score. 

Answer (a) ............................................  [1] 

(b) ............................................  [2] 
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13 The points A, B, C and D are consecutive vertices of a regular polygon with 15 sides. 
Find
(a) ABC  ,
(b) ABD  .

Answer (a) ........................................ [2] 

(b) ....................................... [2]

A

B C

D
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14 (a) Construct triangle ABC where AC = 9.8 cm and ABC = 70°.
AB has already been drawn for you. [1]

(b) Measure and label the smallest angle in triangle ABC. [1]
(c) Construct the bisector of angle BAC. [1]
(d) Mark clearly a point along BC, equidistant from AC and AB. Label this point D.

[1]
Answer (a), (b), (c) and (d) 

A B
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15 The pie chart represents the distribution of how students from a particular school travel 
to school every day. 

(a) Find the value of x.
(b) The number of students who walk to school exceeds the number of students who 

take the bus by 128. Find the total number of students in the school. 

Answer (a) ............................................  [2] 

(b) ............................................  [3] 

38

Walk
x

x2 Taxi
x

MRT

Car

Bus
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16 (a) Nevin’s monthly salary is $2050. In a particular month, he spent 25.5% of his 
salary on his car instalment, $780 on food and $840 on his bills. Express the 
amount that he overspent as a percentage of his monthly salary, giving your 
answer correct to 3 decimal places.

  

Answer (a) ...........................................  [2] 

(b) Is x% of 330 or 330% of x greater in value? Show your calculations clearly and 
  explain your answer. 

Answer (b) .............................................................................................................

......................................................................................................................  [2] 
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17 A sum of money is divided among Nathan, Ian and Bryan in the ratio 5 : 6 : 9. After Nathan 
gives $70 to his mother, the ratio of money each of them has becomes 3 : 4 : 6. Find the 
amount of money Nathan has after giving $70 to his mother.

Answer  $ .........................................  [4] 
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18 The distance-time graph below shows Maya’s journey from her home in Toa Payoh to her 
grandmother’s house in Teban on a Sunday morning. She returned home after helping her 
grandmother with some household chores. 

(a) How long did Maya stay at her grandmother’s house? 
(b) State the total distance travelled by Maya on a Sunday morning. 
(c) Calculate the gradient of the line segment AB and state what the gradient 

  represents.

Answer (a) ................................. hours  [1]

(b) ..................................... km  [1]

(c) The gradient of the line segment AB is ............................ and it represents ............................ 
                   
     ............................................................................................................................................. [2]

End of Paper

Teban

Toa Payoh A

B C

D
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1 (a) The usual selling price of a washing machine is $899. During the Great Singapore 
Sale, it was sold at a 15% discount.  
(i) What is the selling price of the washing machine during the Great

Singapore Sale?    [2]
(ii) If the profit made before the Sales is 40%, find the percentage profit made

during the Sale.    [3]

(b) A cyclist travels at an average speed of 30 km/h from home to office. If the cyclist
travels at an average speed of 35 km/h instead, he would reach office 10 minutes
earlier. By letting the distance between his home and office be x km, form an
equation in x and hence find the value of x.        [3]

____________________________________________________________________________

2 Tricia has 2 pieces of cardboard. She cut one of them into a semi-circle and the other 
into a trapezium. She put them together and formed the composite figure as shown below.
AB = 24 cm, CD = 28 cm and AD = BC = 18 cm. 

(a) Calculate the perimeter of the composite figure.    [2]
(b) Given that the area of the trapezium is 390 cm2, find the perpendicular

height, h.    [2]
(c) Find the total area of the composite figure, giving your answer in square metres.

 [2]
_______________________________________________________________________

D

B

C

A
24 cm

28 cm

18 cm
h
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3 The first four lines of a sequence are given below:
      

     

2
1

2
2

2
3

2
4

5 1 5
24 2 6
63 3 7

128 4 8

T
T
T
T

      

(a) Write down the next line of the sequence.        [1]
(b) Write down the nth line of the sequence in terms of n.          [1]
(c) Hence, write down the 50th line of the sequence.       [2]
(d) Another sequence is given below: 

     
1 1

2 2

3 3

3
4
5

S T
S T
S T

             

(i) Calculate the value of S4.         [1]
(ii) Write down an expression for Sn in terms of n.         [2] 

____________________________________________________________________________

4 (a) Given that 4 7 3a b b a , find the exact value of 
2
a
b

.      [3]

(b) Solve the equation 2 3 5
3 4

x xx .         [3]

(c) Find two consecutive odd numbers such that the sum of the greater number and 
  thrice of the smaller number is 86.         [3]

____________________________________________________________________________
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5 (a) In the diagram below, ABC is a straight line. EF = EB and DE is parallel to AC.
  45ABD  and 60CBE . Stating your reason(s) clearly, calculate

(i) reflex BDE ,           [2]
(ii) BEF .            [2]

(b) In the diagram below, PQRS is a kite and QTUS is a square. 54QRS and 
  34PSQ .
  (i) Find the value of x.          [2]
  (ii) Calculate 
    (a) TSR ,              [2]
    (b) UQP .          [2]

____________________________________________________________________________

A B C

D E

F

P

Q

R

S

T U

x
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6 The figure shows a wooden mobile phone holder. 

The uniform cross section is a triangle EFG removed from a parallelogram ABCD. Given 
that BC = 5 cm, AH = 2.5 cm, : 3 : 5FE BC and the perpendicular height of triangle EFG

is 3
4

of AH.  

(a) Find the area of the uniform cross section of the mobile phone holder.    [2]
(b) Calculate the volume of wood required to make this holder.  [2]
(c) If AB = 3.6 cm, AF = ED, FG = 2.4 cm and EG = 1.8 cm, calculate the total surface
 area of the holder.  [2]
(d) The same volume of wood can also be made into a table clock of length 8 cm and

3
4

of a circle as the uniform cross section.

Calculate the radius, r cm, of the cross section of the table clock.     [3]

____________________________________________________________________________

18 cm

A

B C

DEF

G
H

5 cm

2.5 cm

8 cm

r cm
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7 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper provided.

(a) Copy and complete the following table for 3 7y x .       [2]
   

x 2 0 2 4

y 7 1

(b) Use a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on the horizontal x-axis and 2 cm to represent 
  2 units on the vertical y-axis. On your axes, plot the points, draw and label the graph 
  of 3 7y x .               [3]

(c) State the gradient and y-intercept of the graph.        [2]
(d) From the graph, find  

  (i) the value of x when 4y ,            [1]
  (ii) the value of y when x = 3.         [1] 

(e) On the same axes, draw and label the graph of 1x .         [1]
(f) Hence, state the coordinates of the point of intersection of the two graphs. [1]

______________________________________________________________________________

END OF PAPER
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Qn. Mark Scheme Mark
Awarded

Remarks

1(a) 12 , 49
4

B1

1(b) 2 ,
B1

2 Smallest = 2 476 500
Largest = 2 477 499

B1

B1

3(a) 6 31728 2 3 B1

3(b) 3 6 33

3 3 3 3

1728 2 3

2 2 3
2 2 3
12

M1 

A1

4(a) 2144,192

2 72,96

2 36,48

218,24

3 9,12

1 3,4

Length of each square = 42 3 = 48 cm

M1

A1
4(b) Number of squares = 3 4 12 squares B1

5 
Remainder after Alan and Brenda = 

4 2 8
5 3 15

Fraction of card Ethan has  
8 5 3

15 6 4
1
3

M1 

M1

A1

6 Store X : Estimated price 3 0.3 $2.70
Store Y : Estimated price 5 2 $3  
Store X will give a better price.

M1

M1

A1

Length of each square = 42 34 = 48 cm

4(b) Number of squares = 3 4 124 squares

5 
Remainder after Alan anddddddddd BBBBBBrerereeeeeeeeeeeeeendndndndndndndndndndndndndndnda =

44 244 24 2224 222222222444 222244 222244 224 22224 24 2222222222 8888888888888888888
555555 3555555555555555555555555 15

Fraction of card ddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd EtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEtEttEtEtEtttEtEtEtEEEEEEEEEEE hahahhahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhahhahhhhhhhhh n hahaas ss
8 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 5588 58 58 58 58 58 58 58 5588 58 58 588 58 558 55558 588 58 58 3

1515111151111111111111111111 6 46 466 46 466 46 46 466 46 46 46 446 46 46 46 46 46 446 46 46 4466 4466 466666
111111111111111111111111111111111
3333333333333333333333333

M

M1

A1

toreeeeeeeee X X XXX XX XXXX XXXXXX XXXXXXXX :::::::::: EsEsEsEEEEsEsEsEEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsssssEssssssE titititiititititiitititititiitititiitititiiiiititiitititimamamamamamamamamammamamamamamamamamaamamamamaamammaammammaamm teteteteteteteteteteteteetetetetetetetteteteeteteteeteeteteeetet d d d d dd d d dddd d ddd dddddddddddd dddd prprppprprprprprpppppppppppppp ice 3 0.3 $2.703 0.33
e Y YYYYYYYYYY :::::::::::::::::::: EsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEsEssssssstitititititititiitiiitititiitititititittitttititittttittiiiitt mmmmmmammmmmmmmm ted price 5 2 $35 2

X will give a better price.

M1
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7 2 5 7 2
3 2
2 2 5 7 (3)

2
6

4 10 21 12
6 6

25 22
6

x x

x x

x x

x

M1

A1

8(a) 3 6 5 4 14

3 6 5 4 14
3 6 5 4 14

8 24
3

x x

x x
x x

x
x

M1

A1

8(b) 3 2p r r p
q

When q = 3 and r = 5,

3(5) 2(5)
3

15 (10 )( 3)
15 30 3

30 15 3
2 15

17
2

p p

p p
p p

p p
p

p

M1

M1

A1

9 Let the breadth be x m.
Length = (x + 200) m.

Perimeter = 200 200x x x x
1200 400 4
4 800

200

x
x

x
Length = 400 m
Breadth = 200 m

Area = 0.2 0.4 0.08 km2 or 
2
25

km2

M1
M1

A1

breadth be x m.
(x( + 200) m.

200 200x 200200 x200
4x

14

14
3 6 5 4 14

8 24
3

6 5

x

6 5 45 46 5

8(b) 3 2p r3 r p
q

2r

When q = 3 and d ddddddddddd ddd d ddddddd rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr =================== 5,5,5,5,5,5,55,5,5,5,5,5,555,5,5,5,555555,55,5,5

3(5) 2(2(2(2(2(2(2((2(2(2((2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2(2((2(2(22(2(5)5)5)5)5)5)5)5)5)55)55)55)555)5)5)555)555555))5)))
33333333333333333333333333

15111515155515151151515511155115 (1(((((((((((((((((((((((((( 0 )0 )0 )0 )0 )0 )00 )0 )0 )0 ))0 )00 )0 )))( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3(( 3( 3( 3( 3( 3( 33333333( 33)))))))))))))))))))))
155 3033333333333333333333 333333333333333

3303333333333333333 1515111111111111111 3333333333333333333333333333333333
2 12 12 12 122 12 12 12 12 112 12 12 1112 12 112 12 12 12 12 112 11112 11222 12 112 11112 55555555555555555555555555555

17
2

p pppppp

p pppppppppppppppppppppppppppp 1515551515515515151515151515111 (1((((((((((((((((((((((((((( 00000000000000000000
p pp pp ppp pp ppp pp pp pp pp pp ppp pp pp pp pp ppp ppp pp ppp ppp pp pp ppppp ppp pppp 15 30 3333333333333333333333333333333

p pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pp pppp pp pp ppp ppppp pp pp ppp pppp pp pppppp
pp

p

2(2(2(2(22(2(2222(22(222(2222(2((5)5)5)5)))5)5))5))5)55)5))5)5555))))

))))))))))))))))))))))((((((((((15151115115151511111111 (1(1((((((((((((((((((((( 00000000000
15 303333333333333315 303333333333333
15 3333333333333333333333333pppppppppppppppppppppp

M
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10(a) 320 30 40 24000cm
24l

B1 

10(b) Surface area in contact with water 

2

30 40 2 30 20 2 40 20
1200 1200 1600
4000cm

M1

A1
11 5 15

15
5

3

y

y

y

4 28
28
4

7

y

y

y

Possible values of y = 3, 4, 5, 6.

M1

M1

A1
12(a) Total score 2 5 3 4 2 6a b a b

6 3 9a b B1

12(b)
Charlie’s score 

2 6 3 9
3

a b

4 2 6a b

M1

A1

13(a) Sum of interior angles 15 2 180 2340

2340
15

156

ABC

M1

A1

13(b) 180 156 12
2

DBC (Isosceles triangle)

156 12 144ABD

M1

A1

0

m of interior angles 180 23180 234080

2340
15
56156

4 28
28
4

7

y

y

y

Possible values oooooooooooooooooooooooooooof ffffffffffffffffffffffffff yyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyy = 3,333333333333333333333333 444444444444444444, 5,5,5,5,5,55,5,5,55,55555,5555555, 666666666666666666666666666....
A

12(a) ToToToToToToToooToTooooTooTooToooToToooToToTToTotaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaalllllllllllllllll scscssscscssssssssscorreeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee

6 3333333 999999999999999999999999999999999999933333333333333bbbb3333333333333336 33333333333333333333333 B1

ChChChChCChChCChChCCCChCCCCCCChCCharararararararaarara lililiiiiiiiiiililiiiiiililliliiiiiiiie’e’e’e’e’e’’’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’e’ee’ee’e’e’eeeeee s s ssss ssssssssssssssssssss sss scscscscccscscscccscsscsccscsccsscsscccscscccorororororororororororororororrrorororrorrorrororroorrooroooo e eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee
2
3
4 622b24 22

M
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14 B1 –
correct 
triangle 
ABC
drawn
B1 – 
correct 
measure
ment of 
angle 
ACB : 
54 1
B1 – 
correct 
angle 
bisector 
drawn
B1 – 
correct 
labelling 
of point 
D 

15(a) 2 360 90 38
4 232

58

x x x
x
x

M1

A1

15(b) 128 360
32
1440

M1

A1

16(a) Amount spent 2050 25.5% 780 840 $2142.75

Percentage overspent = 
2142.75 2050 100% 4.524%

2050

M1

A1

A
54
B1B –
corre
angle 
bisector 
drawn
B1 –
correct 
labelling 
of point 
D 

333333 000000600000 909999999999 38
22222222323223232323232323323232
58

2 333333333333333333606060606060606060606060600660000600000000 9090909090909090909090909090909009090900090 382
22222222222222223232323323232323232322323232323232333
58

M1

25.5% 725.5% 7
14
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16(b) x% of 330: 330% of x: 

330
100

330
100
33
10

x

x

x

330
100

33
10
33
10

x

x

x

They are the same in value as both will give 
33
10

x
as the result.

M1

A1

17 Old
Nathan : Ian : Bryan
=  5      :  6   :    9
= 10     : 12  : 18

New
Nathan : Ian : Bryan
=    3    :   4   :     6
=    9    :  12  :    18

1 unit ---- $70

9 units --- 9 $70
= $630

M1

M1

M1

A1

Y P1

330% of x:

100
33
10

x

x

330
100

33
10
33
10

x

x

x

They are the same in vaaaaaaaaaaaaaalulululululuululululululuululululululuululullllll eee e eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eee asasasasasassasasasasasassassssssassassssaaaa bbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbototototttotototttototototooooo h hhhhhhhhhhhhhh willllllllllllllllllllllllllll ggggggggggggggggggggggggggggive 
333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333
10

x
asasasasasas tttttthee rrrrrresesesesesesuuuuulu t. A1

Olddddddddddddddddd
Nathannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn :::::::::::::::::::: Iannnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn :: BBBBBBBBBBBBBryyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyyananananananananannnanananananaa
= 55555555555 :::::::::::::::: 66   :   999999999999999

10000000000     : 122222 22222222222222222222222 ::::::::::::::: 18888888888888888888888888888

NeNeNeNeNeNeNeeeNNeNeeNeNeNNeNeNeNeNeeeeeewwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww
Ian : Bryan
4   :     6

:   18

M1
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1 (a) The usual selling price of a washing machine is $899. During the Great Singapore 
Sale, it was sold at a 15% discount. 
(i) What is the selling price of the washing machine during the Great Singapore

Sale? [2]
(ii) If the profit made before the Sales is 40%, find the percentage profit made during

the Sale. [3]

(b) A cyclist travels at an average speed of 30 km/h from home to office. If the cyclist
travels at an average speed of 35 km/h instead, he would reach office 10 minutes
earlier. By letting the distance between his home and office be x km, form an
equation in x and hence find the value of x.    [3]

Answer:

(a) (i) selling price during the Sale 85 899
100

[M1]

$764.15 [A1]

(ii) original price before the Sale 100 899
140
$642.14 [M1]

Percentage profit during Sale 764.15 642.14 100%
642.14

[M1]

19.0%  (3s.f.) [A1]

(b) 10
30 35 60
x x [M1]

7 6 1
210 6
x x

1
210 6

x [M1]

6 210x
35x    [A1]

____________________________________________________________________________

h inste
etween his h

e value of x.

selling price during the Sale 85 899
100

[M

$764.15 [AAAAAA1]

(ii) original price before the Sale 10000000 898989898989988888889898989989989898898989989999999
141414141414141414141414141414141414141400000000000000000000
$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$6$$6$6$$6$6$6$6$666$666$ 4242424244244242424242444242424242424242424242422424242 11111.111111.111.1111444444

Percentage prororororororororororororrororoorororororororororoorrorrorrooofifffffffffffff t ddududdddddddddddddddddddddd riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiingngnggngnggngngggngngngngngngnnnggggg Salallllalalllallllalllllalalllllllllle e ee ee e e eee eeeeeeeeee 764.1555555 64442.2.2.2.2.2.141414141414 100%
6464646464642.22222 14

[M

191111111111111111 .0%  (3s.f.) [A1

100
0 35353535355353535353533535353533553535353353555555555555 6006060606060606666060606660606060666060660660660600600606
x xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx [M[M[[MMM[M[M[M[M[MM[MM[M[MMM[MM[MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM1]]

666666666666 11111
0 66666666666666666666
66666666666

1 [M1]

[A1]
____________________
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2 Tricia has 2 pieces of cardboard. She cut one of them into a semi-circle and the other 
into a trapezium. She put them together and formed the composite figure as shown below.  
AB = 24 cm, CD = 28 cm and AD = BC = 18 cm. 

(a) Calculate the perimeter of the composite figure. [2]
(b) Given that the area of the trapezium is 390 cm2, find the perpendicular height, h.

[2]
(c) Find the total area of the composite figure, giving your answer in square metres.

[2]

Answer:

(a) Perimeter 
24

2 18 28
2

[M1]

102  cm  (3 s.f.) [A1]

(b) 1390 24 28
2

h [M1]

15h cm [A1]

(c) total area of the composite figure 
212

390
2

[M1]

616 cm2

   = 0.0616 m2  [A1]
_______________________________________________________________________

D

B

C

A
24 cm

28 cm

18 cm
h

Calculate the perimeter of the composite figure..
(b) Given that the area of the trapezium is 390 cmm22,, , , fifififinnndnd thehehehe ppppererererpeppp n

(c)

swer:

Peririririririiririririririririririririrrr mememememememememememmeeeetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetetter 2 28222222222222 28
222222222222222

222222222222 28 [M1]

101010101010101010101011010101101001000000010222 cccccccccccccccccccccccm m mmmmmmm mmmm m m mmmmmm ((((((((((((((((((((33333333333333333 s.s.sss.s.s..sssss.ssss f.ffffffffffffffffff ))) [A1]

11 hhhhhhhhhh [M1]

m [A1]

he composite figure 390390

D

B

C28 cm
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3 The first four lines of a sequence are given below:

2
1

2
2

2
3

2
4

5 1 5
24 2 6
63 3 7

128 4 8

T
T
T
T

(a) Write down the next line of the sequence. [1]
(b) Write down the nth line of the sequence in terms of n. [1]
(c) Hence, write down the 50th line of the sequence. [2]
(d) Another sequence is given below:

1 1

2 2

3 3

3
4
5

S T
S T
S T

(i) Calculate the value of S4. [1]
(ii) Write down an expression for Sn in terms of n. [2] 

Answer:

(a) T5 = 225 = 25 9 [B1]

(b) Tn = 3 24n n = 2 4n n [B1]

(c) T50 = 135000 = 250 54
[B1]    [B1]

(d) (i) 4 4 6S T
     = 134 [B1]

(ii) 2n nS T n [M1]
3 24 2n n n [A1]

____________________________________________________________________________

2 2

3 3

3
4
5

S T2 2

S T3 3

2T2

3T3

(i) Calculate the value of S4SS .
(ii) Write down an expression for SnSS inininininin tttttterererererermsmsmsmsmsms of n

Answer:

(a) T5TT  = 225 = 25 92 [B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B1]

(b) TnTT = 3 222n nnnnn3 44444444444444444444444444444 = 222222nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn [B[B[B[B[B[BB[BBB[BBBBB[B[B[BBB[BB[B[B[BBBB[BBB[[[[ 1]1]1]111111111111111111111111111111111111

(c) TTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT50505500505050505505050550505505TT = 131313131331313131313133131313131313505055050505050505555555 0000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000 = 250505000005000055050500550050000 54545454545445454545545445454545454544545454545454545454545454545444455454222222222222222

[B[BBBBB[BBBBBBBB[BB[B[B[BB1]1]1]]1]1]1]11]]1]]]1]]]1]]1]]1]]]1]1]1]]]]]]1]]]]11    [B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[B[[B[B[BBB[BBBBBBBBBB111]

(i(i(i(ii(iiiiiiiiiiiii))))))))))))))))))))) 444444 4444444444444444 6S TS TS TS TS TS TS TS TS TSS TS TSS TSS TS TS TSS TSSS TSSS TSS TTSSSSS4 4444444444444444 4TTTTTT4

   = 134 [B1]

n nS Tn nT [M1]
3 2 22n n n3 2n3 4 [A1]

____________________
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4 (a) Given that 4 7 3a b b a , find the exact value of 
2
a
b

. [3]

(b) Solve the equation 2 3 5
3 4

x xx . [3]

(c) Find two consecutive odd numbers such that the sum of the greater number and
thrice of the smaller number is 86. [3]

Answer:

(a) 4 7 3a b b a
7 6a b [M1]

6
7

a
b

[M1]

6 3
2 14 7
a
b

[A1]

(b) 2 3 5
3 4

x xx

2 3 3 5
3 4

x x x

3 5
3 4

x x [M1]

4 3 3 5x x
12 4 3 15x x [M1]
7 27x

63
7

x [A1]

(c) Let the smaller odd number be x
And the consecutive odd number be x + 2. [M1]

2 3 86x x  [M1]
4 84x

21x
The two consecutive odd numbers are 21 and 23. [A1]
[Deduct 1 mark for non-algebraic methods.]

____________________________________________________________________________

[M1]

[M1]

6 3
2 14 7
a
b

[A1]

(b) 2 3 5
3 4

3 x33 x

2 3 3 5
3 44444444444444444444444
3 33 33 3

3 5
3 4444444444444444444444444444

[M[M[M[M[M[[M[M[MM[M[MM[MM[M[M[M[MM[MMM[M[MM[M[M[MMM[MM[M[M[[MM1]1]1]1]1]1]1]]1]1]1]]1]1]1]1]]11]1111]1]1]1]11]111]]

44444444444444444444444444444
12111111111111111111111111 4 34 3444 344 34 34 334 3344 34 34 34 3444 15555555555555555555333333344444444444444444 33333 [M[M[MM[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[M[MMM[M[M[M[M[MMM[MMMM[[M[MMMMM[ 1]111111111111111111111111111
7 27 27 27777 27 277 227 277 27 27 2777 277 227 2777 77777777777777777777777

66633333333333333333333333333333
77777777777777777777777777777777

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx [A1]

Let the smaller odd number be x
nd the consecutive odd number be x + 2.

2 3 8632 32 3
84

consecutive odd
mark for
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5 (a) In the diagram below, ABC is a straight line. EF = EB and DE is parallel to AC.
45ABD  and 60CBE . Stating your reason(s) clearly, calculate

(i) reflex BDE , [2]
(ii) BEF . [2]

Answer:

(a) (i) 45  (alt. s)BDE
Reflex 360 45  ( s at a point)BDE [M1]

315     [A1]
(ii) 180 45 60  (adj. s on a straight line)FBE

75 [M1]
180 2 75  (iso. triangle)BEF
30 [A1]

A B C

D E

F

Answer:

(a) (i) 454545454545454545 (((((((((((((alt. ssssssssssssssssss)))454545455454545454545454444444444 (((((((((((((alt.alt.BDEEEEEEEEEEEE
Reflexexexexexexexexexexexexxexexexexexxexee  36666666666660 4000000000000 5  ( ssss aaat a point)36666666666666660 400000000000000000000 5  (5  BDBDBDDDDBDBDBDBDBDBDBDDDBBDDDEEEEEEEEEEEE [M1]

31555555555555555555333333333313333333333 5555555555555555   [A1]
(iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)i))i))i)i)i)i))))i)i)iii 180 40 4440 4445 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 6666660 (adj. s on a straight line)1818181818181818181818818181818188811 0 40 40 40 40 40 440 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 4440 440 440 45 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 65 665 65 665 66665 66000000000000 (adj. (adj. FBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFBFFBFBFBFBFBFBFFBF EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEE

7575757777777757777777575757575757575757575757575757575757575557557
1181111 0 2 75  (iso. triangle)18111111111111 0 2BEBEBEBEBEBEBEBEBEBEBEEEBEBEBEEBEEBEBEEEEEFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF
3030

A BBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBB

F
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(b) In the diagram below, PQRS is a kite and QTUS is a square. 54QRS and
34PSQ .

(i) Find the value of x. [2]
(ii) Calculate

(a) TSR , [2]
(b) UQP . [2]

Answer:

(b)(i) Since PQRS is a kite, QR=RS
180 54  (iso. triangle)

2
QSR [M1]

63
90 63 27x [A1]

(ii)(a)   Since QTUS is a square, 
45TSU
45TSR x
45 27 [M1]
18 [A1]

(b) Since PQRS is a kite, PQ=PS
34PQS
45 34UQP [M1]
79     [A1]

____________________________________________________________________________

[Deduct ½ mark from the question itself for no/wrong reasons given]

P

Q

R

S

T U

x

Answer:

(b)(i) Since PQRS i
180

22
QSRQSR

63636363
9090900 63636363 22227x 90000 666363

(i((((((((((( i))))(a(a(a(aaaaaaaa)))) ) ))) ) )) ))) ) ) ) ) ) ))))))))     SiSiSSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSiSSiSiSiSiSSiSiSiSiSiiincncncncncncncncnncncncccccncncncncncnccccncncccncnccncncnceeee QTQTQTTUSUSUSUS iiiis a squar
445TSSSSTSSSSSSSU 4545TTSTSTTTSTSTSTSTSTSSTTSSTSTSTTTTSTSTSTSTSSTSSSTSTSUUUU

TSTSRR x4545SSTSTSR xR 4545
45 27445 27 [M1]
1818 [A1]

(b) Since PQRS is a kite, PQ=PS
34PQS 34PQS
45 34UQP 45 34UQP [M1]
7979   [A1]

________________________________________ _______________________________________

questitititittittitttitttttttit onononononononononnononnnonoonooonno iiiiiiiiiiitststtststststssstststtstsstssssselelelelelelelelelelellleleleleleleleeee f f for no/wrong reasons given]

RRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

S

UUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUUU

x
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Answer:

(a) area of the uniform cross section 15 2.5 3 1.875
2

[M1]

9.6875 cm2 [A1]

(b) Volume of wood 9.6875 18 [M1]
174.375 cm3 [A1]

(c) Total Surface area 2 9.6875 5 18 2 3.6 18 2.4 18 1.8 18 2 1 18 [M1]
350.575 cm2 [A1]

(d) 23174.375 8
4

r [M1]

2174.375 6 r
2 174.375

6
r [M1]

174.375 3.04
6

r  cm  (3 s.f.) [A1]

____________________________________________________________________________

7 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper provided.

(a) Copy and complete the following table for 3 7y x . [2]

x 2 0 2 4

y 7 1

(b) Use a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on the horizontal x-axis and 2 cm to represent
2 units on the vertical y-axis. On your axes, plot the points, draw and label the graph
of 3 7y x . [3]

(c) State the gradient and y-intercept of the graph. [2]
(d) From the graph, find

(i) the value of x when 4y , [1]
(ii) the value of y when x = 3.         [1] 

(e) On the same axes, draw and label the graph of 1x .         [1]
(f) Hence, state the coordinates of the point of intersection of the two graphs. [1]

______________________________________________________________________________

[Answers done on writing papers for Q7 instead of graph paper will not be marked]

m [A1]

8 [M1]

26 r
174.375

6
[M1]

174.375 3.04
6

r  cm  (3 s.f.) [AAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1]1]1]1]1]1]1]1]1]11]1]]1]1]1]1]]

swer th

Cooopypypypypyppppyppyypypypypypypyyy aaaaaaaaandndndndndndndddndndndndnddndndndndnnddndndndndndndd commmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmplppppppppppppppp eteteeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee e eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee the fofofofofofofofofofofofofofofofoffofoffffffollllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll owowowowowowowowowowowowowowowowoowowowowoowowowowowowowowowwowowwowowoowwwwwininininininininininininninininninininninininnnininiinininnnnninni ggg g g gggg ggggg ggggggggggg tatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatatataatatataatatttataaaaaaat blbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbbb e for 3 7y x33 .

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 2 0 2 4

y 7 1

e of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on the horiz
he vertical y-axis. On your axes, pl

nt and y-intercept of th
ind

of x whe
f
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Methodist Girls’ School Mathematics Sec 1 Mid-Year Examination 2017 

1 State which of the following are irrational numbers.

6.345, − 2.4, √ , √9.

Answer  ..…………..….……….….…… [1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

2 Arrange the following numbers in ascending order:

| −2.2 |,     2  ,     2.3,    2.32̇

Answer  ..………………………..……..….……….….…… [1]

3 Draw a number line (using an interval of 1 unit) to represent composite numbers 

between 1 and 13.

Answer  

[2]

4 (a) Express 0.0749561234 correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer  (a)   .…….…………… [1]

(b) The number 904 999 corrected to n significant figures is 905 000.

Write down the largest possible value of n.

Answer  (b)   .…….…………… [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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Methodist Girls’ School Mathematics Sec 1 Mid-Year Examination 2017 

5 (a) Evaluate [(69 − 33) × 20 ÷ 5] − 21 ÷ 3,

Answer  (a) …….……..….……….….…… [3]

(b) ÷ − + −1 × √−27 .

Answer  (b) …….……..….……….….…… [3]

For
Examiner’s
Use
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Methodist Girls’ School Mathematics Sec 1 Mid-Year Examination 2017 

6 Given that p = 2, q = −1 and r = −3, evaluate .

Answer  ..…………..….……….….…… [1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

7 Mrs Kheng drives a distance of x km per day.

(a) Find an expression for the total distance travelled, in km, in p weeks.

(b) Mrs Kheng paid $y for the petrol used in p weeks. Find her cost of petrol 

consumption, in $, per day.

Answer  (a)….……….….……km [1]

(b) $….….…..………..…[1]

8 (a) Express 2704 as a product of prime factors in index notation.

(b) Hence, find the 

(i)       value of ,

(ii) smallest positive integer value of k, such that 2704k is a perfect cube.

Answer (a)……..……...….…..…. [2]

(b) (i) ...…..……….…….. [2]

(ii) ...…..……….…….. [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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9 Written as the product of its prime factors, 

2 940 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7
8 232 = 2 × 3 × 7
8 085 = 3 × 5 × 7 × 11

Giving your answer as a product of its prime factors, find

(a) the highest common factor,

(b) and lowest common multiple

of the three numbers above.

Answer (a)...…..……...……………..…. [1]

(b)……………..……….………. [1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

10 The theatre is 36 km away from Melissa’s home. Melissa left her home at 09 25 and 

drove for 20 minutes before stopping by a petrol station. She spent 10 minutes at the

petrol station and drove another 15 minutes to reach the theatre.

(a) At what time did Melissa reach the theatre?

(b) Find the average speed, in km/h, for the whole journey.

(c) She left the theatre at 14 35 on the same day. Calculate, in hours and minutes, the

time for which she spent at the theatre.

Answer (a)…………...………..…. [1]

(b) …….…..…………km/h [2]

(c)…...…....…h….……min [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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Methodist Girls’ School Mathematics Sec 1 Mid-Year Examination 2017 

11 Mrs. Wong distributed 30 cylindrical blocks, 45 cubes and 105 triangular blocks to the 

students in her class. Each student received the same number of cylindrical blocks, cubes 

and triangular blocks. 

(a) Find the largest possible number of students in the class.

(b) How many triangular blocks did each student receive?

Answer (a)…………...………..…. [2]

(b) …………...………..……….[1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

12 Margaret sold an art piece for $ 4800. When she sold it, she made a loss of 4% of her 

cost price.

(a) Find the cost price.

(b) The same art piece is now valued for $5 250. Find the gain in value as a

percentage of its cost price.

Answer  (a) $….….…..………… [2]

(b) .….….…..………..% [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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13 If 5  ∶  24 = 22 ∶   , find the value of x.

Answer x = .…..…...………..…. [2]

For
Examiner’s

Use

14 A metallic block has a volume of 11 cm3, correct to the nearest cubic centimetre.

(a) Find the

(i) greatest possible volume and

(ii) the least possible volume of the metallic block.

(b) The mass of the metallic block is 31 g, correct to the nearest gram.

Find the greatest possible mass of 1 cm3 of the metallic block.

Answer (a) (i)……..………..…. cm3 [1]

(ii)….…….…...…… .cm3 [1]

(b)…..………………….……g [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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15 The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the number of key chains sold by each pupil for a 

fund-raising project.

(a) Find the total number of pupils selling the key chains.

(b) Find the

(i) modal number of key chains sold,

(ii) median number of key chains sold.

Answer (a)……..……...………..…. [1]

(b) (i)….…..….........………. [1]

(ii)…..…..……….………. [1]

(c) The information in the stem-and-leaf diagram are represented in the table below.

Complete the table below.

No. of key 
chains sold, n

100 n 2010 n 3020 n 4030 n 5040 n

No. of pupils 2 7 2

[1]

(d) Using the table in part (c) above, calculate an estimate for the mean number of

key chains sold.

Answer (d)……..……...………..…. [2]

Stem Leaf
0 7  9 
1 1  4  8
2 0  1  5  8  8  8  8  9  9  9
3 0  2  4  5  7  8  9 
4 0  2

Key: 2|5 represents 25 key chains sold

For
Examiner’s

Use
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16 The diagram is drawn to show the number of pieces of candy collected by Michael,
Henry and Shayna. 

State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a 

misinterpretation of the graph.

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

…………………………………………………………………………………………….

[2]

For
Examiner’s

Use

17 The scale of a map is 6 cm to 1.5 km.

(a) Write the scale in the form 1 : n.

(b) The actual length of a bridge is 8 km. Calculate the length of the bridge, in cm,

represented on the map.

(c) Calculate the actual area of a field, in km2, which is 72 cm2 on the map.

Answer (a)…………...………..…. [1]

(b) …….………………..cm [1]

(c)….…....……….……km2 [2]

36

Michael Henry Shayna
N

um
be

r o
f C

an
dy

Number of pieces of candy collected

h ay
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18 The pie chart represents the favourite subject of a group of students. 28 students choose 

Chinese as their favourite subject.

(a) How many students are there in the group?

(b) Calculate the number of students who like Science.

(c) 20% of the students whose favourite subject is Art decided to change their option

to Science. Calculate the new percentage of students who like Science.

Answer (a)…………...………..…. [2]

(b) …….……………………[3]

(c)….…....……….……… %[3]

For
Examiner’s

Use

End of Paper

ScienceEnglish
18%

Music
10%

Chinese
7%

Art
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1 State which of the following are irrational numbers.

6.345, − 2.4, √ , √9.

Answer  ..… − 2.4, √9.….……….….…… [1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

2 Arrange the following numbers in ascending order:

| −2.2 |,     2 , 2.3, 2.32̇
Answer  .. | −2.2 |,  2.3 , 2.32̇ , 2 …..…….. [1]

3 Draw a number line (using an interval of 1 unit) to represent composite numbers 
between 1 and 13.

Answer  

[1m] for Line + Arrow + Equal Intervals

[1m] for correct placement of dots

[2]

4 (a) Express 0.0749561234 correct to 3 significant figures.

Answer  (a)   .…0.0750….…………… [1]

(b) The number 904 999 corrected to n significant figures is 905 000.

Write down the largest possible value of n.

Answer  (b)   .…….…5………… [1]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

Answer  .. | −2.2 |,  2

(using an interval of 1 unit) to represent co
3.

swer  

[[[[[1[[[[[[[[ m] ffffor Line + Arrow + Equa

[1m] for correct placement

ess 0000000000000000000..........070777777777777777777777774956565656565656565656565656565656565656655555565665 121212121212121212121212121212121212121112121 3434343434343434343434343344343434333343 ccccorrect to 3 significant figures.

1 2 3 4 5 6666666666666 7 888888888888888888 999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 1010 111 12
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5 (a) [(69 − 33) × 20 ÷ 5] − 21 ÷ 3 ,[(69 − 33) × 20 ÷ 5] − 21 ÷ 3
=  [36 × 20 ÷ 5] − 7 ------------M1

= × − 7
=144 −7 ----------M1

=137 ---------- A1

Answer  (b) …….…….137….….…… [3]

(b) ÷ − + −1 × √−27 .÷ − + −1 × √−27
= ÷ − + × (−3)
= × + × (−3) ………….. M1 [for ]

= + −
= ………………M1

= 
= −7 -------------------A1

Answer  (b) …….……..−7 … ...…… [3]

For
Examiner’s
Use

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

An

(b) ÷ − + −1 × √−27√√ .÷ − + −1 × √−27√√
= ÷ − + × (((((((((((((((((((((((−−−−−−−−−−−−−3)
= × +++++++++++++++++++++++ × ((((((((((((((((((((−3333333333333333333333))))))))))))))))))))) ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… ........ MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM1 [fforor ]

= +++++ −−−−−−−−−−
==== …………………………………………………… ……………………………………………………………………………………………… ………………………………………………………………………………………M1

= 7 -------------------A1
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6 Given that p = 2, q = −1 and r = −3, evaluate .3  
= ( )( )
= 
= −2 -------A1

Answer  ..…………. −2……….….…… [1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

7 Mrs Kheng drives a distance of x km per day.

(a) Find an expression for the total distance travelled, in km, in p weeks.

(b) Mrs Kheng paid $y for the petrol used in p weeks. Find her cost of petrol

consumption, in $, per day.

(a) Total dist. travelled = 7xp km ----- A1

(b) Cost of petrol consumption = $ ------ A1

Answer  (a)….…… 7xp .……km [1]

(b) $….….…$ ……..…[1]

8 (a) Express 2704 as a product of prime factors in index notation.

(b) Hence, find the

(i) value of ,

(ii) smallest positive integer value of k, such that 2704k is a perfect cube.

(a) 2704 = 24 × 132 ------A1 M1-----

(b) = ×
= × -------M1

= 17 ------ A1

(c) k = 22 × 13 ------ M1

= 52 ------A1

Answer (a)……..… 24 × 132….. [2]

(b) (i) ...…..… 17 …….. [2]

(ii) ...…..…52.…….. [2]

1352
27042

2
6762
3382
169113
131313
1

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

ravell

used in p weeks

y

lled = 7xp km ----- A1

petrol consumption = $ ------ A1

AnAnAnAnAnAAnAnAnAnAnAnAnAnnnnAnAnAnnAnnnnAnAnnnAAnAAAnnAnAnAnAnnnswswswswerrrr  (a(a(a(a))))….……

((b)b)((( $$….….…$

Hence, fifififfififififififififififfififffiffffff nndnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn tttttttttttthehehehehehehehehehehhehehehhhhe

vavavavavavavavavavavavavavavavavaaaaaalululuulululuuulululululululululululuue eeeeeee eeeeeeee ofofooofoofofooofofoofofofoooff ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

smmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmalalalalalalalalalalalalalalala lelelelelelllellelelellelelellellelllleleestststststststsststsststststststsstststts pppppppppppppppppppppppososososoosososososososossosososososssooo ititititititititititittitititititititiitititttiviviviiviviviiviiviviviviviviviviviiiiivivivivvi e integer value of k, such that 2704k is a perfect

132222222222222222222222 ------A1 M1--

M1

1
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9 Written as the product of its prime factors,
2 940 = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7
8 232 = 2 × 3 × 7
8 085 = 3 × 5 × 7 × 11

Giving your answer as a product of its prime factors, find 

(a) the highest common factor,

(b) and lowest common multiple

of the three numbers above.

HCF = 3 × 7 ----- A1
LCM = 2 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 11 ----A1

Answer (a)…….. 3 × 7 ……..…. [1]

(b) ….2 × 3 × 5 × 7 × 11.. [1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

10 The theatre is 36 km away from Melissa’s home. Melissa left her home at 09 25 and 

drove for 20 minutes before stopping by a petrol station. She spent 10 minutes at a petrol 

station and drove another 15 minutes to reach the theatre.

(a) At what time did Melissa reach the theatre?

(b) Find the average speed, in km/h, for the whole journey.

(c) She left the theatre at 14 35 on the same day. Calculate, in hours and minutes, the

time for which she spent at the theatre.

(a) 1010 ---- B1

(b) Average speed

= 36 ÷ -----M1

= 36 ×
= 48 km/h   ----A1

(c) Time taken = 4 h 25 min  ----B1

Answer (a)………1010…..…. [1]

(b) …….…..48……km/h [2]

(c)….…....…4 h 25 min.……… [1]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

km away from Melissa’s home. Melissa left he

ion and drove another 15 minutes to reach the theaatrtre.e.
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in  ----B

Answer

(b) …
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11 Mrs. Wong distributed 30 cylindrical blocks, 45 cubes and 105 triangular blocks to the 

students in her class. Each student received the same number of cylindrical blocks, cubes 

and triangular blocks. 

(a) Find the largest possible number of students in the class.

(b) How many triangular blocks did each student receive?

(a) Largest possible no. of students = HCF of 30, 45 and 105
= 3 × 5
= 15   ------ A1 M1-------

(b) No . of triangular blocks each received =7 ---- A1

Answer (a)…………15………..…. [2]

(b) ……..………7……..……….[1]

For
Examiner’s

Use

12 Margaret sold an art piece for $ 4800. When she sold it, she made a loss of 4% of her 

cost price.

(a) Find the cost price.

(b) The same art piece is now valued for $5 250. Find the gain in value as a

percentage of its cost price.

(a) cost price of art piece = $  × ----M1
= $5000   ---- A1

(b) % gain =  × 100 %---- M1

=  × 100%

= 5% ----- A1

Answer  (a) $….…5000……… [2]

(b) .….….…5……..% [2]

6, 9, 21
30, 45, 1055

3
2, 3, 7

www.KiasuExamPaper.com

7 ---- A1

Answer (a)…

(b) ……

cost price.

(a) Find the cost price.

) The same art piece is noooooooooooooooooooow wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww vaalululuededededededededdededddddeded fffffffffffffor $5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$5$55$5$5$5$555$$ 250. Finind d the e ggain in value as

percentage ooof f f ffff ffffff ffffffffff its cocococococococococococococoocococococococc ststststststtststststststststststsss prprprprprprprprpprprpprpppppp icccccccccccccccccce.e.e.ee.eeeeeee.e.e.e.ee.eeee.e.e....

e ofofofofofofofofoffofofofofofof aaaaaaaaaaaart pppppppppppppppppppiececececececececececececececececeecccececccccecee ================== $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ × ----M1
= $5000   ---- A1× 100 %---- M1

100%
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13 If 5  ∶  24 = 22 ∶   , find the value of x.5 13  ∶  24 =  163 ∶   24
=  16  :  72 ----- M1

=  2 :  9

= 22  : 99  ------ A1

Answer x =……..…99……..…. [2]

For
Examiner’s

Use

14 A metallic block has a volume of 11 cm3, correct to the nearest cubic centimetre.

(a) Find the

(i) greatest possible volume and

(ii) the least possible volume of the metallic block.

(i) greatest possible Volume = 11.5 cm3 ------ A1
(ii) least possible volume = 10.5 cm3 ------A1

(b) The mass of the metallic block container is 31 g, correct to the nearest gram.

Find the greatest possible mass of 1 cm3 of the metallic block.

Greatest possible mass of 1 cm3 of the metallic block

=      .. ------M1

=      3 g     ------A1

Answer (a) (i)……..…11.5…..…. cm3 [1]

(ii)….…..10.5…...…… .cm3 [1]

(b)…..……………3…………g [2]

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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15 The stem-and-leaf diagram shows the number of souvenir key chains sold by each pupil

for a fund-raising project.

(a) Find the total number of pupils selling the key chains.

(b) Find the

(i) modal number of key chains sold,

(ii) median number of key chains sold.

(bii) median = 

= 28.5 key chains  -----A1

Answer (a)……..…24……..…. [1]

(b) (i)….…..….28..………. [1]

(ii)…..…..……28.5………. [1]

(c) Use the stem-and-leaf diagram above to complete the following table.

.

n, no. of key 
chains sold

100 n 2010 n 3020 n 4030 n 5040 n

No. of pupils 2 3 10 7 2
[1]

(d) Using the table in part (c) above, calculate an estimate for the mean number of

key chains sold.

Mean  = ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) -----M1

=

=

=

= 26 key chains   ----A1

Answer (d)……..… 26 ……..…. [2]

Stem Leaf
0 7  9 
1 1  4  8
2 0  1  5  8  8  8  8  9  9  9
3 0  2  4  5  7  8  9 
4 0  2

Key: 2|5 represents 25 key chains sold

For
Examiner’s

Use
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ing the key ch

er of key chains sold,

an number of key chains sold.

) median = 

= 28.5 key chains  -----A1

AAAAAAAnAnAnAnAAAAA swswswswerererer ((((a)a)a)a)……..…2

(bb)) ((i)….…..….28.

(ii(( )….i .…..……28.5…

Use the stststttttttttttttttttemeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee -anananananaannnaannnnanananddddddddddddd-lllelelelellelelllllelelllllll afafafafafafafafafafafafafaaaaaa dddddddddiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiaiiaiaiaiaiaaaaaaagrgrgrgrgrgrgrgrgrgrgrgrggrggrgrgrggrgrgrgrrramamamamamamamamamaamamamamamamamamammmmm ababababababababababababbabaabababaabaaabbbaa ovovovovovovovovovovovvovvvvvvvvveeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee toto complete the following table.

10000000000000000 nnnnnnnnn 2010 3020 4030

2 3 10

in part (c) above, calculate

( ) (
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16 The diagram is drawn to show the number of pieces of candy collected by Michael,
Henry and Shayna at a party.

State one aspect of the graph that may be misleading and explain how this may lead to a 

misinterpretation of the graph. [2]

The size of the icons/bars used are different hence it is not clear whether the height or the 

area of the candy gives the readings. OR ----A2

The graph does not indicate if it starts from zero and does not have intervals. 

Hence data cannot be accurately read from the graph.  ---A2

[Other reasonable answers may be accepted – A1: Aspect/A1: Reason]

For
Examiner’s

Use

17 The scale of a map is 6 cm to 1.5 km.

(a) Write the scale in the form 1 : n.

(b) The actual length of a bridge is 8 km. Calculate the length of the bridge, in cm,

represented on the map.

(c) Calculate the actual area of a field, in km2, which is 72 cm2 on the map.

(a) 6 cm :  1.5 km

6 cm :  150 000 cm

1       :  25 000 ----A1

(b) 6 cm :  1.5 km6 ÷ × 8 cm :  8 km     ---- M1

Length of bridge = 6 × × 8
= 32 cm   ---- A1

Answer (a)……1  :  25 000 ..….. [1]

(b) …….……32……..cm [1]

(c)….…....…4.5.……km2 [2]

36

Michael Henry Shayna
N

um
be

r o
f C

an
dy

Number of pieces of candy collected

cha ay

(c) 62 cm2 :  (1.5)2 km2    ---M1
36 cm2 :  2.25 km2

72 cm2 :  2.25 × 2 km2

actual area = 2.25 × 2
= 4.5 km2 ----A1

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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The scale of a map is 6 cm to 1.5 km.

a) Write the scale in the fororororororrororrororororororrorroro m m m m mmmmmmmm mmmmmmmm 11111111111111111 :: nnnnnnnnnnnnn.
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5 kkkkkkkkkkkkkmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

0000000 000000000000000000000 cm

----A1

 ---- M1

(c) 62 cm2 :  (1.5)2 km2

36 cm2 :  2.25 km
72 cm2 : 2 2

a
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18 The pie chart represents the favourite subject of a group of students. 28 students choose 

Chinese as their favourite subject.

(a) How many students are there in the group?

(b) Calculate the number of students who like Science.

(c) 20% of the students whose favourite subject is Art decided to change their option

to Science. Calculate the new percentage of students who like Science.

(a) Total no. of students = × 100 ----M1

= 400  ---- A1

(b) % of pupils who like Art = 25 % ----M1

% of pupils who like Science

= (100 –10 – 18 – 7 – 25)%

=  40 %   --- M1

Hence no. of pupils who like Science = × 400 = 160 ---- A1

(c) No. of students who changed their option = × ( × 400) ---M1

= 20 

New % of pupils who like Science = × 100% ----M1

= 45%    ----A1

Answer (a)…..…400………..…. [2]

(b) ……. 160……………[3]

(c)….…....…45..………%[3]

For
Examiner’s

Use

End of Paper 

ScienceEnglish
18%

Music
10%

Chinese
7%

Art
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Answer ALL questions. 

1. 27  , √   , −4  , 0.707  , 19  , √64
 (a) Write down the 
  (i) prime number, 
  (ii) perfect cube, 
  (iii) irrational number. 

 (b) Arrange the numbers in ascending order. 

    

Ans (a)(i) ___________________________ [1] 

 (ii)  __________________________  [1] 

 (iii) __________________________  [1] 

(b) _______, _______, _______, _______, ______, ______ [1] 
___________________________________________________________________________      
2. Evaluate [(−5) × 64 − (−2) × 7] ÷ (−11)

  

Ans  _______________________________ [2] 
___________________________________________________________________________    
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3. (a) Simplify  ÷ .

(b) By factorising the numerator and denominator, simplify .

Ans   (a) ____________________________[2] 

(b) ____________________________[3]
___________________________________________________________________________ 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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4. In the figure, PQRS is a parallelogram.  It is given that PQR = 84° , XPY = 158°

and PYR = 46°. PXS is an isosceles triangle where PX = PS and QPX is a straight
line.  Find, stating your reasons clearly,

(a) PXS ,
(b) YPS .

Ans   (a) ____________________________[3] 

(b) ____________________________[3]

__________________________________________________________________________ 

Q

R
P

Y

46o

84o

158o

X
S
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5. A group of secondary 1 students took a Mathematics test and their scores were
represented in the stem and leaf diagram below.

Key : 4|6 means 46 marks 

(a) Find the
(i) mean score,
(ii) median score.

(b) If another student’s score of 100 is added, which average, mean or median, is
the more appropriate measure to be used?  Explain your answer.

Ans (a)(i)  ___________________________ [2] 

(ii) __________________________  [1]

(b) _____________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________[2]
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Stem Leaf
4 6 7 9
5 1 3 4 8
6 0 1 3 5 7 7 7 8
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6. 8 men can paint a room in 20 days. 
 (a) How many more days are needed for 5 men to paint a room? 

 (b) The room was painted in d days.  Write down an expression, in terms of d, for 
the number of men needed to paint the room. 

Ans   (a) ____________________________[2] 

 (b) ____________________________[1] 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
7. Three light houses flash at the same time at 2.50 am. The first light house flashes 

every 12 seconds, the second light house every 14 seconds and the third light house 
every 20 seconds. At what time will the three light houses next flash together? 

Ans   _______________________________[3] 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
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8. Solve the following equations.
(a) 3 − 2 = 40 − [4 + 3( − 6)]
(b) − = ( )

Ans   (a) ____________________________[3] 

(b) ____________________________[3]
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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9. (a) Given that the sum of the interior angles of a polygon is four times the sum of 
its exterior angles, calculate the number of sides of the polygon. 

 (b) What is the special name given to the polygon in (a)? 

Ans   (a) ____________________________[2] 

 (b) ____________________________[1] 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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10. A survey was conducted to find out the time taken, in minutes, for a group of students
to walk to school.  The following set of data was obtained.

(a) Represent the above data in the dot diagram below. [1] 

(b) Find the modal time taken by the students.

(c) If the above data is represented by a pie chart, what is the angle represented by
students who took 10 minutes to walk to school?

Ans   (b) ____________________________[1] 

(c) ____________________________ [2]
__________________________________________________________________________ 

8 10 14 16 10
14 12 18 12 8
10 8 12 10 14
14 16 10 8 10

8 10 12 14 16 18

Time (minutes)
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11. (a) Using prime factorization, express 576 as a product of its prime factors, giving 
your answer in index notation. 

 (b) Hence, find √576 without the use of a calculator. 

         

       
Ans   (a) ____________________________[2] 

 (b) ____________________________[2] 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
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12. The frequency, F Hertz, of a note produced by a guitar string is proportional to the
square root of the tension, T Newtons, of the string.  When the tension is 49 Newtons,
the string produced a note with a frequency of 224 Hertz.
(a) Find an equation connecting F and T.
(b) Find the tension of the guitar string to produce a frequency of 512 Hertz.

Ans   (a) ____________________________[3] 

(b) ____________________________[2]
___________________________________________________________________________ 

End of Paper 
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PAPER 2 [50 marks]
Answer ALL the questions. All working must be clearly shown in the space provided.  

1. During a sale, a television set is selling at $4000 after a 15% discount.
Customers are allowed to purchase this television set on a hire purchase scheme
where they need to pay a deposit of $200 and the remaining amount to be paid
by instalments. The two schemes are :

Scheme 1 : Monthly instalment of $180 for 2 years with 0% interest rate.

Scheme 2 : Monthly instalment for 2 years at 2% simple interest rate per annum

(a) Calculate the simple interest incurred at the end of 2 years if Scheme 2
was chosen. [ 2 ] 

(b) Mr Lim said that Scheme 1 is better as there is 0% interest incurred.
Explain with detailed workings whether he is right.

[ 4 ] 

……………………………………………………………………………………

……………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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2. The door stopper below shows a composite prism. Its cross-sectional area is 
made up of a semicircle of radius 3 cm, a rectangle and a triangle. Calculate the 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(a) cross-sectional area of the prism, [ 3 ] 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
    
   
   
   
   

     
   
(b) perimeter of the cross-sectional area of the prism,  [ 3 ] 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  

10 cm 

5 cm 

 6 cm 

4 cm

13 cm 
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(c) volume of the prism, [ 2 ] 

(d) total surface area of the prism. [ 3 ] 
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3. Answer the whole of this question in the space provided below.  
   
(a) Using a ruler and a pair of compasses, construct triangle ABC where  

BC = 9 cm and AC = 10 cm. AB has already been drawn. 
 

[ 2 ] 
   
(b) Construct the angle bisector of angle CAB. [ 2 ] 
    
(c) If the angle bisector of angle CAB meets BC at point P,  
 (i) mark the point P with a ‘×’ and label it. [ 1 ] 
 (ii) measure and write down the length of BP. [ 1 ] 
    
  

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

       A                                                                                     B 
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4. It is given that  
(a) Express a in terms of s, u and v. [ 2 ] 

(b) Find a when s = 4, u = 3.6 and v = 5.8 [ 2 ] 
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5. x kg of cherries costs $36 and the cost of 1 kg of raspberries is $4 more than the
cost of 1 kg of cherries.

(a) Write down an expression in terms of  x, for the cost of 1 kg of cherries. [ 1 ]

(b) Write down an expression in terms of  x, for the cost of 1 kg of
raspberries.

[ 1 ] 

Jeremy bought 1 kg of cherries and 3 kg of raspberries. 
(c) If he paid $36 in total, form an equation in x and solve for x. [ 4 ] 

(d) Hence, find the cost of 2 kg of cherries. [ 2 ] 
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6. (a) Fill in the space provided in the table below for the 5th row

Row Pattern Sum of numbers 
1 1 + 3 4 
2 1 + 3 + 5 9 
3 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 16 
4 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 25 
5
. 
. 

. 

. 
. 
. 

n 1 + 3 + 5 + ….+ k S [ 2 ] 

(b) Express k in terms of n. [ 2 ] 

(c) Find the formula relating S and n. [ 1 ] 

(d) Is it possible to have a sum of 300?  Explain your answer. [ 2 ] 

……..…………………………………………………………………………… 

……..…………………………………………………………………………… 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Hand in Question 7 (Graph) separately. 

7. Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

The variables x and y are related by the equation y =  Some
corresponding values of x and y are given in the table below.

x  q 3 
y p 3  

(a) Calculate the value of  p and of q. [ 2 ] 

(b) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on the x-axis and 2 cm to
represent 2 units on the y-axis, draw the graph of  y =  for

  x   3. [ 3 ] 

(c) Using your graph, find the value of x when y = 1.5 [ 1 ] 

(d) By drawing the line y = 5 on the same graph, write down the
coordinates of the point of intersection of the two lines. [ 2 ] 

 End of Paper ~ 
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2017 Sec 1 EOY Paper 2 (Answer Key) 

1(a) $152
1(b) Scheme 1 : $4520; Scheme 2 : $4152; Difference = $368 

From the above, Mr Lim is incorrect as the total amount paid for Scheme 2 is $368  
cheaper than the total amount paid for Scheme 1 

2(a) 68.1 cm2

2(b) 37.4 cm 
2(c) 273 cm3

2(d) 286 cm2

3(cii) BP = 4.3 cm 

4(a) a =
4(b) a = 2.585 

5(a) Cost of 1 kg of cherries = $

5(b) Cost of 1 kg of strawberries = $  + 4)

5(c) + 3 + 4) = 36;       x = 6
5(d) Cost of 2 kg of cherries = $12    

6(a)
5 1 + 3 + 5 + 7 + 9 + 11     A1 36      A1 

6(b) k = 2n + 1
6(c) S = 
6(d) It is not possible to have a sum of 300 as the sum must be a perfect square.

7(a) p = 5, q = 1 
7(c) x =  1.25 
7(d) Coordinates are 

www.KiasuExamPaper.com
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(a) Cost of 1 kg of cherries = $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$

5(b) Cost of 1 kg of strawwwwwwwwwbebebebbbbebbbebbbebbbb rrrrrrieieieieieieieieiei s =============== $  + 4)

5(c) + 3 + 4) )))))) ) ))))))) ===== 36;;;;6;6;;;;;;;;;;;       x = 6
5(d) Cost oof f f f f f f fffffffff 22222222222222222 kgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkgkggkgg oooooooooooooooooof ffffffffff cherries ================== $$$$$12  

6((((((a)a)a)a))a)a)a)a)a)a)a)a)aaaa
5 1 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 3 33333333333 3333333333333333333333333333333333 +++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 5 55 ++++++++++++ 7777777777777777777777777777777777 + 9 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999 ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 11    AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA1111111111111111111111111111111111111 36     A1AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA  

6(b)))))))))))))) k kkkk k k kkk kkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkk ====================== 2n +++++++++++++++++++ 111111111111111111
c) S S S S S SSSSS S SSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSS ============================

ItItItItItItItItItItItItItItIt iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiis ssss nonnnnnnnnnnnnnnn t popopopopopopopopopopopoopopopooopopoopoopoopoppopoopopopopopopoppopopooopopopopopooppp sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssibibibibibibibbibibibibibibibibibibiibibibiibibibiiiiibibiibibiiiiiibibiiiiibbibleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleleeelelleellllelleeeeee ttttttttttttooooooo ooooooo have a summmmmmmmmmmmmm of 3030303030303303030303003030333333 0 as the sum must be a perfect squ

5, q = 1111111111 
1.2.2.2.2.2.222222222222555555555555555555
nates are 
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Answer all the questions

1 Express 
11
2 as a recurring decimal.

Answer …...………..…………….. [1]

2 Using all the numbers below, complete the following table.

23 1.2,8,5,,3.3
Answer

Rational Number(s) 

Irrational Number(s) 

[2]

3 Given that x is an integer, when x is rounded off to 1 significant figure, the 
answer is 40.
Write the least possible value of x and the largest possible value of x.

Answer

Least possible value…………..………….. 

Largest possible value…………..………... [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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4 m and n are two prime numbers, both larger than 5.
“The sum of m and n will always be a prime number.”  
Do you agree with this statement? Justify your answer.

Answer

………...........……………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………..
[2]

5 Mary’s household paid $55.75 for water services in March 2017. The water 
charges are going to increase by 15% by July 2017. Calculate the amount, correct 
to the nearest cent, Mary would have to pay in July 2017 if their usage of water 
remains the same.

Answer $........………..…………. [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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6 (a) Given that the value of 2nm , find the value of 344 nm .

Answer (a)...………..………………. [1]

(b) Given that 2a , 1b  and 10c , calculate the value of 
b

abc 3 .

Answer (b)...……..………………….. [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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7 (a) A rectangle has an area of 69.8 cm2 and its length is 5.2 cm.
Estimate the breadth of the rectangle.

Answer (a) ...………..……………..cm [1]

(b) Estimate the value of 3 782 , without using a calculator. Show your
working clearly.

Answer (b) ...………..…………….. [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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8 Mr Sim bought 60 eggs at q cents per dozen.  

(a) Express the total amount of money he paid for the eggs, in terms of q.

Answer (a)…...……..……………cents [1]

(b) He sold them for r cents each. Show that the profit he made is
)12(5 qr cents.

Answer : 

[1]

(c) Hence, explain what will happen if 012 qr .

Answer

………………………………………………………………………………………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………..
[1] 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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9 A and B are points on the coordinate plane as shown.  

(a) Write down the coordinates of point A.

Answer (a)(.………. , ..………...) [1]

(b) Find the gradient of line AB, given that B (3, 1).

Answer (b)...………..……………. [2]

(c) Given that C (k, 1) is a point on the coordinate plane such that the area 
of triangle ABC is 9 units2, find the possible values of k.

Answer (c) k = .……..….. or  …………….. [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

y

x
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10 (a) When written as the product of their prime factors, 
360   = 23 × 32 × 5,  
3024 = 24 × 33 × 7. 

(i) Find the highest common factor of 360 and 3024.

Answer (a) (i) .….....………….……… [2]

(ii) Find the smallest positive integer p such that p360 is a perfect
square.

Answer (a) (ii) .….....………….……… [1]

(iii) Find the smallest positive integer q for which 360q is a multiple of
3024.

Answer (a) (iii) .….....………….……… [1]

(b) When the students in a school are arranged into rows of 9, 12 or 20, there
will be a student who does not fit into any row. Given that the number of
students in the school does not exceed 500, find the greatest possible
number of students.

Answer (a)………...…..…..……….. [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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11 During each week, a site engineer checks the water level above the ground as 
required by the environment authority of a country.  The table below shows the 
daily water level recorded for a particular week. 

Day Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday
Water
level (in 
mm)

3.7 0.12 3.19 7.11 6.4

(a) On which day was the lowest level of water recorded?

Answer (a)…...……..………………. [1]

(b) What is the largest difference in water level between any two days of the 
week?

Answer (b)…...……..……………mm [2]

(c) Calculate the average water level.

Answer (c)…...……..……………mm [2]

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 
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12 (a) Solve the inequality 433
2

114 xx .

Represent your answer on the number line given below. 

Answer (a)

[4]

(b) Hence, write down 

(i) the greatest integer value of x which satisfies 433
2

114 xx .

Answer (b) (i) .….....………….……… [1]

(ii) the smallest integer value of x which satisfies 433
2

114 xx .

Answer (b) (ii) .….....………….……… [1]

x
0

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

For 
Examiner’s 

Use 

End of Paper
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2

1    (a)   Write down the following numbers in order of size, starting with the smallest.

                                    0.564, 565.0 , 65.0 , 365.0                                                 [1]

(b)    Expand and simplify )2(2)1( aaa . [2]

(c)  (i)  Evaluate
55.0

412493

.

Write down the first five digits on your calculator display.                                            [1] 

(ii) Write down your answer to part (i) correct to 3 significant figures.                              [1]              

2 There are three numbers. The second number is thrice the first number. 
      The third number is three less than four times the first number. 

(a) Given that the first number is 2n, write down an algebraic expression, in terms of n, for 

     (i)  the second number, 

     (ii) the third number. [2]

(b) If the sum of the three numbers is 77, form an equation in n.                                                [1]

(c)   Solve the equation in part (b) and find the third number.                                                      [3]           

3 Answer the whole of this question on a sheet of graph paper.

The table below shows some values of x and the corresponding values of y.

x 3 0 3

y 5 1 3

(a) Using a scale of 2 cm to represent 1 unit on each axis, draw a horizontal x-axis 
for 33 x and a vertical y-axis for 53 y .                                                            [3] 
On your axes, plot the points given in the table and join them with a straight line.  

(b) Use your graph to find the value of x when y = 3. [1]
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3

4 (a)   Solve the inequality 16315 xx .
Hence, find the smallest prime number, x, such that 16315 xx . [3]

(b) It is given that 13 x and 25 y , calculate
(i)  the smallest possible value of ,yx                                                                              [1] 
(ii) the greatest possible value of 22 yx . [1]

(c) Given that x = 6 is the solution to the equation 2kx – 7 = x + 11, find the 
              value of k.   [2] 

5 (a) (i)  Factorise completely .44 2 pxpyxyx                                                           [3] 

(ii) Factorise bb2 . Explain why if b is a positive integer, then bb2 is always 
                    even.                                                                                                                               [2]

(b) A stamp collector will suffer a loss of 35% if he sells a particular stamp for $273.
(i)   Find the price he paid for it.                                                                                           [2]

(ii) What would the selling price be if he wants to make a profit of 15%?                      [2]

6    (a)   Solve the following equations.
(i) 35)3(2 xx                                                                                                          [3]

(ii) 
14

3
5

2
yy

                                                                                                        [3]               

                     

(b)   (i) Simplify 2

2 10
4

64
p

p
. [3]

(ii) Express 
2

3
3

2 yy as a single fraction in its simplest form.                [3] 
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7 Jasmine and her family plan to visit the Singapore Zoological Gardens by bus from Yishun.    
To travel to the zoo by bus, the family needs to take Bus 171 from bus stop X near their house.   

       Then, they will need to alight at bus stop Y to take Bus 927 to the zoo. 

(a) The distance from bus stop X to bus stop Y is 12 km.
(i) If Bus 171 travelled at an average speed of 40 km/h, calculate the time taken to travel

from bus stop X to bus stop Y.                                                              [1]

The distance from bus stop Y to the zoo is 6 km.   
(ii) Find the time taken to travel from bus stop Y to the zoo if Bus 927 travelled

at an average speed of 30 km/h. [1]
Hence, find the total time taken to travel from bus stop X to the zoo, leaving
your answer in minutes.     [1]             
State an assumption that you have made in your calculation. [1]

Table 1 below shows information on Bus 927 from Choa Chu Kang Bus Interchange: 

Period 0630 - 0830 0831 - 1659 1700 - 1900 After 1900
Estimated waiting time 13 – 14 minutes 13 – 18 minutes 13 – 18 minutes 13 – 18 minutes

(b) The family boards Bus 171 from bus stop X at 0930.
When they reach bus stop Y, Bus 927 has just left.
Using your answer in part (a) and Table 1, do you think they will definitely be able to
reach the zoo by 1015? Show your working clearly. [3]

End of Paper
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Sec 1 Mathematics Mid Year Examination 2017 Marking Scheme 

1 81.0 B1

2
Rational Numbers 3.3 , 3 8 , 2.12

Irrational Numbers 5,

B2 (minus 1 mark for 
each mistake, up to 2 
mistakes)

3 Least: 35
Largest: 44

B1
B1

4 No. If m = 9 and n = 7, m + n = 16. 16 is not a prime 
number. 

B1 – use of specific eg. 
B1 – correct 
conclusion

5
11.6475.55

100
115 M1 – calculate 15% or 

115% 
A1

6a 11 B1
6b

4
1

)1)(2(310

3
b

abc M1 – substituition

A1
7a 14 B1 C.A.O
7b

18
29

881

782
3

3

A1 (do not accept 17) 
8a q5 B1
8b )12(5560 qrqr B1 – qr 560

8c Mr Sim will make a loss if 12r – q < 0 (or 12r < q ) B1 o.e (accept negative 
profit, Mr Sim will 
lose money)

9a B1
9b

1
3
3m M1 rise/run or 

change in y/ change in 
x (nfww)
A1

9c 3 or 9 B2
10ai 7232 23 M1 (any method, 2 

and 3 seen as common 
factors)
A1

10
aii

10 B1

10a 42 B1
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a prime

B

4
1

)1)(2(310 )(2(3 2(
b

M

AAAAA1A
4 B1 C.A.O

81

72
3

3

A1 (do not accept 17
B1

)))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))12 q22 B1 – 60

e a loss if 12r – q < 0 (or 12r < q )
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iii
10b LCM = 180

No. of students = 361
M1 – finding LCM
A1

11a Wednesday B1
11b 11.7 – M1 – largest minus 

smallest value or 
smallest minus largest
A1

11c
38.3

5
6.47.113.190.123.7 M1 – calculating 

average (sum/5)
A1

12a

3
125.2

3
12      and5.2

433      and        33
2

114

433
2

114

x

xx

xxx

xx M1 Split

M1 Solving inequality 
by moving x to one 
side (either inequality)

A1 (if improper, A0)

B1

12bi 2 B1
12b
ii

2 B1

  x
 2.5

3
12
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Secondary One Mathematics
Mid-Year Examination 2017    
Paper 2 Marking Scheme        
Deduct maximum  of 1 mark overall for no statement/ units   
Statement to be stated for Question 2(c) / 5(b) (i) & (ii) / 7(a) (i) (ii) and (b)

Solution Marks Remarks
1(a) 365.0  ,  564.0 ,  565.0   ,   65.0 B1
1(b) )2(2)1( aaa

aaa 242

432 aa

B1

B1

Either aa 2  or 
a24 seen

1(c)(i) 85.983 B1

1(c)(ii) 86.0 B1

5 marks
2(a) (i) 6n or 3(2n) B1

2(a)(ii) 38n or 3)2(4 n B1

2(b) 77)38(62 nnn B1 2n + (a)(i) + (a)(ii) = 
77 seen

2 (c)
5

8016
n

n

Third number = 37

M1
A1

B1

simplifying variable 
on one side 

6 marks
3 (a) Axes correctly drawn and labeled 

correct scale used 
Correct plotting of points 

Joining of points with a line 

B1
B1

B1

B0 for missing pts or 
any 1 pt plotted 
wrong 

3 (b) x = 5.1 or 1.50 B1

4 marks
4(a) 16315 xx

312x
5.15x

Smallest prime number = 17

M1
A1

B1

Grouping of variable 
or constant  

A0 for 
2
31

Must see 
tconsx tan

4(b)(i) 523 B1

4(b)(ii) 34)5()3( 22 B1

4(c) 17712k
2412k

2k

M1

A1

Substituting of value 
to solve for k

7 marks

7

3) B

77)38( )38( )38(8(8(8(8( BBBBBB1

5
8016

n

hird number = 37

M1M1M1M1M1M1
A1

B1
6 ma

correctly drawwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwn nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn and dddddddddddddddddddddddddddddddd lalalalalalalalalalallalalalalalalalaalalalalalaalalalll bebebebebebbbebebebbebebbebebebebebeebeebeebebeebebebebebbb lelelellellellellelellllllelll d d dddddddddddddddddd dddddddddd
scale usedededededededededededeededdedededededdedededdedeeeee  
plotototottotototototttitititiiititititiitiiitiingngnggngngnggnggggnggngngngngggggngngngngng ooooooooooooooooooooooooof poininininininninininininininininininintststststststststststststststs 

intssssssssssssssss wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwititititittittttititititttititititititttth h h hhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh a a aa a a aaaa aa a aaaa aaaaaaaaaaaaa lililililililiiliiliilililililiililililililililllililiiliiliiil nenenenenenenenenenenenenenenennnenenenneneennnnnnennnnn  

B1
B1

B1

B0 for mis
any 1 pt plo
wrong 

B1



5(a)(i)

))(4(
)()(4
)()(4

44 2

yxpx
yxpyxx
xypyxx

pxpyxyx
M1

B1
A1

Either )(4 yxx or 
)( xyp
seen)( yxp (SOI)

5(a)(ii) )1(2 bbbb

b and b +1 are consecutive integers , thus one of them must 
be even. The product of an even integer with another 
integer is always even. / Odd / Even integer multiply by 
another integer will always be even.

B1

B1
Product and even 
seen

5 (b) (i)

420$

100
65
273Price

M1

A1

o.e.

5 (b) (ii)

483$

420
100
115PriceSelling

M1

A1

115% x (b)(i)

9 marks
6 (a) (i) 35)3(2 xx

3562 xx
33x

1x

B1 

M1

A1

Correct Expansion 
for )3(2 x
Grouping of variable/ 
constant 

A0 for 
3

3

6 (a)(ii)
14

3
5

2
yy

)5(3)14(2 yy
15328 yy

175y

5
23y

M1

M1

A1

Remove denominator 

Group constant / 
variable

A0 for 
5

17

6(b)(i)
2

2 10
4

64
p

p

=
104

8 2pp

=
5

3p / 3

5
1 p

B1

M1

A1

For 8p

x
10

2p seen

ply

0 A

483$

420
100
115Pricelling

MMMM1MM

A1A1A1AAA

9
35)3( 5)3)3 5)3)3
356 56 56

3

B1 

M1

A1

Cor
for (2
Groupi
constant

A0 for 
3

3

)5 M1



6(b)(ii)
2

3
3

)2(2 yy

=
6

)3(342 yy
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12 marks

7(a)(i)
Time taken from Bus Stop X to Bus Stop Y= h

40
12

= h
10
3 or 18 min       B1

7 (a) (ii)
Time taken from Bus Stop Y to the zoo = h

5
1  or 12 min

Total time taken from Bus Stop X to the zoo = min12min18
= 30min 

Assumption: No waiting time required during transfer of 
buses 

B1

B1

B1

B0 if answer given in 
hour 

7(b)
Max waiting time needed for Bus 927 + Total travel time 
=30 + 18  = 48 minutes 

If they need to be at the zoo by 1015, total time needed 
should not be more than 45 minutes.  
No, they cannot.

      B1 

B1

B1

Indicated the 
maximum waiting 
time for Bus 927 
Calculating total time 
needed to reach zoo/
Award 1 mark if 
student use minimum 
waiting time (i.e. 13 
+ 30 = 43 minutes)

Conclusion with 
working shown 

7 marks

h
40

= h
10
3 or 18 min

aken from Bus Stop Y to the zoo = h
5
1 or 12 min

Total time taken from Bus Stop X to the zoo ==========  mmmmmmmmmmmmimimmmmmmmmmimimmmimmimmmmmmmmmmm nnnnnn121212121212121212121211212121212222mimimimimimiiiiiinnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn181111111111111111111
= 333333333330m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m0m ninnnnnnninnininninnnnninnnnn 
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